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PREFACE
Several months before beginning this dissertation, I chanced
upon an article about missionaries to the Indians in the post-civil
war era.

The author saw the role of missionaries to be that of

"cultural revolutionaries"--overthrowers of native culture, working
hand-in-glove with the government.

The term "cultural revolutionaries"

struck me and caused me to question the role of my own Order, the
Benedictines, at the Indian missions of White Earth and Red Lake.

I

began to wonder what functional linkages the Church had with the
Indian culture in Minnesota; what mutual modifications, if any, were
made--or whether there was a unilateral change and only on the part of
the Indians.
the time?

Were the Benedictines cultural revolutionaries all of

some of the time?

How were these missionaries influenced

by national beliefs and legislation?

White Earth, the older of the

two missions, makes a good case study for such questions, with my focus
on the period from 1878-1945 and, specifically, on the boarding school
as an instrument of cultural change/exchange.
In November of 1878, exactly ten years after White Earth
became a reservation, Father Aloysius Hermanutz, Sister Lioba Braun,
and Sister Philomene Ketten arrived at White Earth, remaining there
for a total of almost fifty years each.

Since their time, 137

Benedictine sisters and 14 priests have served the White Earth Indian
mission.

They labored with varying degrees of success, many giving
iv

E

99
decade of service to the mission.

.C6

B444
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Unfortunately, most, if not

JSSessed little or no knowledge and understanding of Indian

In her 1967 dissertation, Attitudes of Missionary Sisters
Toward American Indian Acculturation, Sister Francis Mary Riggs
asserts that a holistic view is essential for work among any peoples.
She defines holistic as an ability or enabling to see elements of
culture in their total context and in relation to one another in the
world.

Too often, such a holistic view was missing at Indian

missions, White Earth not excluded.
Almost all the contact between the Benedictine missionaries
and the Ojibwa came through the church and the school at White Earth.
In the pre-Vatican II years, up to 1963, almost the entire span of
the mission, this contact was a rather constricted one.

The sisters

and even the priests had almost no contact with Indian culture beyond
the church and school doors.

Missing from both, however, was the

holistic view that Sister Francis Mary describes.

She writes,

A sister with a holistic viewpoint would value such
things as a knowledge of the ~conomic problems of
Indians, satisfactory contacts with tribal or village
government, frequent contacts with graduates, jobtraining for students, and attendance at Indian
ceremonies and social gatherings. 1
Not until the late 1930s and for many, well into the 1940s, did the
former restrictions on sisters' external apostolates change

lsister Francis Mary Riggs, Attitudes of Missionary Sisters
Toward American Indian Acculturation (Washington, D.C.: Catholic
University of America, 1967), p. 20.
V

sufficiently to allow them to even begin cultivating such knowledge
and contacts.

Full lifting of such restrictions came only in the

post-Vatican II period, the mid and late-1960s.
Long before Vatican II brought about changes in approach to
structure of religious life and therefore in approach to reli gi ous
apostolates, some adaptations were made by the missionaries at White
Earth.

Tracing their history, one can see that most early adaptations

concerned schedules rather than the content of religious life, but
even these small adaptations made mission work and life there more
viable and humane.
Between its founding in 1878 and its closing in 1945, the
mission boarding school was home to between two and three thousand
students, many orphan girls.

They were influenced by, and in turn

influenced, the missionaries in ways not always measurable.

Through

years of experience working among the Ojibway, the missionaries came
gradually to acquire what the Meriam Report of 1928 saw as a primary
need for those working among the Indians:
an awareness of the
of the need to take
programs and of the
strengths of Indian
progress. 2

existence of cultural differences ,
them into account in designing
frequent failure to use the
cultures as a foundation for

Tracing the mission school's history from 1878 to 1945, the
year the boarding school closed, I attempt to show the priests,
sisters, and Indians interacting with one another, setting their

2Lewis Meriam, et al., The Problem of Indian Administration
(Baltimore: Johns Hopki~ Press, 1928; reprint, 1971), p. x.
vi

history into the national scene whenever appropriate.

Chronological

divisions are somewhat arbitrary--certainly the choice of the span
1878-1910 is a case--but the separate treatment of 1910-1945 fits
well into the swing from naive attempts at enforcing assimilation to
respect and preservation of native culture which occurred during
those years.
To return to my original question:
White Earth cultural revolutionaries?

were the Benedictines at

Completing this paper, I find

the answer to be both yes and no--with qualifications.

There were

times when the missionaries did act like cultural revolutionaries.
This occurred primarily in the early decades of the mission:

the

late 19th and early 20th centuries and particularly in the area of
religion.

On the other hand, the missionaries did not act as cultural

revolutionaries from at least the 1920s on, reflecting the gradual
change from ignorance and toleration to an appreciation of Indian
culture.
The 1930s and early 1940s with their New Deal for the Indians
were to affect strongly a resurgence of interest in and encouragement
of native culture.

While the Church and other institutions did not

exactly achieve what Sister Jose Hobday, a Seneca, calls a "pow wow
mentality," nevertheless there did emerge a greater respect for Indian
culture on the part of missionaries and other white people.

In this

paper, steady progression towards a greater respect for the Ojibway
culture by the missionaries at White Earth is traced alongside the
evolution within Catholic and, for Benedictines, monastic structures
vii

which helped such a progression happen.
As a Benedictine, I thrill to the tales of the many
missionaries who served at White Earth, especially those of the late
nineteenth and early .twentieth centuries, admiring their courage,
persistence, and devotion· they brought to their task.

Accounts of

the mission boarding school sound familiar to me in many aspects
since I attended a Benedictine boarding high-school in the early
195Os, from where, after graduation, I entered the novitiate of St.
Benedict's Convent, St. Joseph, Minnesota.

I experienced first

hand what generations of Ojibwa students did: the superv~sion of
dedicated sisters, who, maintaining strict discipline, nevertheless
trained the whole person in an atmosphere of loving care and concern.
Following the novitiate and a year in college, I went directly into
teaching.

That progression and my German ancestry are like those

of most of the sisters whose story I tell in this paper.
I am conscious, of course, that at White Earth two cultures
met, sometimes clashing but often compromising.

Each culture had its

own integrity and is worthy of respect for that reason alone.

Due to

my personal background, this paper highlights the white, Catholic,
Benedictine culture more than the Ojibwa implying, however, rio disrespect to the latter.
Although I was born and reared in Minnesota, I had known little
about the Ojibwa and Dakota within its borders.

As a child, I read

stories--mostly fiction--about Indians but never delved deeply into
their varied cultures.

Minnesota ranks in the top ten states having
viii

the largest Indian population, yet I first met an Indian during my
high school years and then lost whatever interest I once had in
Indians until my second year of graduate study.

Two seminars in

American History--one focusing on the Jacksonian Era and the other
on 19th and 20th-century America--rekindled the interest and stirred
me to study the Ojibwa of White Earth.

On the whole, it has been a

pleasant task.
My thanks go to many persons who gave invaluable aid during
the research and writing of this paper.

In particular I mention

Sisters Thea Grieman, Mary Degel, Debora Herda, Delice Bialke,
Johnette Kohorst and Rosaria Zenner, who shared personal experiences
of their years at White Earth; Fathers Benno Watrin, Constantine and
Valerian Thelen, and Brother Gregory Eibensteiner, all veterans of
White Earth, who gave information freely; the Indian women--at and
away from White Earth--who proved to be friendly and helpful during
interviews:

Ida Blue, Alice Clark, Nora Clukey, Maggie Hanks, Melba

Hodges, Emma Johnson, Inez Reynolds, Tumack Warren, and Rose Barstow.
In addition, I wish to acknowledge the assistance of Father
Vincent Tegeder of St. John's Abbey Archives; Sister Imogene Blatz of
St. Benedict's Archives; Philip Bantin of the Marquette University
Archives and Sister Moira Wild, Treasurer of St. Benedict's Convent.
These people, in their respective official capacities, gave me much
help in locating source material.

I thank also Sister Idamarie Primus

of St. Bendict's Convent, who served twice as driver to White Earth
and as assistant interviewer, affable in both roles; Sister Debora
ix

Herda, who not only drove me to St. John's Abbey several times but
also aided in the interviews; and Sister Linnea Welter, Professor of
English at the College of St. Benedict, proofreader and editor
extraordinaire.

Special thanks go to Professor Gerald Vizenor of the

American Studies Program at the University of Minnesota, himself from
White Earth, who taught me much about human relations.

He gave

generously of time and suggestions.
Above all, I thank Professor Clarke A. Chambers of the
University of Minnesota History Department, my advisor throughout
my graduate work at the University and an unflagging support in the
step-by-step process of bringing this project to completion.

His

suggestions, encouragement, and patience saw me through the task.
There are many other people who have helped me in some way
or other and whom I have not the space to list.

Members of my

religious community gave help merely by their interest in this paper
and by their expressions of concern and support.

X

I thank them all.
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LOCATION OF OJIBWA RESERVATIONS
• St. Benedict's Convent, St. Joseph,
Minnesota
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Chapter I
BACKGROUND
Benedictine Monks in Minnesota
In 1835, Father Francis Pierz, a native of Ca r niola in the
eastern Alps, came to America to labor among the Indians in the
Midwest.

By the early 1850s, from headquarters tn Crow Wing, Pierz

was ministering along the upper waters of the Mississippi, chiefl j
at Mille Lacs, Leech Lake, Red Lake, Long Prairie, and Belle Prairie.
This was also the time when white settlers were becoming attract ed to
~innesota in large numbers as a result of treaties with both Dakota
.

and Ojibwa which opened land for settlement .

t

•

Father Pierz was an old hand in the mission field, having
spent almost twenty years among Michigan's Ottawa I~dians.

His

ccuncryman, Facher--later Bishop--Frederick Baraga, Vicar-Apostolic
of Northern Michigan, had invited Pierz to join him in his work and
tte young, zealous priest responded generously.

t

He was aged sixty-

seven when he left Michigan to assume mission work in Minnesota.
A public relations man of no little influence for his adopted
territory, Father Pierz's glowing descriptions of Minnesota farmland
reached many immi grants.

In one brochure Pierz wrote,

The summer in Minnesota is more favorable for human
health and for the growth of farm and garden produce
than in any other country in the world. Rains are
not frequent and rainfall seldom continues for more
(

1

2

than a day, and yet we are not troubled by drouth
. . . though the sowing is late, Minnesota's crops
ripen in good time and we have finer and more
abundant harvests than any other region.1
Whether or not they were enticed by such a description, over fifty
Catholic German families settled in Minnesota along the Mississi?pi
and Sauk Rivers by 1855 and Pierz's Ordinary, Bishop Cr e tin of St .
Paul, gave his blessings to the colonization effort.

App eals went to

Europe and to the eastern United States for priests to minister to the

'
'

1
i

Minnesota white settlers as well as to work among the Indians.

. -.1

The Benedictine Abbey of St. Vincent's in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, was the first to respond to these appeals.

In the spring of

.t

:~

,

'''t·1
t•·;,

. t

.)

/' r

1856, five of its members came to Minnesota, settling in St. Cloud.
The A,bbot of St. Vincent's, Abbot Boniface Wimmer, visited the
~innesota foundation in the fall of 1856 and laid plans £or a
permanent monastery in the locality.

He looked at land four miles

out of the village of St. Joseph--itself eight miles out of St .
•
Cloud--and found it suitable for a monastery since it contained much
wood and pasture land.

Father Colman Barry, the official historian

of St. John's University, notes this:
Wimmer, ·practical and far-seeing as always,
determined then and there that this land must be
obtained. Eight claims were to be made, four in
the names of the new brothers from St. Vincent
and the other four in the names of Father Alexius,
Frater Paul, Brother Benno and Brother Patrick
[original members in Minnesota]. Father Bruno also
had claimed another 240 acres near St. Joseph, 160
acres of prairie and 80 acres of forest, which he

lquo ted in Colman Barry, Worship and Work, p. 22. From
William P. FurlaQ, In Charitv Unfeigned (Paterson, N.J., 1952), pp.
250-251. English trans lat ion by Father Tennelly of the BCHL

~~

p~

3

felt would be ideal for a convent of Benedictine
Sisters when the y would arrive in Minnesot a . 2
Prior Demet rius di Marogna, the ap pointed head of the Minnesota
foundation, obtained a charter for a monastic school in 1857.

With

the aid of John R. Wilson, a St. Cloud Representative to the Minnesota
Territorial Legislature, he dr ew up a bill to incorporate the Order
of St. Benedict in Minnesota and to obtain a charter for St. J oh n's
Seminary.

The bill passed the Legislature on February 27, 1857.

In the spring of 1864, the Benedictine monks and their students
moved from St. Cloud to a location near the present Collegeville
station, there being too many legal problems to allow the expansion of

,' '
i

e ither a monastery or a school.

By 1866, the monks were settled on

the shores of Lake Sagatagan.
In August of 1866, the monastery was raised to Abbey status
by Pope Pius IX and that December an Abbot, with life tenure, was
elected:

Rupert Seidenbusch, who was to prove a staunch advocate for

the Indians.

Under his leadership, the monastery increased in

buildings and members--monks and students.

The Ludwig Missionsverein

of Bavaria gave a yearly stipend of 2000 florins ($860) as support.3
Abbot Seidenbusch concentrated on getting St. John's Abbey
and college on a solid footing during his tenure, 1866 to 1875.

But

he did not neglect to minister to the needs of the growing parishes
around the area.

2rDl.C.,
..
',n_/'

Nor could he fail to note the needs of the Indian

p. 44.

3rbid., p. 103.

,,

l

4

population as the indomitable Father Pierr was still on the move,
begging for more priests to help him in this work.
In 1864, Father Pierz went to Carniola, preaching about the
Indians and asking for help.

A group of priests and seminarians,

sixteen in all, responded f avorably, retur_ning with him to America.
How was Pierz able to get such a remarkable response?
substantive evidence, one can only conjectur e .

Lacking any

Most of xhe volunteers

were young men--in their early twenties--perhaps eager for the
adventures of life in frontier America.

However romantic their view,

they were probably also convinced that they were needed for a noble
work.

Among the volunteers was Father Joseph Buh, who would work
with Father Pierz in central Minnesota from 1864-1888 and in northeastern Minnesota from 1889 until his death in 1922.

Father Ignatius

Tomazin, also in this group or sixteen, became Pierz's assistant at
Crow Wing.

He would later serve as Pastor of White Earth from 18i3-

18i8 and at Red Lake from 1879-1883.
Like Pierz, Fathers Buh and Tomazin became fluent in the
Ojibwa language, learning it from the Indians themselves and from
study of Father Baraga's dictionary, compiled during Baraga's long
years in the mission field.

Like Pierz, they rode a large circuit,

ministering to white people and Indians, chiefly the latter, in
northern Minnesota.

Father Buh, anticipating struggles with the

government over Church and State alliance, wrote t9 a friend in June
of 1866:

The government ought to provide money for the
missionary because of its treaties. ·-Much money

5

has actually been given co Prot estan t t ea chers and
ministers. I have spoken to the Ind ian Agent three
times regarding this ma tter, but nothing has been
accomplished.4
Several years later, his colleague, Father Tomazin, would get
embroiled in quarrels with the agent at White Earth over this very
issue--a situa tion which r esulted in t he ous ter of both me n.
In the spring of 1870, Father Buh returned to Europe,
attending Vatican I Council and then going on a pr eaching tour se eki ng
more priests for Minnesota.

He r e turned to America in t he fall of

1870 with seven ca ndidates for mission work.

Among them was Aloysius

Herrnanutz, not yet o rdained, who would serve th e Ojibwa of White
Earth for over fifty years.

He first stopped at St. Vincent's for

further training and from there went to St. John's Abbey Nhere he
was ordained and ta ugh t philosophy in the col l ege.
In 1875 Abbot Seidenbusch was named Vicar-Apostolic o f the
newly-created Vicariate of Northern Minnesota.
Abbot Alexius Edelbrock.

His successor was

Under his guidance, St. John's expanded
,

lands, buildings , monastic and student body as well as its mission
reach.
As Vicar-Apostolic, the now-Bishop Seidenbusch was v~ry
conscious of the large Indian population, barely reached by the efforts,
albeit heroic, of such priests as Father Pierz, Father Buh, and Father
Tomazin.

The total Catholic population of this area included 14, 000

whites and 25,000 Indians. 5

Seidenbusch called upon the new Abbot

4sister Bernard Coleman, Masinaigans: The Little Book (S t .
Paul: North Central Publishing Co ., 1972), p. 64.
Ssarry, Worshio and Work, p. 128. ·

6
to furnish priests for work among the Indians in northern Minnes ota.
A growing number of priests and religious were already at ·work in
northern Minnesota, predominant among them the Benedictines, th e
Franciscans and the Sisters of Charity.

At this stage they served

42 churches and 40 missions. 6
Abbot Edelbrock was open to the Bishop's appeal for mission
help and asked his Chapter for approval.

Although the Ch a pter granted

approval, there was much discussion then and later over what some
monks termed "excessive activism."

Abbot Wimmer had already faced

this same charge at St. Vincent's when he branched out in apostolic
work in both Pennsylvania and Minnesota.

Some monks, at St. Vincent's

and St. John's, felt that too much missionary work would weaken the
Benedictine spirit and that the contemplative part of Benedictine life
would be submerged into the active life.
To these fears, Abbot Wimmer and Abbot Edelbrock responded by
reminding their monks that missionary work was never foreign to
Benedictinism.

Abbot Edelbrock noted that St. Benedict himself had

sent men out on missions and that the long history of the Benedictine
Order attests to a missionary impulse in response to the needs and
call of the Church.

The Abbot did, however, regret the scattering of

forces and the necessity of priests sometimes living apart from
community for long periods of time. 7
Abbot Edelbrock was supported staunchly by Abbot Wimmer.

Both

6coleman, Masinai~ans: The Little Book, p. 88.
7Quotation from Abbot Edelbrock's notes of 7 May, 1889.
Worship and Work, pp. 165-166.

Barry,

r

7

men knew that, in any century, mon asticism t a kes its idencit y -and
modes of expression from the cultural, political, and religious milieu
by which it is surro unded.

When Benedictine monasticism moved to

America from its European origins, it necessarily underwent chan ge ;
vast spaces of territory and l e ngth and slowness of travel were only
two of the forces for chan ge .

Still, the visi ons of early American

Benedictine fo under s we r e gene rally transplanted versions o f European
monastic practice s.
By the 1850s and 1860s, American Benedictines evidenced a
greater openness and willingness than previously to adapt to the
American scene.

However, debate still raged over the propri e ty of

monks and nuns taking on external apostolates and yet remaining
faithful to the Benedictine Rule.

As Father Joel Rippinger, a leading

historian of Benedictine monasticism, puts it:
. . . such qualities as horseback riding and a
hard stomach carried greater weight than adherence
to the community horarium and faithful fulfillment
of choral prayer obligations. 8
Oftener than not, the demands of a new land and an i~igrant people
made monastic custom and tradition take second place.
Benedictine Sisters in Minnesota
The Benedictine Sisters who came to Minnesota in June of 1857
would find themselves caught up in the same arguments as the monks,
over active versus contemplative life.

Mother Benedicta Riepp,

8Joel Rippinger, "Some Historical Determinants of American
Benedictine Monasticism, 1846-1900," The American Benedictine :leview
27 (~arch 1976), p. 74.

8

su pe rior ess of the conv~nt in St. Mary~, Pennsyl vania , sent the first
group of Be nedictine Sisters to Minnesota.

They settled in St. Cloud

for six years, teachin g elemen tary school children.
In 1862, the Sisters began a parish school in nearby St.
Joseph, and in 186 3 they moved their convent th e re from St. Cloud
which, due to th e burden of finan cin g a parochial school, had become
increasingly hostile to t~ em.

The S t . Cl oud exper i ~nc e convinced the

Sisters that some of their old world customs and rules would have to
be dropped or adapted to a pioneer setting.

Strict enclosure, for

example, was impossible while teaching in a frontier school .

As Sister

Grace McDonald, the official hi storian for St. Be nedict's Convent in

'

·l

the 1950s, describes the problem:

"Playground supervision from the

window or doorway was understandably a failure.

Neither was proper

prefecting of the pupils possible during religio us services. 119
Enclosure was but one of many rules established for European convents
over the centuries which were then carried to the new world.

Inevitably,

a clash came between European and American values regarding the role
of the nun in American society.
In The Role of the Nun in 19th-Century America, Sister Mary
Ewens traces roles and role-conflicts as they developed in the Church's
Canon Law as well as in several Orders' constitutions.

She cites the

Papal Bull of 1298 and its reiteration in the 16th century Council of
Trent as hindering the adaptation required of missionary sisters by
the American milieu.

_J

-'

The Papal Bull called for cloister and enclosure

9sister Grace McDonald, With Lamps Burning (St. Paul: North
Central Publishing Co., 1957), p. 43.

9

for r eligious women , with few ex cept ions .

Th is rule pr ove d to be a

major, perhaps the major, obstacle to apostolic work by nuns.

Sister

Mary Ewens writes that European rul ~? for religious women
. . . were unsuited to American conditions and had
to be chan ged if their apostolic work was to
succeed. When adaptations were made, there were
always fear s that chan ges in de t ails of th e rules
would lead to general dissipation and a falling
awiy from the original fervor and ide als of the
cornmunity.lO
Bishops in missionary territories encouraged only non-cloistered
sisters to come, wanting them to be able to staff schools.
The Benedictine Sisters in Minnesota found to be true what
Sister Mary Ewens states,
Unfortunately. .
cloistral rules sometimes
kept them from giving that public witness to the
values of Christianity which would have broadened
their sphere of influence, and from serving their
neighbor in all his needs.11
The American frontier did not lend itself to the European principle
of enclosure.

The spirit of neighborliness was highly valued and the

sisters' attempts at living enclosure was bound to alienate many of
the parishioners.
Less than a decade after arrival in Minnesota, the sisters
mitigated a number of old world rules.

Breakfast was allowed,

midnight recitation of the Divine Office was changed to four in the
morning, and the Little Office of the Blessed Virgin was substituted
for the longer Divine Office on non-festive days.

The hardships of

lOsister Mary Ewens, The Role of the Nun in 19th-Century
America (New York: Arno Press, 1971), p. 69.
llrbid., p. 328.

10
frontier life r e quir ed tha t the sisters have more f~od and sleep.
The Minnesota Benedictine Sisters we re becoming as active in missionary
wo rk as the Benedicti ne mon ks.
By 1863 the St. Cloud convent numbered fourteen sisters--too
many to find employment in the school.

An offer to move to St . Joseph,

eigh t miles nor t hwest of St. Cloud, was acc ep ted as was a n invit a t io n
from Atchi s on, Kan s a s , to help run a s chool.

Ha lf t h e Sisters acc e p te d

the Kansas mission while the others moved to the village of St. Joseph
in November of 1863.
The 1870s saw St. Benedict's Convent slowly but steadily
growing in numbers and expanding in holdings of land and buildings.
This made possible a greater outreach to neighboring and even distant
parishes.

In 1871, the Sisters took on school work in Rich Prairie

(now Pierz ) at Father Pierz's invitation.

Under the leadership of

Mother Aloysia Bath, prioress from 1877-1880, the small community
supplied teachers to schools in Breckenridge, Moorhead, Minneapolis,
New Munich, Bismarck, and White Earth.

This outreach stretched the

convent's personnel to the limits since, between 1857 and 1880, the
professed Sisters numbered only 57 at their maximum.

The handful of

candidates for religious life generally did not go out from the
Motherhouse.
From the 1860s to the 1880s, the majority of the Sisters of
St. Benedict's Convent were of German stock, having come to America
from Bavaria, Austria, and Prussia in the 1850s or earlier.

One major

criticism of them by the people of St. Cloud was their poor English,
ba~ely satisfying the state government's demands for certified school

11

teachers.

This problem lessened by the 1880s and '90s as more and

more English-speaking American girls entered St. Benedict's.
In age, these first Sisters in St. Joseph averaged 23 years,
with one or two in their thirties and the oldest in her forties.
superior in 1877 was Mother Aloysia Bath, aged 28.

The

Their youth and

zeal stood them in good stead since very hard work was needed to
support the growing ministries both in and away fr om S t. J os eph.
Under the administration of Mother Antonia Herman, prioress
from 1872 to 1877, 18 new members joined the community.

The increase

was a boon to a proposed academy or finishing school--in the planning
stage by the early 1370s.

An article in Der Nords t ern, a St. Qoud

German weekly, dated February 8, 1877, describes the opening of the
Academy and its aims.

The Sisters would instruct the students in

both the English and German languages, drawing, embroidery, and give
music lessons on piano, melodeon, zither, and guitar.

Music tuition

was fifty-cents per beginner per month and one-dollar for those more
advanced.

The article ends by' informing those who wanted further

information to write to Mother Aloysia Bath_, Letter Box 34, St. Cloud. 12
The teaching staff of the Academy was a very capable group.
With Lamps Burning describes their academic background as being equal
to that of respected faculties in most academies on the Atlantic
seaboard.

She lists the two music teachers, Sister Willibalda

Scherbauer and Sister Bede Linneman, as having received their training
in Bavaria and Milwaukee while other faculty had attended schools in

)
-..._/

12Translation of article in Der Nordstern, February 8, 1877,
by Sister Grace McDonald. St. Benedict's Convent Archives.
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Eng l and , Germany, and the eastern United Stat e s. 13
Although almost all Sisters engaged in manual labor for many
hours each day, the d~i l y schedule was quite stringent--not much
changed from what it had been in the 1850s in Pennsylvania.

According

to The Chronicle, written around 1915 by Father Henry Bor ger d in g , the
convent chaplain who was first a ppointe d in 1890, the schedule during
,
·
t,h e 1 87 Os and 18 SOs included th e followin g community prayer gatner
ings
: 14
4:30 a.m.
6:00 a.m.
5:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Matins, Little Hours
Meditation
Mass
Spiritual Reading
Vespers, Comp line

In between, the Sisters did their work, in and out of the convent
proper, with teaching and farm chores occupying most of their time.
But there were periods of recreation, too.

In the time between supper

and night prayers, there were walks, singing, card games, and fancy
work for relaxation.
When the Sisters first arrived in St. Joseph, they lived in a
small frame house (30 x 56) which, according to Sister Grace's description, eventually was combined with the already standing old church
and school, forming a complex of rather dilapidated buildings.

A new

convent was begun in 1879--undertaken only after the Academy was
functioning successfully.

Funds came primarily from the Sisters'

savings, and donations from parishioners and other friends.

The

combination convent-school, a three and a half story brick building,

13McDonald , p. 104.
14 Father Henry Borgerding, The Chronicle, ca. 1915, St,
Benedict's Convent Archives, St. Joseph,- ·Minnesota, p. 24.
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was blessed June 29 , 1882, although t~e Sisters and students had moved
in on May 6, 1882.
In contr as t with their rather precarious existence in St.
Cloud from 1857-63, the Sisters sank deep roots in St. Joseph from
1863 on and were now in a position to extend their outreach .

Th e late

1870s and especially the 1880s saw the Siste rs sta ff ing ave~ a dozen
parochial schools in Minnesota and Dako ta as well a s t wo ho s pitals,
an orphanage, and two Indian missions--among the lat t er, White Earth.
When Bishop Seidenbus·ch requested personne 1 from St. John's
to work among the Indians at White Earth Reservation, the Abbot in
turn asked Mother Aloysia to supply Sisters for the mis s ion.

This s he

did, and in November of 1878 a trio--Father Aloysius Hermanutz, Sister
Philomene Ketten, and Sister Lioba Braun--began what would be fifty
years of work at White Earth .
The White Earth Reservation and Ojibwa Culture
It may be well before describing the White Earth Reservation
and the· Ojibwa culture, to digress briefly, and to consider the various
names by which the woodlands Indians of Minnesota have been called.
Gerald Vizenor, himself an Ojibwa, explains the origins of these names
in the Preface to Wordarrows.

He cites the name Anishinaabe, singular,

and Anishinaabeg, plural, as being the one used by the woodland tribes
in reference to themselves.
and Ojibwa. 15

White people gave them the names Chippewa

In this study, the name Ojibwa will be used consistently,

15 Gerald Vizenor, Wordarrows (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1978), p. x.
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unless a direct quotation dictates the use of one or the other name.
The White Earth Reservation itself was only a decade old in
1878, having been established by treaty between the U. S. Government
and various Ojibwa bands in 1867 with the first band of Indians moving
onto it in November of 1868.

An exact count of Indians in Minnesota

by the 1860s is not available though William Warren, h i mself Ojibwa
and author of History of the Ojibway Nation, first publish ed in 1855,
reports 5,000 Ojibwa in Minnesota during the 1850s. 16

By the 1890s,

a census shows slightly more than 3,000 living on the White Earth
Reservation.

The promise of monetary support by the federal government

and the promise of protection from the pressures of white settlers
migrating to Minnesota made the move to White Earth more attractive.
White immigration to Minnesota was peaking by the 1870s, though
most of the whites were still in the southern half of the state.
Farmers shunned the northern half because of its inferior soil, severe
climate, inaccessibility to markets and uncharted forests. 17

In 1862

the Governor of :Minnesota, Henry H. Sibley, referred to the Red River
Valley dis trice as "fit only for the Indians and the Devil. 11 18

The

Indians, by the treaty of 1867, received 1,985,120 acres of la~d in
northern Minnesota--located in Mahnomen, Becker, and Clearwater counties,
north cf Detroit Lakes and east of the Red River Valley.

Much of the

16William Warren, History of the Ojibway Nation (Minneapolis:
Ross and Hains, Inc.; reprinted 1970), p. 38.
17 oewey N~wcornbe, An Aooraisal of Chiooewa Tracts in the State
of~: 1355-65-67 (New York: Clearwater Publishing Company, 1956), p. 167.
18Ibid.
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reservation consists of forests and swamps, though later descriptions
praise it as being choice land.
A description of White Earth Reservation by United States
Attorney, Marsden C. Bursch, testifying before a House of Representatives Committee in 1911, is effusive in its praise:
I have traveled over it only in part . . . . I have
never seen a more beautiful stretch of territory
than that embraced in the present White Earth
Reservation. It contained lakes, and streams,
prairies and forests, timber enough of white pine
originally there to build all the elegant buildings that mighty have been needed for centuries to
come . . . there were marshes and lakes wherein
they could fish and wherein they could hunt and
gather wild rice for their sustenance; and the
riches of prairie lands imaginable, high, rolling,
healthy--everything that could be desired for the
last stand of a great race.19
Bursch's description of White Earth's beauty seems an instance of
"romanticism."

Descriptions by nineteenth-century observers--white

people and Indians--agre.e there we re magnificent woods and plentiful
water but they also note that the soil was poor for agriculture.

The

land now, as it was then, is hilly and rocky in many parts with a
powdery soil in some areas.

Bursch may have been exaggerating the

beauty of the reservation the better to condemn the stripping of the
forests by timber companies against whom he was testifying.
In the post-Civil War period, the federal government forced
Indian tribes onto reservations to protect the Indians from depredations of white people and--more importantly--to open up vast tracts
of former Indian land to white settlers.

By the 1870s, almost all

19House Hearings, No. l, July 25, 1911 on House Resolution
No. 103.
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Indians were on reservations.
Under President U. S. Grant, a Peace Polic y was set up which
fostered the ci vilizat ion and Christianizing--often seen as synonymous--of the Indians.

Father Francis P. Prucha, a Jesuit priest-

historian and an acknowledged authority on Indian histor y , especially
on Indian-white relations, describes the aims and purposes of the
Peace Policy as follows:
--place the Indians on reservations where they could
be untainted by frontier settlements and taught
the arts of agriculture and other pursuits of
civilization;
--punish outrages, teaching that the native habits and
practices must be abolished;
--procure competent, upright, faithful, mora~ and
religious agents;
·--provide Churches and schools to lead the Indians to
understand and appreciate Christian civilization
and be prepared to take on rights and duties of
citizenship.20
The Quakers were the first religious society to accept charge
of a reservation under Grant's Peace Policy.

They were followed by

others--principal among them the Catholics and Episcopalians.

By 1872,

there were thirteen denominations in charge of 73 agencies and almost
240,000 Indians.

Henry Fritz, historian and author of a 1963 study on

Indian assimilation history, states that "under the Peace Policy, the
government approached the Indians of mountain and plain with a Sharp's

20Francis P. Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis:
Christian Reformers and the Indians, 1865-1900 (Norman, OK: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1976), pp. 31-32.
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rifle in one hand and a Bible in the other. 112 1
At the White Earth Reservation, competition betwe en Cat ho l ics
and Episcopalians for control of the Agency was fierce.

The

Episcopalians received formal control of the Agency from the federal
go vernment in 1870 and, under the leadership of Bishop Henry Whi pple,
s e lected civil service and Church eraployees for the reservation.

The

Bishop, who called for a ~ationwide end to po litic al ?at rc nage in t he
placing of Indian agents, citing the need for generous, god-fearing
men, could not have expected the furor that would break out between
an Episcopal agent and a Catholic priest at White Earth.
Father Ignatius Tomazin, arriving at White Earth in 1873,
clashed repeatedly over the years with government Agent Lewis Stowe,
an Episcopalian, accusing him of prejudice against Catholic Indians.
The quarrel reached a high pitch by 1877.

Father Tomazin wrote to

Carl Schurz, Secretary of the Interior, complaining about Stowe and
noting " • . . he commenced a systematic attempt to proselyte [sic]
these people.

The agent--instead of representing the government--

became the agent of Bishop Whipple. 1122

Father Tomazin went on to say

that he understood the Indians and never had any trouble until Agent
Stowe came to White Earth.
Agent Stowe was no laggard at criticism himself.

In a letter

to J. Q. Smith, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, he wrote:

21Henry E. Fritz, The Movement for Indian Assimilation, 18601890 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1963), p. 83.
221etter of Father I. Tomazin to Carl Schurz, dated October
15, 1877. University of Marquette Archives.
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The said Ignatius Tomazin defies the officers of the
government and has and does refuse to admit me to
enter his house . . . he preaches t o the people who
are naturally superstitious that their children will
surely go to hell if they attend the ( government]
school . . . . His purpose seems to be to keep up an
excitement among the Indians all the time.23
Whatever the merits of each man's case, the discord on the
reser va tion was becoming too gr e at to be ignored either at the f ede ral
level and its Bureau of Indian Affairs or at the Catholic count erpart, the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions (henceforth referred to
as BCIM) in Washington, D.C.

Both men were removed by their

superiors--though Bishop Seidenbusch fretted at having to find a
replacement for Tomazin who spoke Ojibwa fluently and of whose
innocence to all charges he remained convinced to the end.

Father

Joseph Buh visited White Earth intermittently until the Benedictines
arrived in response to Bishop Seidenbusch's pleas.
The trio of Benedictine missionaries--Father Aloysius, Sister
Lioba and Sister Philomene--knew little or nothing of Indian life in
general and Ojibwa culture in particular.

Yet the Ojibwa were in the

Great Lakes region and in northern Minnesota long before the white
people arrived and had a proud history.

In his book The Chipoewa of

Lake Supericr, Edmund Danziger traces the coming of the tribe into
Minnesota.

He recounts their ouster of the Dakota (Sioux) by the 174Os

from the Lac Court Oreilles and Lac du Flambeau districts and tells of
a series of Dakota removals--from Mille Lacs, and then from Sandy,
Cass, Winnibigoshish, Leech and Red Lakes. 24

?J
- Letter of Lewis Stone to Hon. J. Q. Smith, dated March 8,
1877.

Marquette Archives.
2 4 Edmund J. Danziger, The C~ipoewas of Lake Superior (Norman,
OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1971), p. 37.
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The Ojibwa trib e had be gun intensive trade with the Fr e nc h
b y the 176 0s, adoptin g t heir tools and weapons as we ll a s liquor.

Yet, to a lar ge ext e nt the traditional ways of life wer e preserved.
Danziger singles out three major characteristics of this tradition:
a s emi-n om3d ic l ife , tri ba l se l f -s uff iciency, and th e pr ac t i ce o f
common ownership of land.

All three would be challenged by the

encroachments of white culture in the 19th ce ntury.
The mobility required by their primary occupations of hunting
and fishing made for a rather loose political organization among the
Ojibwa.

Generally, a village--averaging three to fifteen families,

usually related--existed only in spring and summer when the families
gathered together from scattered hunting grounds.

Each village was

an independent unit from all others though marriage and/or blood
relationships could bring about a n alliance among them.
Within a village, position or status was usually based on
kinship connections.

People of importance and prestige achieved high

position through their abilities as warriors, civil leaders, and
shamans.

In peacetime, the Ojibwa were loosely governed by civil

chiefs and councils, but warriors who proved themselves by valor and
leadership often gained followings of their own and played influential
roles in times of danger. 25
Within the Ojibwa families, there were clearly defined roles.
The husband would provide food and protection while the wife did the
day-co-day work--caring for the children, cutting firewood, making

25Handbook of North American Indians, Vol. 15, 1980.
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clothes.

The children, in turn, learned to perform, according to

their sex, the tasks they would assume as adults :

the boys to become

warriors and successful woodsmen and th e gir ls, the preparing of food,
bearing of children, sewing and other of the myriad jobs of the
home. 26
Anthr opologist Ruth Landes , author of The Ojibwa Woman , points
out that Ojibwa women were much more free than the men in the variety
of occupations open to them.

She observes that a man would "betray"

his masculinity if he ventured out of the bounds of accepted masculine
skills--hunting, warfare, fishing, ricing--but that a woman·' s
occupations could encompass all skills, making her more versatile . than
men. 27
White people have rarely understood or appreciated Indian
reli gio us beliefs and practices.

Among the Ojibwa, there has always

been a veneration of a ruling Creator, one Great Spirit pervading all
of life, albeit accompanied by a multiplicity of lesser spirits.
William Warren, quoted earlier as author of A History of the Ojibwa
Nation, refers to this Great Spirit as Ke-che-man-e-do and he describes
the great respect and veneration accorded him by the Indians:
They seldom even ever mention his name unless in
their Me-da-we and other religious rites, and in
their sacrificial feasts • • . an address to him,
however trivial, is always accompanied with a
sacrifice of tobacco or some other article deemed
precious-by the Indian. They never use his name
in vain, and there is no word in their language

26 Ruth Landes, The Ojibwa Woman (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1938; reprint in 1969), p. 10.
27Ibid., p. 136.
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expressive of a profane oath, or equivalent to
the many wo r ds used in profane s~earing by their
more enl~ghtened white brethren.'8
Along with their belief in and reverence t owards a Creator
and intermediary divinities, the Ojibwa had an elaborate cosmology.
This gave them a sense of sacred spac e rather than merely physical,
human di:ne nsion s .

Ch r onologica l ti:ne g~ve way to cosmic tim2 wherein

time is not clock-time but set by periods of important events s~ch
as the time of a hunt. 29

This concept of time was a source of much

irritation to white people--missionaries included.
The onset of puberty was an event of cosmic time, vital to
one's whole life and vision-seeking was, in turn, the central act at
this time.

In contrast to the primacy of vision-seeking by the Ojibwa

boy, the Ojibwa girl reaching puberty gave this pursuit secondary
attention.

Nor did the community as a whole give as muc h signific ,:rnce

to it for t he girl as for the boy.

Landes states that vis ion-pursuit

was neglected in favor of the greater portent of menstruation.

She

writes,
Unquestionably, her puberty ceremony has a different
import from that of the boy's. His is a hopeful
striving for broader horizons, hers is a conscientious
withdrawal of her malignant self. While obsessed and
saddened with this terror of herself, she is supposed
to seek a vision. That many girls do not secure any
at this time is not surprising.
30
1·

At the approach of puberty, the individual male would seek a

28warren, History of the Ojibwa Nation, p. 64.
29carl F. Starkloff, The Peoole of the Center (New York :
Seabury Press, 1974), p. 102.
3 0r.andes, Ojibwa Woman, p. 5.
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vision to a s sure him o f t he guardia ns hip of a good sp i ri t .

By means

of an extended fa s t --sometime s of four to five da ys' durati o n--the
boy would pre pa r e h i mse l f for this v ision.

Ant h ropolo gi s t and

specialist in Indian culture, Ruth Unde rhill , in a 1967 article
"Religion Amon g Ame ric a n Indians" underlines the import ance of this
v i sio n or dr eam.

She writes ,

We can ha rdly overest imate the value of this v i sion
experience a t a time when a bo y ' s charac te r was
being formed. The lack of it in boarding schools
seems to me to have been one cause of Indian
demoralization.31
This experience was not the onl y important one denied to an Indian who
was torn from his f amily as a ch i ld or an ad olesce nt.

As i mport a nt wa s

learning the tribe's and the clan's legends a nd history .
Through stories which were real in a mythic sense of tribal
bein g , the Oj ibwa expr e s se d s oci a i a nd re ligio us beliefs, t ea ch i ng the
oneness of life and the importance of goodness--not necessarily
exclusive of mischief, such as in the tales of Nanabozho, a great
manidoo 32 for the Ojibwa who combined in himself mortalit y and divinity.
Grand parents were the usual transmitters of such tales, which, en masse,
give a view of the world as seen by the Ojibwa.
Anyone wishing to understand Ojibwa culture needs to investigate
their world view.

Not knowing this view, missionaries--even the

tolerant ones such as Father Aloysius--failed to perceive the depth

31Ruth Underhill, "Religion Among American Indians," in
The No rth Americ a n Indian s, ed. Roger Cowen (N.Y.: Xacmillan Publishin g Co . , 1967 ) , p . 102 .
32~anidoo or Manito u--a s pirit of good or evi l whic h is an
ob j ect of re l i gious awe or re verence.
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of spirituality in Ojibwa beliefs.

An thr opolo g i s t A. Irving

Hallowell, renowne d for his research in North American Indian culture,
did extensive studies of the Ojibwa world view and describes this
world view and its effects on the everyday life of the people.
In summation, the Ojibwa world view sees all of creation as a
whole, holding no nat ural or supe rn a tu r a l d ic hotomy .

The conc e pt of

"person" transcends th e natur a listic s en s e a nd hu.T.an app e arance.
There is belief in metamorphosis: the change of outward appearance
which, in turn, colors attitudes toward people.

The Ojibwa thus

caution against judging mainly by appearances.

Hallowell writes,

"It makes the:n cautious and suspicious in interpersonal relati ons of
all kinds, 11 33
Since all creation is one, the Ojibwa try to communicate with
all o~ life.

The main entry to this communication is through dreams.

The ability to dream was cultivated from earliest childhood.

Parents

admonished children to "try to dream and remember what you dream."
This helped prepare the child for dreams or vision-pursuit at puberty.
Ruth Landes explains that
Ojibwa tradition created its intensest religious
expression through this pursuit of a private guardian
spirit who revealed (or yielded) himself in 'dreams'
or visions . . . • In the 1930s, the visionary
guardian was still sought and made to manifest himself among the Ojibwa I knew, against the heavy
pressures of Christian society and civilization. 34
33A. Irving Hallowell, "Ojibwa World View," in The ;:forth
American Indians, ed. Roger Cowen (New York: Macmillan Publishing
Co., 1967), p. 227.
3¾.uth Landes, Ojibwa Religion and the Midewiwin, (New Yor k :
A~§ Press, Inc., 1969; reprint of 1938 edition), p. 8.
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In dreams, revelations are re ceived which are of a s sistance in the
daily round of life.

Ruth Underhill refers to "visions" which will

bring luck through "spirit power."

Whether dreams or visions, they

are means of direct communication with powerful "persons" of the
other-than-human class.

Spirits, good or evil, must be placated.

Shamans and medi cine ~en are empowered to aid in achieving
contact with these other-than-human persons.

Little wonder that the

traditional religious rituals remained strong well into the turn of
this century.

Hallowell explains the need for Shamanism:

The central goal of life for the Ojibwa is expressed
by the term pina-daziwin, life in the fullest sense,
life in the sense of longevity, health, and freedom
from misfortune. This goal cannot be achieved without the effective help and cooperation of both human
and other- than-human persons- as well as by one's own
personal efforts.35
The Midewiwin or Grand Medicine Lodge--which will be explained in
more detail later--existed as a control mechanism for achievement of
this central goal.

It thereby also became a controlling force over

tribal social organization.
Sickness of any kind was feared by the Ojibwa since, when it
did not cause death, it threatened surv~val by debilitating the
afflicted persons; therefore, the causes of sickness had to be sought
in order to be freed from it.

In "The Ojibwa World View and Disease,"

Hallowell states that
The absence of any reliable knowledge of the nature
of disease, of any conceptualization of 'natural'
or impersonal causes of events, made an interpretation of sickness a penalty for disapproved conduct

./

35Ibid., p. 232 .
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plausible as an explanati on. It could be inte grate d
with the functioning 0£ interpersonal relations of
various kinds . . . a workable psychological means
was provided for reinforcing conformity with
approved values, through the generation of fear,
anxiety, and guilt.36
In a sense, disease is a sanction which enforces the Ojibwa social
or ga niz a tion, discoura gin g indivi dual dev i ations in behavi o r pa tter ns .
The shaman and medicine man could exorcise sickness or even
prevent it through their possession of powerful medicine: knowledge of
remedies for illness, powers of prediction, and abilities to penetrate
into past events--the latter generally by "confession" of the sick
person.

These powers caused others to have great respect for and fear

of shamans and medicine men.
Shamans, persons having a variety of specialties such as
divination and curing, were feared as sorcerers but were also sou ght
for their skills.
purchase.

These skills were acquired by vision and / or

Shamans practiced their skills outside the Midewiwin as well

as through membership in it.

Landes explains that

no Ojibwa was a Mide shaman solely. This societal
aspect was only one of several other aspects comprising
his complex shaman's whole, and his mide stature
actually rested on his private, prior visionary accomplishments . . . . For the standard Ojibwa was trained
to solitary mysticism, creative and impassioned.
Still, the Midewiwin was the collective power of individual shamans,
an academy of shamans and, as such, membership was highly prized.
The whole of Ojibwa religion is much more than any of its
parts, yet the Midewiwin must be given a primacy of sorts for its

36A. Irving Hallowell, Contributions to Anthrooology (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1976), p. 397.
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pe rvasive re a ch.

Thi s pa pe r high l igh ts t he Mi de s i nc e , for wh i te

peopl e a t lea st , it was perh a ps t he most sa l i ent fe a t u re o f Oj ibwa
r e ligion.

It wa s ce rtainl y so for th e mi ss i onari e s at Wh i t e Ea r t h. 37

Anthropolo gist W. J. Hoffman personall y investi ga t e d t he
Midewiwin dur i ng the year s 1887 to 1889 at Red La ke and White Earth.
He refers to t he pos sible po s session of pois ons b y some Mi de, whe n h e
writes,
The Catholic missionary at White Earth [Father
Alo ysius] with whom conversation was held upon this
subject, feels impressed that some of the so-called
'bad Mi de' have a knowledge of some substance,
possibly procured from the whites, which they
attempt to e mploy in the destruction o f enemies,
· 1 s, or ot h ers . . . . 38
riva
Possession of one's own medicine became very important, since one
could then receive protection from evi l s pells that would ca use
sickness or even i ns anity.
Frances Densmore, an avid student of Ojibwa customs at the
turn of this century, refers positively to the Midewiwin when she
writes:

"The ethics of the Midewiwin are simple but sound.

They

teach that rectitude of conduct produces length of life and that evil
inevitably reacts on the offender. 1139

Personal responsibility for

virtue is thus assumed as being key to a long and healthy life.

371andes, Ojibwa Religion and the Midewiwin, p. 72.
38w. J. Hoffman, "The Midewiwin or Grand Medicine Society of
the Oj ibway," Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology (18851386), p. 227.
39Frances Densmore, Chippe~..ra Customs (1"..lashington, D.C.:
Smithsonian Institut i on, 1929; reprint edition, St. Paul: Minnesota
Historical Soci e t y, 1979 ) , p. 87 .
J
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Hoffman lists four degrees or r anks open to thos e joinin g the
Midewiwin.

Other sources list eight degrees; there were variations

amon g the woodland tri be s.

In general, the higher the degree, the

greater, it was felt, the power attained.

Hoffman notes the rarity

of obtaining the highest de g rees and the opposition to the Mide by
certain categories of wh ite people.

He writ es that

The thi rd and fourth de g rees are very rarely c onfe r r ed,
chiefly becau~e the necessary presents and fees are
beyond the reach of those who so desire advancement,
and partly also because the missionaries, and in many
instances the Indian Agents, have done their utmost
to suppress the ceremonies, because they were a
direct opposition and hindrance to progress in
Christianizing influences.40
In this latter instance, Hoffman need only have observed the actions
of Father Aloysius at White Earth to make his point.
~issionaries were most vehement opp one n t s of the Mi de wiwin.
The Jesuit Re lati ons a nd much later acco unt s refer to it as "devilish."
At White Earth, Father Aloysius and succeeding missionaries spoke out
often against the Midewiwin.

To them the Indian rites and correspond-

ing dances were pagan and had to be stopped.

In his memoirs, Father

Aloysius tells of requiring baptismal candidates to turn over their
medicine bags to him and of one time burning almost a wagonful of such
"heathen" items.

Converts who went back to these Indian dances and/or

to the medicine man were refused the sacraments.
The federal government frowned on the Midewiwin but took no
formal action to suppress it until the 1920s.

At the prodding of

40Hoffman, "The Midewiwin or Grand Medicine Society of the
Ojibway," p. 202.
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missionari e s and of t he Ind i a n Ri ght s Assoc i at i on of Phil ad elphia in .
the early 192 0s , Ch a rl es H. Burke, Commi s si one r o f Indian Af f airs f r om
1921-1929, instr uct ed hi s sup erint e ndent s to " l i mit the dura ti on of
Indian dances" a nd to put a halt to certain "degrading ceremonials."
In a 1923 order, Burke "forbade persons under the age of SO to a tt e nd
t hes e da nce s . 1141
Little of I ndia n c ul tur e was underst ood or toler a t e d by whit e
people of the United Sta tes.
different.

The situation a t White Ear t h was no

It took many years of living among the Ojibwa before

missionaries grew to know and respect much of their culture.

Part of

the problem for missionaries was a lack of any orientation a s
preparation for their work with the Indians.
In her dissertation in 1967 entitled "Attitudes of Missiona ri e s Towa rd Ame r ic a n I nd ian Accultur.ation, " Sist e r Fr anc is Ma r y Ri gg s
lists what s he sees a s essential for or i entation to miss i onary work
among the Indians:
1)

awareness of or acquaintance with Indian mission
situations, particularly Indian cultures and the
role of religion in each of these cultures,

2)

a sense of the missionaries' positions as agents
of cultural change,

3)

adjustment to the idea of missionary adaptation
to Indian culture as well as to the ideals and
aims of Indian mission work.42

41 1awrence C. Kelly, "Charles H. Burke, 1921-1929," in The
Commissioners of Indian Affairs, 1824-1977, ed. Robert M. Krasnicka
and H.J. Viola (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1979),
p. 259.
42sister Francis Mary Ri ggs, "Attitudes of Missionary Sisters
Toward American Indian Acculturation" ( Ph .D. dissertation, Catholic
University of America, 1967), p. 25.
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It s eems a safe genera l izatio n t o s t ate tha t few, if any, mi s s ion aries--Cat hol i c or non- Catholic, mal e or f emale--pos ses s ed t he ab ove
qualific a ti ons , eve n we ll int o th e twentieth ce ntur y .

This i s ~r ue

of the mi s sion a ries who worked at the White Earth Res e rva tion from
at lea s t th e 1870s to t he 1930s , at whi ch t i ~e a cha nge i n at tit udes
a nd i n understandi ng of Indian culture begi ns t o be evide n t .

The

Benedic t ine tri o , Fathe r Al oysius , Si s t e r Ph i lomene and Sis t er Liob a ,
had much good will and zeal but little background for their long years

.

of service there.

Like so many missionarie~ after them , they would

learn much simply by living among the Indians.

Throu gh mana gin g such

institutions as church and scho o l, the s e mis s ionari e s would le a rn which
Indian behavioral patterns were amenable to change and adaptation,
and which were not.

Chapter II
THE WHITE EARTH MISSION:

1878-1945

The First Missionaries and Their Exoe r ie nc es, 18 78- 1910
Accompanied by their respective superiors--Abbot Alexius
Edelbrock and Mother Aloysia Bath--the three missionaries, Father
Aloysius Hermanutz, Sister Lioba Braun, and Sister Philomene Ketten,
arrived in White Earth on November 5, 1878.

Of the three, Siiter

Philomene and Father Aloysius were volunteers; Sister Lioba not only
had not volunteered but had expressed fear of the Indians, a fear
which left her gradually during her first year there.
The sight which greeted the missionaries on that November
a fternoon must have been enough to daunt even a harden ed missionary.
Sister Grace McDonald describes the scene:
. . . the party came in sight of the mission and
started making the long climb up the road leading to
the summit of the hill on which the mission buildings stood . . . . On the very summit of that hill
was the graveyard; down from it on the sloping side
was the log church. Near the church were the house,
school, barn, and garden and down still farther in
the valley was the spring. Even Father Buh, the
veteran missionary accustomed to hard times, was
aghast at the poverty of the place.l
Sister Grace goes on to describe the church as being unplastered and

isister Grace McDonald, With Lamps Burning (St. Paul: North
Central Publishing Co., 1957), p. 232.
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without a ceiling while t he Jhouse , a lso a lo g structure, was bare of
any furniture except two rusty stoves.

One room was given to Father

Aloysius for office and li vin g space, a se cond as a gener a l living
room and the third room for use as a chapel.

The sisters' bedroom

was the ga rret.
There wer e few necess ary articl e s provide d ac the mission :
ax, spade, ham.mer and furniture had to be made or bought.

Wi t h t he

total sum of $10 the missionaries had to provide food a nd utensils
for themselves, having brought along only straw ticks as mattresses.
It was fortunate that the three missionaries were young ~nd
strong for that first winter tested all the mettle of their being.
Sister Grace describes some of the problems:
Before the winter had set in they had attempted to
patch up openings and put in doors, but lumber was
precious and had to be ca rried from t he agency
store two miles away. The openings between the
logs and in the joints they filled with mud or
cement of a sort, and they covered the inside walls
with newspapers. Nevertheless, the wind blew
through the cracks, leaving little ,heaps of snow
in patches on the floor and table . . . . Sister
Philomene became ill with pleurisy and Sister Lioba
was weakened by a siege of the grippe.2
The sisters recovered and there is no further reference to illness
suffered by any of the missionary trio from that time on, until Father
Aloysius suffered a stroke in 1925.

The three would remain at White

Earth for almost fifty years.
Father Aloysius Her~anutz was born in Wuerttemberg, Germany,
on June 10, 1853.

He made simple vows December 29, 1871, and solemn

2Ibid., pp. 234-235.
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vows January 6, 1875.

His ordination took place on April 15, 1876.

A passport description of him, dated July 24, 1896, describes him in
this manner:

"5 feet, 10 inches; a high forehead, gray eyes, straight

nose, medium mouth, normal chin, dark hair, dark complexion--a
'regular face.' 113
Sister Mary (Hilaire) De gel who served at White Ea rth durin g
Father Aloysius' last three or four years adds to th e abo ve des cri ption.

She recalls that Father's eyes were weak, the result of a

childhood accident, leaving him near-blind.

In old age, Father was

unable to read at all and had to say Mass from memory, using the Mass
of the Blessed Virgin for all occasions, no matter what the feast.
Sister Mary describes Father Aloysius' character as follows:
I never met a more kind and generous person--always
had something good to say about people, especially
his Indians. He was highly respected by government
officials as well as by the poor on the reservation .
. . • He had a fine sense of humor and could laugh
at his own limitations.4
Besides having these qualities, Father Aloysius was an accomplished
musician, and he spent many evenings playing classical and folk music
at the organ in the parish house.

He occasionally played a mouth

organ, too.
Sister Philomene Ketten was born in Luxembourg (Europe) on
February 25, 1855, the family moving to America in 1857.

She made

perpetual vows in 1874 and was sent to Rich Prairie (now Pierz) where

3passport No . 15675, dated July 24, 1896, signed by Richard
Olney, Secretary of State. (SJU Archives)
41etter from Siste~ Mary Degel to Sister Carol Berg, dated
April 26, 1980.
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she wo r ked with Father Pier z for three years.

Fr om t here , Sister

Philomene went to Mi nneapolis and then to Sh akopee as a teacher from
where s he l ef t for White Ea rth.
Sister Philomene was called the "Baby Sister" by the Indians,
a reference to her height of five fee t t wo inches and wei gh t of 120-

125 pounds .

Sist er had a ro und, cherubic fa ce wi th da r k skin and, as

described by Sister Mary De ge l , "dancing black eye s ."

A simple,

childlike person, Sister Philomene was probab ly the ~o st coura geo us
of the three.

Sister Mary writes about her:

In the early days of their mission, Sister Lioba was
often ready to give ·up, looking f or excuses to leave
the place. Even Father couldn't see his way t hrough
the early hardships. At such times, little Philomene
found a solution--a way of overcomin g difficulties
and held the three together. I doubt if the mission
would have survived without her. 5
l,-men fire destroyed the school on New Year's Day , 1879, Sister
Philomene sugges ted the barn be fitted for a school, alt hough Sister
Lioba was ready to return to St. Benedict's Convent.
Sister Lioba Braun was born in Wilmore, Pennsylvania, on
August 2, 1853.

She was professed on February 10, 1873.

Between

1875-1878 Sister Lioba taught in St. Cloud from where she moved to
White Earth.

In contrast to Sister Philomene, she was called the

"Tall Sister" by the Indians.

Sister Lioba was five feet four and a

half inches and weighed about 135 pounds.
Sister Philomene was vivacious and quick, in contrast to
Sister Lioba, who was more reserved, having a dignified manner at all

SLetter from Sister Mary Degel to Sister Carol Berg, dated
April 26, 1980 .

I
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times.

Sister Mary Degel and Sister Thea Grieman, who knew her in

the 1920s, agree that
her manner was dignified, rather quiet--more on th e
serious side but by no means gloor.iy. When •,1e young
Sisters planned fun and mischief, she either closed
her eyes or went along with it.6
Sister Lioba was a superb business mana ger and to o k ch a rge o f
the mission f unds .

Beca us e o f his poor sight, Father Aloysius relied

hea vil y on he r for all busine s s transactions.
bit as notable.

Her cou rage was eve r y

Sister Mary describes an incident:

She was fearless in the face of danger. I saw her
standing with unflinching eyes before an Indian
almost twice her size and who had raised his arm to
strike her. She said nothing but stared at him until
he lowered his arm and walked away without getting
what he wanted.7
Sister Lioba's value to the mission is highlighted in correspondence dated November, 1898.

Fathe~ Aloysius wrot e to Fa ther

Stephan, Director of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, askin g
his support against a proposed removal of Sister Lioba--who was
principal of the school.

His desperation at the thought of losing

Sister Lioba shows itself in that he also sent a letter to Bishop John
Ireland in St. Paul, asking his assistance as well.

Father Aloysius

blamed his assistant priests of being jealous of Sister Lioba and of
wanting more control over the school.
Father Stephan's letter replying to Father Aloysius, dated
November 11, 1898, says in part:

7 Ibid.
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You have my hearty sympathy in the matter and my
full approval of your stand in opposition to the
proposed action. The change, if made, would be an
act of rank injustice to the Sister and work to the
serious injury of the school, and hence should not
be permitted to take place, if it be possible to
prevent it. I have written to Mother Aloysia to
that effect and urged upon her to resist all efforts
to depose Sister Lioba, and to insist upon her
retention at all hazards at White Earth. 3
In his letter to Mother Aloysia, also dated November 11, 1898, Father

Stephan justifies Sister Lioba's continuance a:: Whit e Earth.

He

writes persuasively:

Sister Lioba has been tried for many years and not
found wanting. She has been one of the potent
factors in bringing the St. Benedict's School to
its present high state of efficiency, and making it,
admittedly, one of the best schools in the Indian
Service. To take her away now would, in my judgment, be disastrous to the best interests of the
school and a rank injustice to the Sister.9
Mother Aloysia e~idently agreed with Father Stephan as nothing came
of che proposed removal.
In their long years of service at White Earth, the pioneer
missionaries devoted most of their time and energy to the building and
upkeep of a school.

Within four days of arrival on the reservation,

they opened a day school with an enrollment of twelve girls and three
boys.

A week later, the students numbered 40.

Sister Grace gives

some specifics:
Of the original 40 pupils, 17 were boys ranging in
age from 6-17 years. Among the girls were children
81etter from J. A. Stephan, Director of BCI~, to Father
Aloysius Hermanutz, dated November 11, 1898. University of Marquette
Archives.
9Letter of Father Stephan to Mother Aloysia Bath, dated
November 11, 1898. University of Marquette Archives.
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of the Parker, Howard, Jourda n, ~iorrison, and Fairbanks families as well as the daugh ters of Ch i e f
Hole -i n-the-Day.10

i

The school was ori ginally a day school but the sisters also cared fo r
several orphan girls who liv ed with them between 1873 and 1881.
The Benedictines, however, were not the first to open a school
at White Earth.

That honor goe s to Julia Spe a rs, previo usly a

government da y school te ac h e r at Crow Wing in 186 7-63.

Sh e gives an

account of events in White Earth from 1870 on in 'ti-Iistory of White
Earth."
Julia Spears moved to White Earth in the fall of 1870 and
opened the first school on the reservation, enrolling forty students.
In 1871 an industrial boarding school was established by the government which enrolled 50 pupils, half girls and half boys.

In 1873, an

industrial hall was built, Miss Spears writes,
where the Indian women were taught housework,
including cooking, sewing, knitting, carpetweaving, etc . . . . Miss Hattie Cook, niece of
· E. P. Smith, the Agent, was the matron in charge. 1 1
The domestic arts listed above would be a major focus in the curriculum
of the later mission school as well.
By 1880, conditions at the mission were such as to discourage
Father Aloysius.

From the start, he had to share living quarters with

the sisters and felt keenly the lack of space for himself and for the
mission in general.

In a letter to Father Brouillet, Director of the

10t-1cDonald, With Lamos Burnin2, p. 236.
llJulia Spears, "History of White Earth" in Escorts to r,lhite
Earth, ed. Gerald Vizenor (Xinneapolis: Free Winds Corp., 1968), p. 150.
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BCIM, he complain s gentl y about his sit uation:
I have a hard position here. I cannot understand
why Rev. Edelbrock does not co~mence anything for me
or the sisters. I a m up now t wo years and not h ing
is done. I am forbidden to collect. I am not willing to sta y all [sic] time in the same house with
the sisters.12
-But s ev er a l months later, J anua ry of 18 S1, Father Al oys i us r e ce i ved
a surpri se v isit fr om th e Abb ot, at which time t he Abbo t p ~om i s ed

help in building a new church and convent-school.
On July 11, 1881, the Abbot returned to White Earth a nd laid
the cornerstone of the church, a building 40 by 80 feet with a basement.

Less than a year later, on June 11, 1882, the church was

dedicated by Bishop Seidenbusch, who also confirmed 250 Indians at that
time.

The bulk of the payment for these buildings--church and

school--came from St. John's Abbey with a small donation from the
Ludwig Miss.ionsvere in of Munich, Bavaria. 13
The new convent-school building could accommodate 20 orphans.
Classrooms, for both day students and boarders, were located in the
church basement.

However, the expanded space was insufficient for all

the children whose parents wished to send them to the mission school.
In the fall of 1882, Sister Philomene took on an additional
job:

teaching at the village of Buffalo River, eight miles from the

White Earth mission.

For several months, she made the 16-mile round

121etter from Father Aloysius to Father Brouillet, dated
April 20, 1880. St. John's Abbey Archives.
lJA separate section deals with the financial affairs of the
White Earth mission.
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trip da il y , ri d in g the missio n po ny .
s now s , the schoo l closed.

I n wint e r, due to de ep pr a ir ie

But wh i le good weather p~rmitted it, Si ster

Phil omene dischar-ged her du t ies a t bo t h \•tn i te Earth and Buffalo Ri ve r.

At White Earth she was hous e kee pe r and , a s Sist e r Gr a c e points out,
whil e teachi ng i n che nei, school , Si ste r Phil om,':ne
had continued her du ties as cook. To gee t hrou~h he r
daily cha r ges befo r e s t a r ting a t Buffa l o Rive r, she
had to rise a t thr ee o'cloc k . She fe d t he half doze n chicke ns a nd the ho r s e , pr epared t he breakfast
a nd pa r t o f t he noon lunc h , pr ayed the Offi ce a nd
attended M3, ss.14
After two years, the scho o l a t Buf fal o Riv er wa s discontinued .

Sist e r

Philomene then devoted herself full-t i me to hous ework and farm chor e s.
By 1885 the mission school , now ca ll ed St. Benedict' s Or pha n
School, numbered 27 children, of whom 25 were und er governme nt contract.

This was almost capacity enrollment, al thou gh , a ccor di ng to

Father Alo ysius in a letter describing the sit uati on to the BC I M in
18 87, up t o five more children could have been squeezed in.
The Office of Indian Affairs in the Department of the Int e r i or
set all re gulations f or the contra ct schools.

Negotiations betwe en

the Office and the individual Catholic mission schools we re mediat ed
through the BCIM Office in Washington, D.C.

The mission pastor and/or

principal would send an application for aid to the Director of the
BCIM, who, in turn, would secure the proper forms from and file the
aid request with the federal office.
Contract school regulations required that the school provide
lodging, subsistence, care, medicine, and all necessary f a c i lities

14McDonald, Wi th Lamp s Burn i ng , p. 238.
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and appliances for the Indian children covered by the co n tr act .

A

further r egu lation, which caused a strain on the White Earth attempts
to be generousl y inclusive, st ipulated that no children having l ess
than one-fourth Indian blood and no child under the age of 6 or over
t he age of 21 cou l d be included under contract without S?ecial
permission from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs .

Depe ndin g on the

individual Commissioner and t he political milieu of t~e times , this
permission was usually not easy to get.

The White Earth mission

school managed to support several under- and over-age children chiefly
with the aid of dona tions from friends a nd from contributions by those
Indian families able to give a little towards the upkeep of their
children.
Appreciation of the missionaries' work was not lacking among
the Indians of White Earth.

Ther e is extant a letter f r om the Head

Chief Waba-na-quat--and signed by over 100 Indians--to Abbot Edelbrock in which he praises the Benedictines.

He specificall y mentions

the sisters and their work in school:
That the good Benedictine Sisters did and are doing
noble work in the line of education and otherwise
is frankly admitted by all and there is a general
sad feeling not only among the Indians and Halfbreeds but also among the white people, no matter
of what creed, to know that no compensation or
encouragement whatever is thus far given by the
Government to the Benedictine Sisters.15
The letter ends with a complaint against the government school,
singling out its lack of discipline.

The chief requests the Abbot

15 Letter from Head Chief Waba-na-quat to Abbot Alexius
Edelbroc k, dated Septemb er 1, 1883. St. John's Abbey Archives.
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to forward

a

petition to the "Great Father in Washington" to give the

sisters a fair salary.
Not only were t he Bened ictines educating Indian children at
White Earth but in 1884 two industrial schools for Indians were
opened--one at St. J ohn's and one at S t. 3enedict's.

About 50 boys

were enrolled in the former an d SO girl3 in the l ~ tc er .

A gove rc~ent

allowa:1ce of $1 67 was allotted for each student in att:endance.

Many

of these students came from White Earth while some were brought from
other reservations in Minnesota and Wisconsin.

About 100 students

attended the St. John's Industrial School between 1890 and 1896.

An

equal number of girls attended St. Benedict's Industrial School.
The Indian Bureau had sponsored a progra~ of such offreservation schools with the specific goal of intensified training
for the Indian children.

Elementary academi c subjects were to be

taught along with a trade.

Classes generally took half of the day

while the other half was given to learning a trade.

The boys were

apprenticed to the shoemaking and carpenter shops and worked in the
gardens, kitchen, and barns.

The girls spent most of their time

acquiring skills in the household arts.
It was through ._Minnesota Congressman Knute Nelson that St .
John's and St. Benedict's had obtained funds for their industrial
schools.

But in 1896 both schools closed, lacking funds to carry on .

The government gave notice to contract schools that appropriations
wocld be cut or completely ended.

From 1896 on, cebate grew more

intense over the legality of contract schools.

But even had the

f~nds been available, it is doubtful t~at either St. John's or St.
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Benedict's would have be en able to kee p t he indus tr ia l s choo l s goi ng ;
neither place had adequate spac e nor pe rsonnel.
With a government contract allowing $1 08 per st udent--and onl y
for those havin g a t least one-fourth Indian blood--the mission school
a t wnit e Ea rth

r,12.s

ha r d put to supply its nee ds.

Quarte r ly repo r t s

list quantities o f food s up pli es use d by th e pupils durin g e ach
quarter.16

The re port o f March 31, 1886, lists

440 lbs. fresh beef
100 lbs. pork
12 sacks flour
25 lbs. dry apples
1/ 4 barrel sugar
25 lbs. butter

60 lbs. lard
50 lbs. rice
1/2 box soap
52 lbs. peas
5 gallons syrup.

The Quarterly ·Report of September 30, 1889, lists
300 lbs. beef
100 lbs. bacon
15 sacks £lour
1/2 bu. beans
20 b~. potatoes

1/3 barrel su gar
75 lbs. lard
20 lbs. rice
2 gallons syrup.

The Quarterly Report of March 31, 1890, lists
34 sacks flour
2 bu. beans
47 bu. potatoes
24 lbs. coffee
10 lbs. tea
42 lbs. rice
1/4 box soap .

80 lbs. dried apples
1/4 barrel sugar
317 lbs. lard
675 lbs. fresh beef
205 lbs. salt beef
32 lbs. butter.

These quarterly reports were signed by the school principal and
countersigned by the Un~ted States Indian Agent at White Earth.

There

were few luxuries possible under the tight budget, though candy was
occasionally listed.

16 Quarterly Reports of St. Benedict's Orphan School.
Benedict's Convent Archives.
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By the lat e 1880s,

funds a nd s pace.

the Whit e Earth Mis s i on was pinched for

All a tt empts at penny-pinching and at squeezing

students into small e r and smaller s pac e could not allevi a t e the
problems.

Help came from an unexpected source:

the Philadelphi a

heiress, Katherine Dr exe l, dau gh t e = of the millionair e banker, Anchony
B. Drexel.
From childhood, Katherine Drexel had an interest in the fate
of the Indians.

A biographer quotes from an interview Miss Drexel

gave to a re~orter in 1932, attesting to this interest:
. . she said that as a child she loved to read
about the Indians in the early days of American
History and that even then she had come to her own
conclusions: the real reason Columbus had discovered
America was to save the souls of the Indians.17
An invitation from Father Stephan of the BCIM brought the
Drexel Sisters--Katherine, Louise, and Elizabeth--on a tour of the
Indian missions; leaving Philadelphia September of 1887, they visited
Rosebud Agency Holy Rosary Mission and Immaculate Conception Mission
in South Dakota and Turtle Mountain in North Dakota.

A second trip

in the fall of 1888 brought the Drexels to White Earth and Red Lake
on their way back to Philadelphia.

Impressed with the work being

done at White Earth, Katherine Drexel promised funds for a new and
larger school building and also funds for Red Lake if a resident
pas·tor and sisters would be placed there.
Construction of the new mission school began at White Earth

1 7sister Consuela ~arie Duffy, Katherine Drexel (Cor~well
Heights, Pa.: ~other Drexel Guild, 1965), p. 79.
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in 1889 and by early 1891 was al mo st completed.

In a l e tt e r to th e

now-Mother Katherine--head of her own religious order: Sisters of the
Blessed Sacrament for Colored and for Indians--Father Aloysius tells
her that the sisters and pupils will move into the new sch ool on
February 10.

He adds:

What the sisters are in need of are school furnitures,
especially desks--also some h ouse f u rnitur e 3s benches
for the dining tables and others.
. Receive my and
the venerable sisters' thanks for all the good you have
bestowed upon our Mission. It is our sincere wish and
earnest prayer that God might bless all your undertakings for the immortal souls in this poor world.
Sister Philomene, the mission farmer, sends you special
regards,18
The new school building could house, if necessary, 150
children.

A three-story brick building, the school now boasted a

staff of seven sisters, and Father Aloysius received an assistant as
well--his brother, Father Corbinian Hermanutz, who arrived in 1892 but
left in 1896 due to illness.
With the increased capacity afforded by the new school, the
sisters could take in and touch the lives of almost twice as many
students as before, though from the 1890s on, only girls were accepted
as boarders.

Many of these girls were classified as orphans--the term

in some cases being used in its broadest sense.

Many of the girls had

one living and one dead parent but the surviving parent was unable or
unwilling to provide a home.
the children were rejected.

For others, both parents were dead or
State social workers often brought

18Letter f=om Father Aloysius to ~other Katherine Drexel,
dated February 6, 1891. St. John's Abbey Archives.
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abandoned children to the mission--some as young as f our a nd f ive
years old.

Typically, the age range for the entire student body

extended from 6 to 17.
By agreement with the United States Government, the White
Earth St. Be nedict School became a contract school i n 1892 , be i ng
subsidized for each student in attendance.

The per-capita payment

averaged $108 between 1891 and 1900 --dropping drastica lly after 18 96
as the contract system was being phased out.
The school became the heart of the missionary e ndeavors.
Throughout the country, not just in Minnesota, ther e wa s a strong
belief in the use of education as the tool for assimilation of the
Indian into mainstream culture.

This education was to be conducted

in the English language and the curriculum was to be similar to that
in white schools across the nation.

Commissioner of Indian Affairs

Hiram Price, referring to language and labor, wrote in 1881:
If the Indians are to be civilized and become a
happy and prosperous people, which is certainly the
object and intention of our government, they must
learn our language and adopt our mode of life . . . .
The Indian must be made to understand that if he
expects to live and prosper in this country, he must
learn the English language and learn to work. 19
There are no records in mission letters and other correspondence of
the 1880s and 1890s chat indicate a drive at White Earth to eradicate
the native language.

Of the Benedictine trio ~ho started the mission,

Father Aloysius learned to speak Ojibwa well enough to use it in

19Francis ?. Prucha, American Indian Policy in Crisis:
Christian Reformers and the Indians, 1865-1900 (Norman, OK: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1976), p. 156.
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sermons at Mass and in giving the sacramen t s .

Sisters Lioba and

Philomene knew the language on a rudimentary level.
A study of the long list of sisters who taught at the mission
school from its start in 1878 to its close in 1969 shows a predominance
-

of German background.

Of the dozen sisters who served from 1878 to

1900, for exanple, ten were of German parentage and two we re Irish.
For the German sisters, as for their pupils, English was a second
language.

For many of these sisters, writing and speaking good

English was a sufficient struggle without the additional burden of
coping with the Ojibwa language.
Outside his schoolwork, for years Father Aloysius maintained
a regular circuit of travel to outlying areas on the reservation:

Pembina, 20 miles north of Ttfuite Earth; Leech Lake, 60 miles away;
and Red Lake, 70 miles.

By 1900, and after, daughter parishes,

founded directly from White Earth, included St. Joseph's, Beaulieu;
St. Michael's, Mahnomen; Immaculate Conception, Red Lake; St. Theodore,
Ponsford; St. Ann's, Naytahwaush; St. Ann's, Waubun; Assumption,
Callaway; Most Holy Redeemer, Ogema; and Sacred Heart, Leech Lake.
The days of Father Aloysius' lengthy trips away from the White Earth
mission ended as more priests were assigned to these neighboring
villages.
Father Aloysius' notes recall the hard times and the successes
and failures of the mission activities during these early years.
writes,
We made no wholesale conversions among the Indians,
such as we read of being made in Asia and elsewhere.

He
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Soul after soul had to be ga ine d by hard fight,
patience, and pr3yer, and m3ny of these we re conver t ed from thei r heathen vi ews a nd practices only
after years of ha rd work. The lar gest number of
baptized by me on one day was 70 and this after a
preparation of one week with the help of four
catechists. 20
As me nt ione d previously (s ec tion 1), Father Alo ysi us viewed the

still-strong Midewiwin as a major obstacle to conversi on of t he
Indians.

Yet, conversion to Christianit y was steady during t he 1880s

and '90s.

A census of 1892 in the Duluth diocese put the total number

of Ojibwa Indians there as 7,416, of which 3,755 were listed as
Catholic, 315 Protestants, and 3,346 as Pagans. 21

For the White

Earth ~ission, the Director of the BCIM gave the following stat isti cs
for 1908: 22

Number of Catholics in tribe: 1500
Indian catechists: 2
Baptisms: 9 adults, 69 children
Communions: 3662
First Communions: 49 (20 male, 22 female)
Christian Marriages: 18
Christian Burials: 30
There are no records or references of any kind to the number of
Indians who "fell away" from Christianity after a time, though Father
Aloysius hints that there were some who later returned to the
Midewiwin.

Besides his priestly duties, Father Aloysius found himself
20xeroxed history of White Earth Mission by Father Aloysius
Hermanutz, Summer, 1924.
21 sister Bernard Col eman, Masinai~ans: The Little Book,
p. 201.

22Report of the Director of BCIM (Washington, D.C.: Byron S.
Adams Press, 1908), pp. 16-17.
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caught up in some po litical squa bb le s in th e lat e 1890s .
to Fa t he r St e ph a n,
Indians:

In a lette~

he refers to two issues causing unrest among the

land fraud and the full-bloods versus mixed-blood s ' struggle

over control of tribal l and .

He writes,

The futur e of our Chippewa Ind ians is at pr esen t
da rk and unfortunate on account of the unjust and
outrageous steal of their property, their pine
timber and timber l ands . White c iviliza ti on cor::es
nearer to th em , but not with anything good . . .
The Leech Lake Indians are determined to defend
their rights with the last drop of blood . . . . The
break between the Indians and half-breeds becomes
greater and greater every day on account of the
halfbreeds operating with the pine pirates. 23
Father Aloysius was correct in his predictions of an escalation of
trouble over the Indian pine land.
In the fall of 1898, the Pillager Band of Indians at Be ar
Island in Leech Lake, feeling cheated by the federal government and
by white loggers who we re removing large amounts of live pine instead
of dead timber and giving less than a dollar per 1,000 feet, held a
war council.

Father Aloysius intervened, fearing a spillover of the

uprising into Red Lake and White Earth.
An article in a Philadelphia newspaper chronicles Father
Aloysius' part in helping to end the conflict.

Part of his letter to

Cardinal Gibbons--October 13, 1898--is reprinted:
I accompanied Indian Commissioner W. A. Jones to
the Indian camp. In reality, I and the Commissioner
are the only ones to assist the Indians and defend
them against the Marshals, who insist upon arresting them. Our work proceeds slowly but progressivel y.

23Letter from Father Aloysius Hermanutz to Father Stephan,
n.d. (possibly 1896 or 1397). SJU Archives.
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If the government would take the ~a r shals and
soldiers away the trouble would be at an end and the
Indians would be friendly ag3in.24
The Indians accepted Father Aloysius' mediation and the affair ended
soon after, with the government dropping all charges against them.
But the causes of th e threat ened uprisin g we i:-e. no t add:-e ssed .

The

same problems--land fraud and quarrels between full and mixed-bloods-would re a ch a high point at White Earth, too, between 1910 and 1920.
Of more immediate concern to all the missionaries at White
Earth between 1896 and 1900 was the federal government's plan to
abolish contract schools.

Fro~ 1891 to 1896 the St. Benedict Mission

School at White Earth was only one of hundreds of contract schools
which received subsidies from the federal government for each Indian
student in attendance.
since the 1870s.

Many schools had been receiving such aid

But heated debate broke out by 1890 as to the

constitutionality of Church-State partnership on the reservations.
The 1890 Annual Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners,
located in Washington, D.C., was one of many reports de a ling with the
issue of Church-State alliance.

The report noted that three-fifths

of appropriations for contract schools went to Roman Catholic
facilities.

At the 1890 Board of Indian Commissioners' meeting in

D.C., two anti-Catholic Protestant ministers, the Reverend Addison
P. Foster and the Reverend J.M. King, were quoted in full as calling
for an end to contract funding and were seconded by others who wanted

24 11 A Priest Defends Pillager Indians," The Catholic Standard
Times, 12 Oct. 1898.
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e it he r a r eductio n o f funds t o the Catholics o r a bo li shm en t of a ll
se c ta r ian fu nd i ng a s a vi o l a t i on of t he Con s titution.

The Reverend

Foster cit ed the da nge r o f I ndia ns f alling unde r t he control o f tho s e
"under the subjection to one wh o sits upon t he t h rone of t he Va ti ca n."
He wr o t e ,
I t is a £act tha t, i f t hey follo w the t eachi ngs of
thei r e ccl e s iastic a l lea de r s, t he y ca n not be l oyu l
citize ns o f t h is Re public and in sympa thy with s ome
of its vital institutions. Is it consistent for us
to allow to be taught in the Indian schools, a t the
expense of the government, doctrines that militate
a gainst the interests of the U. S. ? 25
The Rev erend Foster's add res s r e fl e cted APA sentiments.

The

America Protective As so ci a tion, begun in 1887, regularl y attacked the
Catholic Ch urch as being the tool of a forei gn power a nd the re f ore,
un-American.

Under t h e lea der s hip of Fa th e r Jo s eph A. Stepha n,

Director of the BCIM , the Church fought ba ck in court and t hrough the
press to defend federal support of denominational schools.

But a

succession of Commissioners of Indian Affairs ruled against such aid
and were upheld by Congress in 1896.

Direct funding of Church schools

was forbidden, although the plan of Secretary of the Interior Hoke
Smith called for the gradual phasing out of the contract schools.
There would be yearly reductions of appropriations, with all appropriations ending in 1900.
In a letter to the incorporators of the BCIM--Cardinal Gibbons,
Bishops Ryan and Corri gan--Fath er Stephan observed,

25Address by Reverend Addi s on P. Foster, D.D. of Boston, 22nd
Annual Re port of t he Board of Indian Commissioners, 1890, p. 99.
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i, ihile t he APA as an organization is virtually dead,
the spirit that an imated that institution still
lives, and many of our public men in Congress and
the Executive Departments are permeated with it.
We meet it on every hand, and it is the main barrier
to our getting justice in our efforts to Christianize
and civilize the Red Man.26
Mocher Katherine Drexel's "compensa tion" fur:cis we::-e the mains tay of
dozens of Indian mi ss i ons after 1896, taking up the slack where
governn1ent and/or tribal funds were insufficient . .
The White Earth School was flourishing in the 1900s .

Enroll-

ment remained at about 100, although sometimes reaching as high as 125.
A letter in 1910 from the sisters to Father Ketcham, new Director of
the BCii'1, states,
We have our crowd of ninety-four and expect a bout
ten more this week so when all come in we will be
well-crowded. · We have not many full-bloods but our
children are nearly all orphans who otherwise have
no one to look out for them and we feel obliged to
g ive them a home also . 27
The majo::-ity of these orphans generally spent their entire childhood
years at the mission, not having ~omes to return to even during
Christmas vacations or the summer months.

The sisters, surrogate

mothers and fathers, found themselves imparting knowledge and honing
skills, for which, nonnally, parents and/or grandparents would have
been responsible.
In her study, Chipoewa Child Life and Its Cultural Background,

26Letter from Father Stephan to incorporators of the BCD!,
dated Oct. 6, 1898. BC1}1 Records, Marquette University Archives.
27Letter f=om the Sisters of St . Benedict, White Esrth, to
Father Ketcham, dated September 24, 1910. BCTI-1 Records, ~'.arque t te
University Archives.
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anthropologist Sister Inez Hilger writes about the training of Ojibwa
children.

They received no formal training at home but rather imbibed

their knowledge from listening in, observing, and imitating.

Grand-

parents as well as parents were primary teachers, handing on such
knowled ge as th e value of plants, the making of wigwams, making of
syrup, and the telling of tribal myths and legends.
training lacking .

Nor was :noral

Such values as kindness, respect for elders and

sharing were paramount.

Sister Inez writes,

Children learn one of the main customs of the Indians,
namely that of feeding each other, from their parents.
If a family had much meat because of a succe s sful
hunt, everybody was invited to come and get some, and
t he children saw this. 28
Likewise, the value of honesty was stressed.

Sister Inez continues,

If a child took something from a neighbor, it was told
to carry it back. If it refused to do so, the mother
marched it back with the article. The child had to
carry the article and hand it to the owner. 29
These values were taught at the mission, too, albeit in a
different environment than the children would have had at home.

Other

values stressed were self-dis~ipline, self-reliance, cooperation,
moderation, hospitality, and patience.

All these virtues or values

were fostered at the mission because the sisters and priests were
Benedictines, formed by the Rule of St. Benedict--a rule which
incorporates them solidly in theory and in practice.
Other points of compatibility between Indian values and

28sister Inez Hilger, Chiooewa Child Life and Its Cult~ral
Background (Washington, D.C., Smithsonian Institute, 1951), p. 98.
29Ibid., p. 99.
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Benedictine ones a re an em ph a sis on i mmate riali sm and on silence.
Charles Eastman , a Minneso ta Sioux, in The Soul of the Indi.:in, has a
sect io n on these va lues .

Abou t immaterialism--or spirit of poverty

as Benedictines call it-- he notes,
The lo ve of posse s s i ons is a weakness t o be overc ome .
Its appeal is to t he material part and, if allowed
i ts way, it will in time disturb the spiritual
balance of the man.30
Benedictines also vi ew love of possessions as a weakness to be ove rcome.

For Benedictines , poverty--defined as detachment from materia l

goods--is a freedom, liberating the practitioner from obstacl e s
preventing at tainment of higher goals.

In the monastic life, the

highest goal of all is that of seeking God and material possessions
are seen as good in moderation onl y--and need, not want, die tates th ei r
usage.
Eastman describes the value of silence, observing that t he
Indi a n
. . . believes profoundly in silence--the sign of a
perfect equilibrium. Silence is the absolute poise
or balance of body, mind, and spirit . . . its fruits
are self-control, true courage, or endurance, patience,
dignity, and reverence. Silence is the corner-stone
of character . . . . Guard your tongue in youth and
in old age you may mature a thought that will be of
service to your people.31
The Benedictine Rule too gives high value to silence--or rather, to
temperance in speaking.

Through such temperance, an attitude of calm

30 charles Eastman, The Soul of the Indian (N.Y.: Fenwyn Press
Books, 1970 ; repri nt ed., 19 11) , pp. 99 - 100.
31Ibid., pp. 90-91.
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reflection is fostered which, in turn, ena bles one to acq uire a degree
of self-control, patience, and reverence.

One would think that East-

man had read and absorbed deeply the teachings of St. Benedic t, a
sixth-century monk--or that Benedict shared some visions of the Indian
tribes.
The mission school was not un touched by the theories and
actions of the federal government as the gover~~ent pushed steadily
the goal of assimilation for the Indian.

This drive was very strong

between the 1880s and 1930s, propelled by the thinking of such men as
Captain Richard H. Pratt of the Carlisle Indian School in Pennsylvania
and Thomas J. Morgan, Commissioner of Indian Affairs from 1889-1893.
Their aim was the detribalization, individualization, and Americanization of the American Indian.
Captain Pratt's school at Carlisle, which opened in 1879,
revolutionized public opinion.

The adaptability of the Indian race

was demonstrated and assimilation was seen as both desirable and
possible.

An 1892 Manual of Rules for Indian schools swr.marized the

purpose of Indian education:
The general purpose of the government is the preparation of Indian youth for assimilation into the national
life by such a '. course of training as will prepare them
for the duties and privileges of American citizenship.
This involves the training of the hand in useful
industries; the development of the mind in independent
and self-directing power of thought; the impartation
of useful practical knowledge; the culture of the
moral nature, and the formation of character. Still,
intelligence, industry, morality, manhood, and womanhood are the ends arrived ac.32
32 Rules for Indian Schools--A Manual (Washington, D.C., U. S.
Department of Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Superintendent of
Indian Schools, 1392), p. 3.
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In the name of assimilation, the Indian tribes were to be
broken up, allowing the individual Indian, it was said, to develop
freely as an independent and solid citizen like his white neighbor.
Not all white people agreed with this line of reasoning .

To

many

missionaries, such as Father Aloy s iu s, disintegracion of t he cri be
meant an invitation to some white people to take advantage of the
Indian, cheating him out of la nd--more easily done since the passage
of the Dawes Act of 1887, dividing tribal-owned lands into individual
plots.
At White Earth, the Beaulieu family, Catholic mixed-bloods,
were highly critical of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Congress

for their Indian policies.

In their newspaper, The Progress, first

published on March 25, 1886, Augustus Beaulieu, publisher, and Theodore
Beaulieu, editor, attacked the BL~ for its arbitrary autho rity on
reservations and the Congress for passing legislation favoring
division of tribal lands.

Federal agents seized the press and the

two men were ordered removed from the reservation.

But, several

months later, a federal court decided in favor of the Beaulieus and
they resumed publication of The Progress--which became The Tomahawk in
1889.

This paper continued for years to be critical of the federal

government's Indian policies.33
Captain Pratt attacked the missionaries in general for wanting
to "isolate" the Indians.

He wrote,

33Gerald Vizenor, Tribal Scenes and Ceremonies (Minneapolis:
The Nodin Press, 1976), p. 160.
----
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In all my experience of 25 years I have known scarcel y
a single missionary to heartily aid or advocate the
disintegration of the tribes and the giving of individual Indians ri gh ts and opportunities among civilized
people. 34
•

Captain Pratt feared that the Indian would remain "savage" if kept
away from association with "English-s peaking a nd civiliz~d people ."
He was not in favor of boarding schools--especially those on reservations, thinking they turned t he Indians back upon themselves.

In this

attitude, he was seconded by, among many others, Commissioner T. J.
Morgan who declared,
Education should seek the disintegration of the tribes,
and not their segregation. They should be educated,
not as Indians, but as Americans. In short, public
schools should do for them what they are successfully
doing for all other races in this country, assimilate
them. 35
Morgan was succeeded as Commissioner of Indian Affairs by William A.
Jones (1897-1904), who agreed wholeheartedly with his predecessor's
thinking on assimilation and favored government and public schools -day or boarding--over contract schools.

By 1919, a major attack on contract schools, and on boarding
schools in particular, was underway.

White Earth mission school, like

so many of its counterparts, struggled to keep all its former services
available to as many Indian children as possible.

But the battie

would be lost by the 1940s.

34 Francis P. Prucha, Americanizing the American Indian, 18801900 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973), p . 263.
35Francis P. Prucha, "T. J. Morgan, 1889-1893 ," in The Commissioners of Indian Affairs, 1824-1977, ed. Robert Kvasnicka and H.
Viola (Lincoln, Nebraska : University of Nebraska Press, 1979), p. 108.
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Last Years of the Boarding School, 1910-1945
Today the term halfbreed is one of derision.

This was not

necessarily true of its usage in the 19th and early 20th centuries.
For both white people and Indians of those times, a halfbreed was
more Indian than not and in general ranked above the mixed - bloods who
were less than one-half Indian.

There is, of course, no scientific

or racial accuracy to either term and there is more than a hint of
racism implicit in them.
metis--is accepted.

Today the term mixed-blood--or better,

In this paper, however, the terms halfbreed and

mixed-blood will be used since they were in use at the time and by
the people being described and/or quoted.
The number of mixed-bloods at White Earth was large enough in
the late 19th century and early 20th century to cause a great deal of
tension between them and the full-bloods.

This tension is mirrored

in House Hearings conducted in Washington, D.C. in the summer of 1911.
As the hearings brought out, much of the ill-feeling resulted from
disagreement over handling of tribal lands.

The testimony of John

Howard, Superintendent of the White Earth Indian Agency, on Monday,
'

July 31, 1911, sums up the problem:
MR. BURCH:

Now, there is some degree of jealousy between
the full-bloods and mixed-bloods, is there
not?

MR. HOWARD:

A great deal of friction.

MR. BURCH:

What about?

MR. HOWARD:

Well, the full-bloods claim that their ills
and woes are the result of the actions of
the mixed-bloods or a few of them, that they
have been swindled and beaten by the mixed
bloods. They claim that at the time the

•
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land was allotted that they did not get
their share of the valuable lands. TI1is is
one grievance.36
The land grievance was probably the main grievance among
Indians at White Earth between 1910 and 1915.

The Lake Mohonk Con-

ference of 1912 , a New York gathering of friends of the India ns, took
cognizance of the difficulties there in their 30th conference report.
The report printed an address given by the Honorable Warren K.
Morehead entitled "The Lesson of White Earth."

Morehead, a Minnesota

Congressman, described his stay at White Earth in the summer of 1909
and his study of the negative effects of the 1907 Clapp Amendment.
The Clapp Amendment empowered mixed-bloods to sell or mortgage land
but kept the full-bloods as wards of the government, unable to transact any such business.

Morehead described the situation:

The passage of the Clapp Act threw open the doors of
White Earth to the hundreds of unscrupulous land
sharks, timber men and others . . . in the course
of a few months, about half the Indians had lost
their property . . . . Reverend Father Felix Nelles
and Reverend Father Allosius [sic] say that they
notified the Indian Office, long before I went to
White Earth, of the wholesale frauds practiced
there.37
Morehead blamed the problem on a lack of strong, honest inspectors.
Of 5,300 Indians at White Earth, Morehead counted only 501 full-bloods
and viewed them as victims of an alliance between the mixed-bloods
and white timber interests.

36united States Congress, House Hearings on House Resolution
Number 103, July 31, 1911.
37 Report of the 30th Annual Lake Mohonk Conference (Washington,
D.C., 1912), p. 55.
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On Friday, February 9, 1912, Father Aloysius was interrogated
by the House Subcommittee in Washington, D.C. regarding his knowledge
of events and conditions at White Earth.

Like Congressman Morehead,

Father Aloysius thought the Clapp Act was disastrous for the Indians.
He refe r red to the sale of lands on the r ese rva tio n, permitt e d under
the act, as the "storm" time.

Father was asked the ratio of full to

mixed-bloods:

Q.

There are nearly all mixed- loads upon the White
Earth Reservation--largely in the majority?

A.

They are in the majority now.

Q.

When you came there, the other class was in the
majority?

A.

When I came there, the Indians were ahead of the
mixed-bloods. Then about 1887 I saw my baptism,
register, and I saw the Indians greatly declined,
getting always less, the mixed-bloods increasing
in regard to the families of children.38

Father Aloysius replied to a question on the classification
of mixed versus full-bloods by saying:
I think it ought to be done, not only on account of
the full-blood Indians, but there are lots of mixedblood Indians that need the protection just as much
as the full-bloods~ because there are quite a number
of them yet . . . . 9
Further testimony brought out Father's belief that after the Clapp
Act, the Indians had ready money and would spend it on liquor.

He also

noted the coming of the railroad as giving rise to towns inside the

38united States Congress, House Hearings on House Resolution
Number 103, February 9, 1912, p. 1257.
39Ibid., p. 1267.
'-·'
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res e rvation and, a s a result, allowing the I ndians easier access to
liquor.
A defender of the full-bloods and accuser of the mixed-bloods
was Honore Willsie, a journalist for Colliers, who attended a June
cel ebration at White Earth in 1912.

Miss Wil ls ie was covering the

44th annivers ary celebration of the foundin g of White Earth Reserva tion and in her article she pinpoints those she blames for the plight
in which she sees the Indians.
fathered the mixed-bloods.

She alludes to " wh ite sc'Jm" who have

Willsie writes:

"It is the mixed-bloods

who have played Judas to the tribe, who have been t he tools of the
whites and the traitors of the fullbloods. 1140

Willsie lays additional

blame on the "brains" of the country as well:
Min nesota Congressmen put through
that took the White Earth lands.
men have built their palaces with
the White Earth Indians who still

the legislation
Minnes ota lumberpines stolen from
live in hovels. 41

From an interview with Chief Little Cloud, head of the White
Earth Ojibwa, Willsie quotes the chief's plea that the full-bloods be
protected from the mixed-bloods.

The chief points out the "Great

Spirit's" displeasure with greedy whites:
In many ways the Great Spirit warns the white not to
destroy the Indians. He warns him through fire and
floods, through winds and lightnings. When the
Galveston flood came, when your great city burned,
and this spring when your great ship went down, that

40Honore Willsie, "As You Do Unto These," Colliers XLIX (Aug.
1912):11.
41Ibid., p. 24.
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was the Great Spirit warning the white regarding the
Indian. But the white will not heed.42
Willsie's article ends asking for justice for all Indians, at White
Earth and nationwide.
In further public testimony about mixed versus full-bloods
at White Earth, Chief May-Zhuc-e-ge-shig--a signer of the 1867 treaty
establishing White Earth Reservation--was asked about the presence of
so many mixed-bloods on the reservation:
POWELL:

Why at the treaty time didn't the Indians tell
Mr. Rice they didn't want mixed-bloods on the
reservation?

CHIEF:

Nobody would have said that to him, because
Rice was a mixed-blood's friend and helped them
along . . . . The government made a great use
of this man Rice . . . . Mr. Rice was a fine
speaker; he knew how to talk, and no one could
get away from any agreement that he wanted to
put through for the government.43

It was~ however, only after the Dawes Act of 1887, which permitted
Indians to hold title land individually, that the ratio of full to
mixed-bloods became a major issue.
There was much confusion--on the part of white people--over
the definition of what constituted full and mixed-bloods.

The testimony

of Edward B. Linnen, Chief Inspector for the United States BIA, on
December 5, 1914, underlines the issue.

He reports on the land fraud

at White Earth and gives as an aim of his investigation to determine
who were the full-bloods and minors able to part title and to sell

42Ibid., p. 23.
43Ransom Judd Powell Papers, April 1914, Ransom J. Powell
Papers P725, Minnesota Historical Society, p. 754.
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lands.

Numerous Indians were questione d as to those factors which

denoted degree of Indianness.

Factors such as color of complexion

and hair, type of clothing worn, and lifestyle were mentioned most
often.
The evidence points heavil y to the fact that l ess th a n onethird of the Indians at White Earth were full-bloods after 1900.

This

was important to both government and the Indians because only mixedbloods could sell land and the government subsidies to White Earth
were parcelled out according to degree of Indianness.
On the White Earth Quarterly school records, there was a
column which had to be filled in each time, giving the number of
students in attendance and their degree of Indian blood.

For example,

a report for Fall 1923 shows the followin g : 44
REPORT OF ATTENDANCE, QUARTER ENDING SEPT. 30, 1923
Total of Students: 115
Full-bloods
Three-quarters
One-half
One-eighth
Less than one-eighth

17
15
42
9
2

Out of 115 students, only 32 were more than half-Indian.

Regulations

for contract schools allowed government aid only for those at least
one-fourth Indian.

In 1910 the first official roll was made, giving

blood status of each Indian--and subsequent rolls were the object of
much fighting on and off the reservation.

44 11 Report of Attendance at St. Benedict's School in White
Earth, Minnesota," Quarter Ending September 30, 1923.
(Typewritten)
St. Benedict's Convent Archives.
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Long before the missionaries came to the reservation, the
Ojibwa had intermarried with whites, mainly French fur-traders.
least six generations of intermarriage had occurred by 1900.

At

Whites

soon discovered they could turn mixed and full-bloods against one
a nother, breaking up tribal solidarit y .

In rea l it y , t he mixed-bloods

complained most a gainst white ways but the full-bloods viewed them
as allies of the whites and not to be trusted.

The Dawes Act

exacerbated this already troublesome state of affairs.
By terms of the Dawes Act, male heads of families received 160
acres of land while single adult males, women, and children received
anywhere from 140 down to 40 acres.
sell their allotments.

Full-bloods could lease but not

Careful records were kept of the number of

mixed and full-bloods on the reservation, the government standing to
gain more from mixed than from full-bloods.
Mission records at White Earth show that through all the years
of its existence the school enrolled many more mixed-bloods than fullbloods.

There is no evidence that this fact made any difference in

the day-to-day treatment of the students.

The missionaries make no

mention of having positive or negative attitudes towards either group.
One would be hard put to find any negative remarks about the White
Earth Indians by the missionaries, certainly not by the pioneer trio.
During the 1920s, the mission school was usually staffed by
17 sisters, the largest number ever committed to the school.

A few

sisters were holdovers from the World War I years and before but most
were new to the mission.

Father Aloysius, Sister Lioba, and Sister

Philomene were still active--though slowing down considerably at this
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time.

By 1928, all three were retired.
Although th e re had been rumblings by the government since

the late 19th century a ga inst reservation boarding schools, most of
the schools fo r Indians througho ut the United State s were still
boardin g schools, though the public da y schools were gaining in
number.

Missionaries favored bo a rdin g schools above day schools

mainly for the extended control they a ff orded over the Indian children.
It was believed that immersing the children in the mission and whitemilieu 24 hours out of every 24 would insure the taking on of Christian
and civilized ways .

Returning home each day could, on the other hand,

undo what was being taught.

On this basis there were few vacation

times allowed--sometimes Christmas vacation had to be spent at ~he
mission even by non-orphans.
Father Aloysius explained his concept of the boarding school
in a letter to a patron, Miss Elizabeth Gurney, Chairwoman of the
Committee on Indian Welfare, part of the Minnesota State Federation
of Women's Clubs.

He stated,

In my 44 years of life among the Indians, I find that
the boarding school is the best way and we obtain
better results in educating the Indian child. They
not only receive mental training, but are taught
habits of cleanliness, health, and whatever is
necessary to make of them good citizens. 4 5
There are few indications that any of the mission children ran away
but some did and, of those who did not, surely many experienced
homesickness.

Sister Ladislaus Twardowski, who taught at White Earth

45Letter from Father Aloysius Hermanutz to Miss Elizabeth
Gurney, 1922. SBCA.
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Father Aloysius Hermanutz with friends at White Earth, MN, 1928

St. Benedict's Mission School, White Earth, MN, 1892.
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for 31 years--from 1910-1940 and again from 1944-1945--observed:
Parents have a great love for their children and the
little ones are very fond of their parents. This is
very evident when the children start school. It is
heartbreaking for them to leave their homes even
though it might be a poor hut. Many tears are shed
the first days of school because of homesickness .
. . . After they are in school awhile, they learn to
love it and enjoy the companionship of other children
who may have at first been complete strangers. 46
Since Sister Ladislaus did not date her statement, it is not clear
whether or not she is referring only to boarders or to day students
as well.

But it is not hard to believe that the sentiments are

descriptive of all or most of the Indian children.
There was little time given for such feelings as homesickness.
An article in the Indian Sentinel, a BCIM publication of August, 1911,
gives the schedule of a typical day at the White Earth mission school:
6:00 a.rn.
6:30 a.rn.
7:30
8:30
10:15
12:00
1:15
2:15
3:30
4:30
6:00
7:30
8:30

Rise
Mass, Breakfast
Work detail
Classes
Recess
Lunch
Classes
Recess for lower grades
End of school, recreation begins
Needlework and chores
Supper, recreation
Bed for younger children, study for older children
Bed for older children

With slight variations, this schedule was followed for over 40 years.
Much more than the three R's was taught at the school.
homemaking skills were a major goal.

The older girls were taught to

46written statement by Sister Ladislaus Twardowski, n.d.
SBCA.
I
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prepare meals, to ca n foo d, t o wash a nd ir on c l oth es, a nd eve n to
butcher hogs.

Sister Mary De gel describes the l at ter:

Butchering was always a great time. We killed as many
as 40 hogs at one time. There were tubs of sausage
mea t gro und a nd r eady for the casings by evening . . . .
Af ter the wo r k was done , th e cook f r ied pans of
saus a ge -- all everyone cou l d eat and wha t fu n we ha d. 47
By the late 1930s, a home economics cotta ge wa s built on the
mission grounds where the older students could rotate weeks in
learning the various jobs of running a home.

Interesting ly, the

cottage was built on the unpretentious scale of a typical governmentbuilt Indian home o f the 1930s and '40s:
water.

three rooms and no runnin g

The students were to cope with problems facing any Indian

woman on the reservation.

After 1946 this cottage was used as a home

f or the pa stor and his assistant, fire havin g destroyed the rectory.
Vocational training for Indians had rece i ved heavy stress
from at least 1900 on--so much so that, by the 1920s, a government
study took alarm at what seemed an over-emphasis on

manual labor.

Charles Lusk, Secretary of the BCIM, warned Father Aloysius in a
letter, dated June of 1923, that the government was critical of a
Catholic boarding school in South Dakota for putting too much emphasis
on industrial labor rather than on academic work. 4 8

He wanted Father

Aloysius to see that a balance was kept between the two branches of
learning.

Father Aloysius replied, agreeing that the Indian students

47Letter from Sister Mary Degel to Sister Carol Berg, dated
April 10, 1980.
48Letter from Charles Lusk to Father Aloysius Hermanutz,
dated June 5, 1923. St. John's Abbey Archives.
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should attend classes most of the day; manual labor must not take
precedence over academics.
A succession of Commissioners of Indian Affairs issued periodic
instructions to Indian agents and school superintendents throughout
the United States concerning the type and quantity of coursework in
public schools.

An outline of Courses of Study was sent out, suggest-

ing subject matter and time assignments for each, divided differently
for day schools and boarding schools.

The following is a sample from

the 1915 course outline for the fifth and sixth grades in boarding
schools : 49
FIFTH GRADE:
General Exercises ...... Assembly once each week
(25 minutes)
Current events once each week
Music once each week
Civics once each week
Conversational and oral exercises
(five 20-minute lessons per week)
Reading--five 20-minute lessons
per week
English ....... .
Language--two 20-minute lessons
(60 minutes)
per week
Spelling--three 20-minute lessons
per week

I

Arithmetic ..... .
(30 minutes)
Geography.......

3 lessons per week

Physiology and Hygiene 2 lessons per week
Writing and Drawing
(25 minutes)
Breathing Exercises
(10 minutes)

1915.

49Tentative Course of Study, for United States Indian Schools,
Superintendent of Indian Schools, Washington, D.C., pp. 20-21.
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Industrial Work ..... .
(240 minutes)
Physical Training ....
(60 minutes)

Instruction, 30 minutes
Production, 210 minutes
Military and gymnastic drill,
two or three times per week

SIXTH GRADE :
Assembly once each week
General Exercises ...... Current eve nts once each week
(25 minutes)
Music, once each week
Civics, once each week
Conversational and oral exercises
(five 20-minute lessons per week)
Reading--five 20-minute lessons
per week
English ..•.....
(60 minutes)
Language--two 20-minute lessons
per week
Spelling--three 20-minute lessons
per week
Arithmetic ...... .
(30 minutes)
3 lessons per week
Geography ....... .
Physiology and Hygiene 2 lessons per week
3 lessons per week
History ......... .
The rest of the program is the same as for the 5th grade.

The

addition of History in the sixth grade is the only difference in the
two programs.

It can readily be seen that English, Geography, and

History are given priority as subject-matter, certainly if amount of
time is considered.
Under History, the major emphasis was given to inculcating
patriotism.

Commissioner T. J. Morgan, already in the 1890s, had

enjoined:
. . . the 'stars and stripes' should be a familiar
object and students should be taught to reverence the
flag as a symbol of their nation's power and protection . . . . ' Patriotic songs should be taught to
the pupils . . • . National holidays--Washington's
Birthday, Declaration Day, Fourth of July, Thanksgiving,
and Christmas--should be observed with appropriate
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exercises in all Indian schools. 50
To Morgan and to most Commissioners who followed him, the Indians
were to be Americans first and Indians second, destined for absorption
into the national life.
Sister Mary Degel desc rib es how the Catholic school at Wh i t e
Earth met the task of teaching patriotism:
Every classroom had a flag displayed in the front of
the room . . . every morning after prayers the Pledge
of Allegiance was recited. National holidays-especially Washington's and Lincoln's--were celebrated
with patriotic programs given by the students . . . .
Love of country and loyalty to it were stressed in
history classes. On Decoration Day, the entire group
walked in procession to the cemetery--nearly a mile
away- -prayin g along the way for those who died for
our country. They decorated the soldiers ' graves. 51
Skimming through issues of the school paper from the 1930s
and 1940s, one can reasonably generalize that patriotism was a major
topic.

Essays on American Presidents and other heroes are in great

abundance and reached a peak in the war years of the 1940s.

The 4-H

Club, in particular, emphasized doing one's patriotic duty:

saving

coupons, making bandages, and doing sundry other acts appropriate to
children in a nation at war.
The emphasis on patriotism was meant to divest Indians of
their own habits and customs and convert them into 100% Americans on
the Anglo-Saxon model.

From the 1890s on, Commissioners of Indian

SOFrancis P. Prucha, Americanizing the American Indian
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973), p. 258.
51Letter from Sister Mary Degel to Sister Carol Berg, dated
April 10, 1980.
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Affairs had insisted on weaning the Indian from his tribal history
and beliefs.

But the 1930s saw a change of direction on the part of

the BIA in its attitude towards the treatment of Indians.
A new Commissioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier, in office
from 1933-1945, championed the concept of cultural pluralism over
that of assimilation.

He favored allowing the Indians to keep

whatever of their customs and traditions did not hinder them from
improving their status economically, politically, or socially.

Even

before the 1930s, Collier had been a student and admirer of Indian
culture.
In 1923, the American Indian Defense Association was formed
for the purpose of lobbying to improve the administration of federal
Indian policy .

John Collier served as executive secretary of the

Association, and, along with all its membership, was pleased and
encouraged when the Meriam Report came out.
Secretary of the Interior, Hubert Work, had commissioned a
study in 1926 to determine conditions among the Indian people and the
effectiveness of federal administration.

The committee report, named

after its chairman, Lewis Meriam, was completed in 1928, and gives
detailed descriptions and analyses of specific programs in the major
areas of life.

In its conclusions, the Meriam Report listed two

principal reasons for the "Indian problem":

poverty, resulting from

destruction of the traditional economy; and ineffective administration,
resulting from inadequately trained personnel.

Section XIV of the

report deals exclusively with missionary activities among the Indians
and parts of it are pertinent to this paper.
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The report chides the missionaries for non-utilization of
Indian religion and ethics.

It stat e s,

Knowing little of Indian reli gion or life, many
missionaries be g in on the erroneous theory that it
is first of all necessary to destroy what the Indian
has, rather t ha n to use wha t he ha s as a st a rtin g
po i n t fo r something else . 52
This rebuke could serve as an indictme nt for de cades of American
government and non- government treatment of the Indians.

On the other

hand, the report salutes the missionary activities, notwithstanding
mistakes, when it notes that mission activities "represent by far the
largest and most important privately supported humanitarian effort
made by the white race in behalf of the Indians. 11 53
In this same vein, the report's outlook for the Catholic
Indian missions is quite positive.

In comparison with Protestant and

the purely government-run Indian agencies, the report sees Catholic
missions as having an optimism born of a long-range view, being less
isolated, more highly organized, and more tolerant of things Indian.
A last mild criticism, however, involves the "failure to regard the
work of the able missionary as a profession rather than as a mere
vocation. 115 4
A Public Works Appropriation in 1934 added funds to the
operating budget of the Indian Bureau which aided in construction of

52Lewis Meriam and Staff, The Problem of Indian Administration (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1928), p. 398.
531bid., p. 826.
54rbid., p. 839.
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schools, roads, and sewage systems on many reservations.

A separate

Civilian Conservation Corps (the Indian Emergency Conservation Corps)
aimed at training Indians to be carpenters, engineers, and mechanics.
As Margaret Szaz puts it,
Although the e c ono mic conditions of the Depre ssion
were scarcely new to the Indians, the fact that they
affected .the mainstream society finally moved the
federal government to action. The Indians benefited
not because their plight was uni ue but because they
were part of a national plight.5

5

Further government action in the 1930s favorable to the Indians were
the Johnson O'Malley Act of 1934--which gave states more control over
funds for and administration of tribes within their boundaries--and
the creation of an Indian Arts and Crafts Board in 1935.

This latter

board was one of Collier's pet projects.
The Indian Arts and Crafts Board encouraged the revival of
native arts, both on and off the reservation.

The board worked with

craft guilds on the reservations which served as training centers for
local artists and craftsmen.
for the finished products.

It then provided a direct market outlet
Funds were made available for expansion

of art courses in the regular schools and special schools were set up
for advancement of the most promising and skilled native craftsmen.
At White Earth, Sister Hermina Fleschhacker was in charge of
the St. Benedict Indian School from 1939 to 1944.

Under her

leadership, the sisters began to study and practice Indian crafts in
earnest.

Earlier, a few sisters had shown appreciation for such crafts

55Margaret Szaz, Educarion and the American Indian: 1928-1973
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1974), p. 42.
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and had attempted to study them but now there was a concerted effort
to do so.

Mrs. Critt, an Ojibwa, came once a week to teach beadwork

to the sisters who, in turn, taught it to their pupils.

Sister Mary

Degel was one of a few school personnel who also learned to tap the
maple trees for syrup and then took pupils along to teach them.
By the 1940s, the sisters were offering weaving courses to
both the school children and to those adult women who wanted to learn
or re-learn this art.

Same looms were bought store-made but at least

one was built for the school by a brother at St. John's Abbey.

A

letter from Father Tennelly, Director of the BCIM, to Sister Hermina
in 1943 alludes to this focus on native arts, especially the weaving.
He writes,
You ask me what I think about your plan of trying to
interest the Indian women in weaving. In my opinion
this should be a very good thing to do. I believe
that they will find a ready market for good work.
This will bring them some income. What strikes me
as being the greatest advantage is that it would
create an interest in something worthwhile and keep
them at home.56
Although hard-pressed for operating funds, Father Tennelly donated
$50.00 to the mission school towards the purchase of another loom.
Collier's appreciation of native culture and his prolific
writing on the topic carried many schoolteachers and their curricula
with him.

They were largely in agreement with the statement in 1944

wherein Collier gave his philosophy towards the Indian:
We have tried to energize the individual Indian and

S61etter from Father Tennelly to Sister Hermina Fleischhacker,
dated July 16, 1943. BCIM Record~. Marquette University Archives.
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the group, and to equip individual and group with
knowled ge and skills to enable them to go into the
white world successfully if they want to or to hold
their own and make their way where they are if they
want to. ~ . . In brief, we have quit thinking about
assimilation and segregation as opposite poles and
as matters of 'all or nothing. ,57
The 1930s saw not only increased respect for Indian culture
but a major chan ge in the ratio of on- and off-reservation boarding
schools to on- and of f -reserva tion public schools, chi ef ly t o offreservation day schools.

Already in 1907, Commissioner Francis Leupp

had labelled boarding schools as "educational almshouses" and saw
them as undermining the Indian character.

With minor differences,

successive Commissioners held the same views.
Boarding school enrollment dropped from 22,000 in 1933 to
17,500 in 1934 as more and more Indian students were taken from the
boarding schools and put into public day schools.

The years 1930-

1970 brought about the greatest increase in public school enrollment
in the history of Indian education.

Rulings by Commissioners of

Indian Affairs made it mandatory that public schools be filled before
private ones could accept students.

According to Margaret Szaz,

Superintendent of Indian Education in the 1950s,
. . . By 1970, public schooling had jumped over three
times, from 38,000 in 1930 to 129,000 in 1970, which
meant that 65% of all Indian children in school were
attending public school.58
Along with this growth in public day school education came a swing

57Richard Ellis, ed., The Western American Indian (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1972), p. 154.
58szaz, Education and the American Indian: 1928-1973, p. 89.
/
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back towards the assimilation theory.
By the early 1940s, the White Earth mission school was facing
numerous problems.

Enrollment was declining, funds were short, and

teaching personnel were harder to get and to keep.

Sister Hermina,

in a letter to Father Tennell y in February of 1941, te lls him that
the pastor, Father Justin Luetmer, is worried about keeping the
school open.

She writes that

the Indian Council is planning to withdraw all
Indian funds for education in the future . . . . It
is rather a depressing thought to have the mission
schools closed after they had served the Indians for
so many years. On a whole, the sentiment, even from
non-Catholics, in the White Earth community at least
is in favor of the mission schoo1.59
Father Tennelly pinpoints the heart of the problem for all
mission schools at this time in his letter to Father Valerian Thelen,
the new pastor at White Earth, in a letter dated March of 1945:
The government schools at Wahpeton, Flandreau, and
Pipestone are not much more than half-filled. That
is where the trouble lies as far as government aid
is concerned. Why should the government pay you to
care for them [Indian children] when they could be
accommodated in these schools with little, if any
additional cost . . . . Congress is not willing to
support duplicate facilities. 60
·
In an effort to create more space for the students, Sister
Hermina and Father Justin had agreed to renovate part of the old
church for additional classrooms in the summer of 1941.

Some renova-

tion was done but by the spring of 1945, Father Valerian recognized
59Letter from Sister Hermina to Father Tennelly, dated
February 24, 1941. BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
60Letter from Father Tennelly to Father Valerian Thelen,
dated March 26, 1945. BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
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the necessit y of changing the boarding school into a day school.
He writes to Father Tennelly:
I am determined, if I must continue to work in this
community, to have this school turned into a grade
day school, if it is possible. That way, it would
be possible to do more effective work . . . . I will
call a meeting of t he parents of this parish, in
order to ascertain as to the number of children
that can be expected to attend . . . . Then I can
also report this to public school, so that they
wiil know how to line up for the coming year . . .
If all the Catholic children would attend our day
school, then only 40-50 pupils would remain for the
public school . . . . Just how I would defray the
costs is another worry. I wonder if any help could
be expected through the Indian Bureau?61
In the fall of 1945, the St. Benedict Mission School became a
day school.

Sister Rosaria Zenner, principal of the school at the time,

recalls the change:
. the Government withdrew their help and we
opened a day school for the children of the area.
They were brought to the school by bus, furnished by
the St. Benedict's Mission. One of the priests was
the driver. We had a large enrollment. At least
eight classrooms were occupied. The children
adjusted well, seemed happy to come to our schooi. 62
There was regret over the closing of the boarding school but there
were also high hopes that the day school would flourish.

It did for a

little over two decades, closing after May of 1969.

61Letter from Father Valerian to Father Tennelly, dated March
22, 1945. BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
62 Letter of Sister Rosaria Zenner to Sister Carol Berg, dated
March 29, 1980.

Chapter III
COMMUNITY LIFE AT WHITE EARTH: THE SISTERS, GOALS AND METHODS
Between 1878 and 1945, 93 sisters served the White Earth
Indian mission, the majority as teachers and housekeepers.

These

sisters were almost all from rural, German backgrounds, and were also
from large families, averaging ten children.

The median age of the

sisters was 26 when first sent to White Earth.
The list on the following page gives a selection of the
sisters who were at White Earth between 1878 and 1900.

Until well

into the 1940s, 95% of the sisters of St. Benedict's Convent in St.
Joseph, Minnesota, who staffed the mission, were of German birth.
It is not surprising, then, to note that only two sisters of Irish
birth ever served at White Earth:

Sister Cyprian Caffrey from 1893-

1897 and Sister Basilia Cosgrove from 1893-1898.

One wonders if it

was entirely accidental that their years of service at White Earth
coincided.

A sensitive Prioress at the Motherhouse may have wanted

them to have mutual support in the face of an overwhelmingly bi-lingual
community at White Earth, where German was the first language and
English second.
Unfortunately, there are no diaries or letters extant to give
us insight into the community life led by these earliest sisters at
White Earth.

We can assume they tried to fulfill their religious
78
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GROUP ONE:

Arrival years between 1878 and 1900.

SISTER

AGE WHEN SENT

YEARS OF SERVICE

OCCUPATION

RURAL/CITY BRED

NATIONALITY

FAMILY/RANK

Lioba Braun

25

1878-1928

teacher

rural

German

?

Philomene Ketten

23

1878-1927

housekeeper

rural

German

?

Nothburga Kramer

26

1892-1896

cook

rural

German

6· third

Cyprian Caffrey

24

1893-1897

teacher

rural

Irish

8· fourth

Basilia Cosgrove

26

1893-1898

teacher

rural

Irish

6· sixth

Corbinian Bukowski

24

1895-1898

housekeeper

rural

German

8· fifth

Silveria Zwisler

32

1895-1896

?

rural

German

7 · third

Mary Michaela
Wittmann

42

1893-1899

housekeeper

rural

German

?

Chris tine Selly

25

1897-1906

teacher

rural

Swiss

Martina Amberg

48

1899-1900

teacher

rural

German

3; second

Rosina Loecken

32

1900-1901

housekeeper

rural

German

6 · fourth

'

'
'

'

'

11; fifth

'

Taken from lists in the Archives and Secretarial Office at St. Benedict's Convent, St. Joseph, MN.
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responsibilities regularly, espe cially the recitation of the Little
Office of the Blessed Vir gin.

Such communal prayers were probabl y

said before 6 : 00 A. M.--the time the children would rise--and after
8:00 p.m., whe n the children would be in bed.

The myriad duties in a

boa r di ng sch ool would have mi lit ate d a gains t any other praye r
ga therings , other tha n dai l y Mass with the childre n , possibly a round
6:30 or 7:00 a.m.
For religious services, Mass, Benediction, and at times durin g
the Office, there was no lack of music.
had sent a portabl e or gan to White Earth.

Sister Lioba Braun's mother
Th e re is no record o f the

organ's arrival date but, since Sister Lioba's mother drowned in the
Johnstown flood of May, 1889, it is safe to assume that the organ
arrived sometime i n the 188 0s.

It was still in use in the 1920s and

was returned to the St. Benedict's Motherhouse in 1928 when Sister
Lioba retired.
What recreation there was must have been the kinds traditional
to all sisters:

reading, going for walks, card-playing, singing, and

doing fancywork.

There would have been little time for recreation--

unless one counts the recess time with the children and the play time
between supper and the children's bedtime (generally taken up with
another prayer session or with chores).
There is little information on how well the sisters got along
with one another and/or with their pastor, Father Aloysius and, later,
with his assistants.

It is a truism, however, that religious went

where obedience dictated and they took f or granted that they must
subordinate individualism to the collective good.

The Rule of St.
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Benedict calls for a spirit
a surrender of self-will.

of charity and concern for one another,
These early sisters, imbued with this

training, would surely have practiced cooperation, submerging any or
most feelings of dislike or resentment.
Since so many of t he sisters came from rural areas, and from
large families, one can generalize that there were similarities
between their early training at home and that of the Indians whom they
came to serve.

Like the Ojibwa, the sisters must have had to work

hard in harvest time to assure the family of plentiful food for the
lean months.

Also, with many mouths to feed and with little privacy,

the latter usually endemic to large families, a spirit of sharing and
cooperation would be essential for harmony.

These same qualities--

hard work, cooperation, and sharing--were equally essential to the
smooth running of a boarding school.
A second listing of sisters assigned to White Earth covers
the years 1901-1922.

In this group, the median age is 28 and the

family size, twelve children.

This group had the largest number of

sisters putting in the longest years of service at White Earth:
Sister Ernestine Jansky, 47 years; Sister Hildegund Remberger, 39
years; Sister Ladislaus Twardowski, 31 years; Sister Thea Grieman,
23 years; and Sister Mary Degel, 22 years.

Overall, in all the

groupings, the average stay at White Earth between 1878 and 1945 was
four to five years.
As in the first group, this second group of sisters were
almost all from rural areas, with two exceptions:
(

\

____ .,. '

from St. Cloud and Sister Thea from St. Paul.

Sister Ernestine

It is interesting to

(

QROUP TWO:

Arrival years between 1901 and 1922.

SISTER

AGE WHEN SENT

YEARS OF SERVICE

OCCUPATION

RURAL/CITY BRED

NATIONALITY

FAMILY/RANK

Hildegund
Remberger

23

1901-1940

teacher/
prefect

rural

German

Ethelbert Krenik

21

1902-1929

teacher

rural

Bohemian

Edwina
Bromenshenkel

23

1904-1910

cook

rural

Germa n

15; first

Ernestine Jansky

29

1909-1956

seamstress

city

Polish

11; first

Ladislaus Twardowski

20

1910-1940

prefect

rural

Polish

14; seventh

Othilda Scherer

32

1910-1914

cook

rural

German

12; first

Blanda Bosch

39

1917-1919

housekeeper

rural

German

adopted

Simplicia Lempke

39

1921-1927

cook

rural

Polish

9; eighth

Thea Grieman

20

1921-1944

teacher

city

German

12; eighth

Mary (Hilaire)
Degel

21

1922-1938

teacher

rural

Ge rman

12; twelfth

15; fourth
8·, seventh

Taken from lists in the Archives and Secretarial Office at St. Benedict's Convent, St. Joseph, MN.
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note that three of this second group were of Polish stock:
Ernestine, Sister Ladislaus, and Sister Simplicia.

Sister

They were the

only Polish sisters ever to serve at White Earth before 1945.

As with

the two Irish sisters earlier, perhaps a considerate prioress saw to
it that these Polish - speaking sisters would give each other mutual
support.

This is not to imply that they could not speak or understand

German.

Yet, it would have been enjoyable, no doubt, to speak Polish

at times.
This writer is greatly indebted to Sisters Mary Degel and Thea
Grieman, who gave much information about life at White Earth during
the 1920s and 1930s.

With their help--written and oral--life in and

out of school can be pieced together.
Apparently, the daily schedule for the sisters did not change
much from what it had been before the 1900s.
had to be squeezed in around the school hours.

Communal prayers still
Sister Mary recalls

having to rise at 5:00 to say Lauds (Morning Praise) which was
followed by meditation--also communal.

For the latter, the reader had

to recite by candlelight since electric lights were considered too
expensive.

In winter, the sisters had to wear capes and shawls in

chapel since the heat came on only in time for Mass at 6:30 or 7:00.
As stated in part one of this paper, a mitigation of old world
rules was begun by the sisters as early as the 1860s.

Among these

mitigations was the moving of midnight recitation of part of the
Divine Office to the morning and a switch from the Divine Office
itself to the shorter Office of the Blessed Virgin on non-feast days.
Sister Mary recalls that Sister Lioba had always regretted the switch
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and sought to have the Divine Office restored for all days.

This

restoration was actually achieved at White Earth ½efore it once again
became the rule at St. Benedict's.

Vespers was said at 3:45 p.m. in

chapel while the children we re either playing or doing chores .

A

sister prefect would supervise t he children wh ile the rest of t he
community was at praye r.
For recreation, the sisters enjoyed such winter activities
as sledding--on the hills around the mission--and skating on the
nearby lake.

As generations of sisters can attest, a daily walk was

rarely postponed due to weather.

In warm weather, the sisters would

picnic in the woods, with or without the children, or would pick
flowers, wild grapes, and plums.
both sisters and students.

Nature hikes were a pleasure to

Interviewed for the community paper St.

Benedict's Missions in the winter of 1972, Sister Mary recalled the
pre-1945 years at White Earth and the need for home-made entertainment:
There was no TV in those days and the only radio
was owned by the hired man. Cooped up in winter with
140 children could have become unbearable. But, we
made our own entertainment. Little events became big
ones and called for a play or program. On one occasion
the girls had a kitchen orchestra with pots, pans,
spoons and covers, blending harmoniously with the piano
played by Sister Thea. 1
For religious, a customary ritual of community life is the
celebration of such events as a jubilee or a nameday.

These celebra-

1 sister Wibora Muehlenbein, "Forty-one Years of Work with the
Indians," St. Benedict's Missions, December 1972, p. 2.
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tions would require hours of practice and/or of decorating the
premises.

Sister Mary recalls that for most jubilees and namedays

the sisters gave plays .

It was easy to dress up since there were all

kinds of second-hand clothes in the storeroom.

Practice was held

when the superi or was out of the way-- usually after ten at night.
The third groupin g of sisters assigned to White Earth covers
the years from 19 25 to 1945 inclusive.

In this group, there is a 100%

rural background and the families are still large, averaging eleven
children.

In age, these sisters were the oldest in the mission of all

who were there between 1878 and 1945, averaging 34 years at time of
assignment.

In the first two groupings, 1878 to 1922, only two

sisters were over 40.

In this last group, seven were over 40.

This

sharp rise in age could be a sign that fewer young sisters were willing
or able to serve at White Earth, though this is pre-Vatican II and
sisters were normally not allowed a choice of service.
A questionnaire sent out to 16 sisters who served at White
Earth between 1921 and 1945 makes possible a number of generalizations
about the sisters as individuals, about their relations with one
another, with the students, and with the mission priests.

For most

of these sisters (9), White Earth was their first mission.

In one

way this was advantageous:

not having experienced life at any other

mission, they were unable to make unfavorable comparisons between
White Earth and other missions.

Most of the sisters (10) felt that

their years at White Earth were just the right amount of time.
two thought

Only

they were there too long while four would have liked to

have spent more years there.

GROUP THREE:

Arrival years between 1925 and 1945.

SISTER

OCCUPATION

RURAL/CITY BRED

NATIONALITY

FAMILY/RANK

AGE WHEN SENT

YEARS OF SERVICE

Doretta Ettel

32

1925-1940

housekeeper

city

Austrian

Ferdinand Utsch

20

1926-1928

laundress

rural

German

Magdalen (Ita)
Kiefer

31

1928-1933

seamstress

rural

German

Alexandra Streitz

49

1930-1932

musician

rural

German

Corona Kratz

35

1930-1935

baker

rural

German

Gordian Miller

22

1933-1939

teacher

rural

German

11; first

Xavier Hens

41

1935-1938

seamstress

rural

German

11; third

Alena Becker

52

1938-1944

prefect

rural

German

Debora Herda

24

1940-1943

prefect

rural

Bohemian

13; first

Mavilla
Fleischhacker

41

1940-1948

crafts

rural

Austrian

6·, sixth

Clementine Kahl

42

1940-1946

housekeeper

rural

German

9; sixth

Johnette Kohorst

19

1941-1955

cook

rural

German

11; sixth

Rosaria Zenner

51

1944-1950

teacher

rural

German

11; sixth

Ansgar Willenbring

41

1944-1960

laundress

rural

German

12; seventh

Francella Janson

22

19l~4-l 961

teacher

rural

German

4·, third

Taken from lists in the Archives at St. Benedict's Convent in St. Joseph, MN.

8·, fifth
12; twelfth
8·, fifth
15; fourteenth
6 ,· fourth

7; second

(X)

°'
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In the following pa ge s, most of the questionnaire and responses
are given.

Sometimes sisters did not respond to a particular question

and this is noted.

The questionnaire can and should be viewed in the

context of Vatican II and its effects on religious orders and their
apostolic works .

Vati c an II Council was held from 1 963 to 1965.

It

dealt with a var iety of Church issues , paramount ones being Church
Apostolates and Religious Life .
The Decree on the Church's Missionary Activity--or apostolates-speaks to the vocation of missionaries.

A significant section states

the following:
Christ Himself searched the hearts of men, and led
them to divine light through truly human conversation.
So also, His disciples, profoundly penetrated by the
Spirit of Christ, should know the peoples among whom
they live, and should establish contact with them. 2
Key phrases here are "know the people" and "establish contact with
them."

The Christianizing endeavor is not to be carried out from a

distance or merely through the written word; it calls for a familiarity
with the peoples among whom the missionary dwells.

Participation in

the community's cultural and social life is not only encouraged, it
is prescribed.
The Decree on the Appropriate Renewal of the Religious Life
likewise broadens the Church's and, therefore, religious missionaries'
outlook and outreach.

Here is a key passage:

Institutes should promote in their members adequate
knowledge of the social conditions of the times they

I

2 virginia Mary Hefferman, Outlines of the Sixteen Documents,
Vatican II (New York: The America Press, 1965), p. 94.
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live in and of the ne e ds of the Church . . . . The
manner of living , pra ying, and working should be
adapted to the modern physical and psycholo gica l
circumstances of the community members, a nd, to the
necessities of apostolate, culture, and social and
economic circumstances.3
Obsol e t e l aws , the de cree c ontinues , a r e to be s upp r es s e d a nd
ada p ta t ion to a varie t y of cir c lli~s t a nc es i s to be t he norm.
All o f the s ister s who responde d t o th e ques tio nnaire have
lived most of their religious life in a pre-Vatican II milieu.

Their

responses indicate this, though not all "narrowness" o f thou ght and
action can be laid solely at the feet of a moribund Church or the
structure of the reli gio us orde r.

The sisters were/ar e pa rtici pant s

in and observers of an Ame rican national milieu which surely
influenced their thinking and behavior towards the Indians.

With

these generalizations in mind, one can now comment on the sisters'
responses and understand better the forces behind them.

1 • WHAT GOALS DID YOU HA VE IN MIND WHILE AT WHITE EARTH?
To help the poor (5)
To gain experience teaching
To work for the Christianity of the people (2)
To grow spiritually
To make the pupils more aware of life outside the reservation
No response:

2.

5

WHAT SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, DID YOU HA VE ABOUT
INDIANS BEFORE GOING TO WHITE EARTH?

3 Ibid., p. 74.
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None:

13

Only information by the grapevine, a bout the "shiftl e ssness" of
the Indians
I knew they were very hard to teach.
I had worked with Indians --Sioux -- in North Dakota.
3.

DID YOU READ ANY BOOKS 0~ I NDL~NS OR ON I ND I AN LIFE BEFORE YOU
WENT TO WHITE EARTH AND/OR AFTER YOU WERE THERE? GIVE SOME TITLES
AND AUTHORS IF YOU CAN.
None:

13

Got some books after I arrived.
Since I am not in education, I did not read up on any Indians.
I had only history book knowledge of Indians; I had no interest
in Indians and made no attempts to read more about them.
I tried to read as many Indian stories as I could obtain; I read
Lydia Longley about a family attacked by Indians.
I read novels which romanticized the Indians, such as Cooper's.
4.

WERE YOU ABLE TO LEARN ANY OF THE INDIAN LANGUAGE WHILE AT WHITE
EARTH?
a smattering:

5.

a good amount:

0

no words:

6

DID YOU VOLUNTEER FOR WHITE EARTH OR WERE YOU ASSIGNED?
volunteered:

6.

10

1

assigned:

15

HOW DID YOU FIND ADJUSTMENT TO WHITE EARTH?
very difficult:

1

somewhat difficult:
fairly easy:

6

4

very easy:

5
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The adjustment dealt more wit h reli gious life in ge neral; it wa s
not peculiar to the White Earth mission.
The distance was so far from St. Benedict's and my home and the
work was very hard.
I l oved the relaxed spirit; one never saw an Indian hurry.
The Indians love nature a nd so do I; they were poor--and so was
our family at home.
They are simple, God-trusting people.
I was lonely, lost my appetite.

7.

WHAT ASPECTS OF INDIAN CULTURE HAD MOST APPEAL TO YOU WHILE AT
WHITE EARTH?
seeing God in nature and the respect for all creatures
liked the children's singing and drawing
their ways of self-support, o f using and making thin gs from what
they had in reach
absolutely none--a "colorless" life
their concern for one another
children's artistic ability
innate appreciation of nature (2)
No response:

8.

8

DID YOU ATTEND INDIAN FEASTS OR CELEBRATIONS OF ANY KIND?
Yes:

5

No:

11

IF YES, HOW OFTEN--AND WHAT CELEBRATIONS?

IF NOT, WRY NOT?

We were not allowed to associate with lay people in that day.
I attended three Indian Congresses, several Pow-wows and some Wakes.
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I attended a tribal dance.

(2)

It was not customary for sisters to mix much wi th outsiders at the
time I was at White Earth.
I attended an Indian Congress, an Indian rodeo.

9.

(2)

WHAT ARE SOME ATTITUDES AND HANNER OF APPROACH WHICH ARE HELPFUL
OR NECESSARY FOR WORKING WITH THE INDIANS?

Be yourself; do not put on airs; don't act superior.
patience (3) and kindness
belief in the Indians' dignity and in cultural values that differ
from ours
like them and accept their culture
If you love the Indians, they will respond favorably as you try
to be helpful.

(

Try to make them feel at home with you.
Compromise with them.
Notice all the good qualities each one has.

(2)

Praise their work and abilities whenever possible.
Inquire about their interests and occupations.
Firmness and plenty of it.
No response:

10.

1

IN WHAT WAYS DID YOU FEEL SUPPORT--OR THE LACK OF IT--BY THE
MOTHERHOUSE AND THE SISTERS IN GENERAL WHU.E YOU WERE AT WHITE
EARTH?

There wasn't a lot of communication with the Motherhouse by any
missions.
came home for Retreats and for summer school
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We were on o ur own.
There wa s genera l communit y su ppo r t f o r

t he Wh it e Ea rt h a pos to la t e .

The Motherhous e was very supporti v e.
We we r e "o u t in t he wo o d s " miles fro m civ il iza ti on .

Bec a use we

suffered much hardship, as a g roup, we worked , prayed , and
e ndur e d to ge th e r.

We sist e rs were like a lovin g f a mil y ,

fee lin g f or e ach other.

I have not e x perienced this in any

other group of sisters I worked with.
The sisters at White Earth knew we were all in the same boat.
Many sisters came to visit us.

Our St. Cloud Mission House also

sent us clothing.
I felt no lack of support, while at White Earth.
be of help to the poor and the Indians.

I was happy to

It was my first

chance to be poor and to help o thers .
No response:

11.

8

WAS THE NATIVE LANGUAGE TOLERATED, ENCOURAGED, OR FORBIDDEN IN
SCHOOL?
tolerated:

6

encouraged:

0

forbidden:

1

not forbidden, but not encouraged either (3)
There were very few Indians who still knew their language.
It seemed to me that it was simply ignored.
In the boarding school, many times the girls would speak to each
other in their own language.
you know what we said?"

Sometimes they would ask, "Do

We always felt safer not to ask for

an explanation of their talk.
Whenever there was opportunity, I tried to learn the Ojibway by
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a s king s t udents t o t ea ch me ph r ases , words, or s entences.
No r es ponse :

12.

9

HOW OFTEN WERE HOME VISITS MADE ?
I ma de one once .
We made very, very feiv.

We had mo r e work a t t he miss ion t han we

could hand l e .
Home visits were not practiced while I was there.
I made none.

(4)

Not too oft e n.

As soon as anyone of the family s aw us coming ,

seemingly a ll came out of the house and stood in fr ont of
the door.

We visited outside.

We did visit the sick

children and others in the hospital in the town.
No respons e :

13.

8

WHAT ASSUMPTIONS HAD YOU HELD ABOUT TEACHING INDIANS AND THE
CALIBER OF STUDENTS THEY WOULD BE BEFORE YOU WANT TO WHITE EARTH?
HOW DID YOUR EXPERIENCE THERE AFFIRM OR NEGATE THOSE ASSUMPTIONS?
I had heard their students were laz y and did not care to learn.
My limited contact with them did not allow any true judgments
on my part.
I went in absolutely cold--no assurnptions--no training whatsoever.
I knew nothing about Indian 'character' and what type of students
they would be.
I always had a great fear of teaching the Indians.

Why?

I don't

know.
Before I went to White Earth, I pictured Indians wearing bands and
feathers; I found out that the children were a great deal
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on my par t.
I went in a bsol u t e l y c old--no assumptions--no training whatsoever.
I knew nothing about Indi a n 'charact e r' and what type of students
they would be.
I always had a great fea r of t eaching the Indians.

Why?

I don ' t

know.
Before I went to White Earth, I picture d Indians wearing bands and
feathers; I found out that the children were a g reat deal
like other children.
I did not have too good an opinion of their abilities before I
went to White Earth.

I found most Indians talented after I

really worked with them.
No response:

14.

11

BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCES AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION, HOW WOULD
YOU IMPROVE EDUCATION/TRAINING IN A BOARDING SCHOOL TODAY?
To my mind, I think it would be rather difficult to keep a group
of Indians happy and interestingly occupied in a boarding
school now.
Today I would like to see more teaching equipment, films, tapes,
overheads, interesting books, more art materials, and more
activities.
I would have no Indian boarding schools.
Have personnel study the nature of the Indians and know how to deal
with them; try to have instructional materials that are suited
to the Indian.

I

\

The boarding schools were good in their times--but too enclosed for
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today.
No response:

11

Obviously, the non-teaching sisters at the mission did not
feel capable of responding to many of the questions--even those that
were not specifically geared to teaching per se.
judging from interviews I have had,

There is no doubt,

that these non-teaching sisters

had a great deal of contact with the students.

Many of them were

mentioned by the Indian women when I asked them to recall their days
at the mission school.

I conclude that the sister housekeepers and

cooks felt incompetent to comment on issues and may perhaps have felt
that theirs was an inferior position or status in the mission
community.

This, however, was not a problem peculiar to White Earth

but rather one to be found on any mission of the day.
Question one asks about the sisters' goals while at White
Earth.

Clearly, the sisters give priority to serving the people with

Christianization a second major goal.
the two goals were seen as synonymous:

It is probable, however, that
one serves the people while/

by Christianizing them.
Questions two, three, and thirteen all deal with the sisters'
knowledge about Indian life before going to White Earth.

Whatever

their ages, the sisters had little or no background knowledge about
Indians in general and the Ojibwa in particular.
one notes the pre- or post-World War II years.

This is true whether
Those who did some

reading before going to White Earth and even after arrival, refer to
sources either extremely critical of Indians--such as captivity
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narratives--or t hose which pai nt ed roma ntic i mages of t he m.

Some

responses indicate a slight ne g ative feeling towa rd s t he Indians ,
perhaps more a fear of the unknown than basic raci s m.
Questions f our and el e v e n r efe r to the native lan g ua g e:
whether o r not t he sisters learned it and whether o r n o t it was
forbidd e n in s c hool.
Ojibwa.

Fe w o f the sisters co u ld s peak or under s t and

Most of them claimed to have picked up some ph rases or

sentences.

This failure to learn Ojibwa does not indicate a lack of

tolerance or even of interest on the part of the sisters.

Rather, it

can be traced to such factors as lack of time to stud y, the re l uctance
of the students to speak it while at school, and official en c oura gement of English as the dominant and therefore the most practical
langua g e.

The Ojibwa language was forbidden at the public and

government schools but such a formal ba n was not in effe ct a t the St.
Benedict's school.

There was no need; the native langua g e had no real

champions.
Question five asks if the sisters volunteered or were assi g ned
to White Earth.

Overwhelmingly the sisters were assigned .

In few, if

any, religious orders was it customary to allow choice of work.
Monastic orders such as the Benedictine were even less likely than
the secular orders to allow such choice.

Monastic obedience was seen

as being a complete surrender of will and desires. 4

Post-Vatican II,

4 chapter 68 in the Rule of St. Benedict g ives the monk the
option of pointing out that the job is be yond him--but then g oes o~
to tell him that, if the superior persists, the monk is to obey,
trusting in the help of God.

I' /
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a col legial approach to decision-making has r eplaced this older
tradition.
There is some correlation between questions five and six.
Question six speaks to the adjustment of the sisters to White Earth.
Re li gious went to missions in obedien ce to superiors' decisions.
They did not expect to find all things congenia l a nd were prepared-by reli gious training if not by nature--to make the best of any
situation.

It is g ratifying to see that most of the respondents did

not find their White Earth assignment very difficult.
Although only one respondent mentions it, one suspects that
the distance from the Motherhouse was a hardship to most sisters.
Within Minnesota, the White Earth and Red Lake missions have been the
furthest removed from the Motherhouse, making it difficult for the
sisters to attend Chapters, Retreats (except in summer) or cultural
events open to the sisters living at or near St. Benedict's Convent.
Unable--or unwilling--to attend Indian celebrations, the sisters must
have hungered for more cultural activities:
an art show, to hear a concert.

to see a play, to view

These things were out of the question

before the post-1945 and especially before the post-Vatican II era.
In responding to question seven which asks what aspects of
Indian culture had the most appeal to them while at White Earth, love
of nature and artistic ability are cited most often by the sisters.
Since the majority of the sisters came from rural areas, this may
relate, in part, to the sisters' own closeness to nature.
Questions eight and twelve connect in dealing with attendance
at Indian celebrations and the making of home visits.

Aside from
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Indian Con g resses and wakes, both mainly reli g ious ceremonies, it was
rare for sisters to attend Indian festivities.

This was not primarily

because the y were considered "paga n"--thou gh that surel y entered into
conside ration--but, gene rally, sisters o f any order and, above all, of
monastic orders, were semi-cloistered.

Rules forbade sisters to

travel sing ly or to be away from th e conve nt for any ex tend ed period
of time.

Along with many other religious rul es, these were dropped or

changed after Vatican II.
Most sisters at White Earth--well into the 1960s--made no home
visits, citing lack of time and no precede nt as their reasons.

The

infrequent home visits which were made were usually for attendance at
wakes.

This infrequency of home visits seems to have suited the

Indians since they rarely invited anyone other than fellow Indians
into their homes.

Visiting by the sisters, then, ge nerally occurred

on the porch or somewhere in the yard.
Question nine asks about attitudes and manner of approach
helpful or necessary for working with the Indians.

Patience and

praise--noting good work and qualities--are mentioned most often.

It

is noteworthy that acceptance of Indian culture is mentioned twice-in spite of the fact that so little of that culture was known to the
sisters.
Question ten deals with the feeling of support--or lack of it-by the Motherhouse and the sisters in general.

The great distance of

White Earth from the Motherhouse--approximately 200 miles--would have
made the sisters almost totally dependent on one another for support
and companionship, at least on a day-to-day basis.

Cohesion, then,
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was perhaps as much a b y -product of geog raph y a s of mutual likes and
religious charity.

Retreats and school or workshops at the Motherhouse

in the summer months were welcome breaks to routine.
Question fourteen received only five r e sponses.

It asks the

sisters' opinions on the impro vemen t of education/ trainin g in a
boarding school today based on their past experiences.

Three

respondents see Intlian boarding schools as being out of tune with the
present times.

The other two would "enrich" such schools, stressing

better and varied audio-visual equipment and materials "suited to the
Indian."

Interestingly, one of the respondents, Sister Gordian Miller,

has the distinction of being the only sister from St. Benedict's to
begin and end her active ministry at an Indian mission.
served at White Earth from 1933 to 1939.

Sister Gordian

In the fall of 1980, Sister

began teaching at Red Cloud Indian School, Holy Rosary Mission in Pine
Ridge, South Dakota.

She is pleased to have come full-circle in her

long teaching career.
The questionnaire did not ask about rapport among the sisters
or between the sisters and their pastor(s).
interviews will expand on this issue.

Information gathered in

There is no record of any major

discord within the White Earth community of sisters though there are
hints and even accusations by one pastor that there were tensions
among the faculty which then spread to the whole house.
documented, however.

Nothing is

Regarding rapport between the sisters, their

pastor, and his assistants, there is only scattered information before
the 1920s.

That there were some problems between the priests and

sisters as early as the 1890s is evident from scattered references in
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letter s .

Father Ambrose Lethert, substitute pastor at White Earth,

wrote to Abbot Peter Engel in February of 1896, thanking him for
removing a "troublesome" assistant.

He added appreciative words about

Sister Philomene:
No thin g is too much for her and she is always hap py a nd
friendly. This sturdy t ype one learns to appreciate
when in need, and because the greatest injustice was
about to be inflicted upon the Sister , Your Gra ce will
not be angry with me if I say that I have gre at esteem
for that Sister and believe there are few like her.5
There seems little doubt that, on the whole, the sisters and
Father Aloysius got along very well.

Those who knew Father while he

was in semi-retirement at White Earth in the mid-1920s refer to him
as a kind, generous person with a good sense of humor, a man easy to
get along with.

In turn, Father made few complaints about any of the

sisters who worked at the missions, and when he did have occasion to
speak or write about them, he was invariably complimentary.
Problems begin to surface more frequently in sister-priest
relations at White Earth in the late 1920s.

From this point on, a

series of letters--from pastor to prioress at St. Benedict's and back
from her--reveal disagreements and disappointments over sisters being
removed from or sent to White Earth.

In a letter of July 29, 1929,

Mother Louise Walz, prioress of St. Benedict's Convent in St. Joseph,
Minnesota, informs Father Valerian Thelen, pastor at White Earth, that
she is going to remove Sister Ethelbert Krenik--who had served at
White Earth from 1902-1929:

SLetter from Father Ambrose Lethert to Abbot Peter Engel,
dated February 10, 1896. St. John's Archives.
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It is with a heavy heart I am removing her from White
Earth since I realize how very much her presence will
be missed . . . . In a few months from now, Sister
Ethelbert will probably be forgotten and you will
find that White Earth continues to exist without her. 6
Father Valerian was not convinced.

His reply in a letter on August 2,

1929, is somewhat cryptic and a little dramatic in ton~:
I make no comments on the change for the reason that
I have been maligned so much during the past few
years, that I am undoubtedly considered to be a
pessimist and a harsh, overexacting and merciless
being and consequently a killer of those in my
charge. I have received many and uncalled for
blows during the years here, but they were easy
to bear since they affected me only and those with
me knew better; whereas this however puts the
success of the place, of which I am responsible,
in jeopardy unless reliable, cooperative and willing
help is offered.7
There is more than a hint here of dissatisfaction on Father's part
with the general caliber of sisters he has at White Earth.

Surely,

if he has been "maligned," it must be the sisters who are responsible.
He does not give any names nor does he describe what are the "many
and uncalled for blows" he has received during his years at White
Earth.

His last lines incline one to believe he found the sisters to

be just the opposite of what was needed for the success of the place.
What any of the sisters thought, said, or did about their pastor is
not documented.
It is not surprising, however, that Father Valerian wanted to
keep Sister Ethelbert at White Earth.

She was known to be an extremely

6 tetter from Mother Louise Walz to Father Valerian Thelen,
dated July 29, 1929. SBCA.
7Letter from Father Valerian Thelen to Mother Louise Walz,
dated August 2, 1929. SBCA.
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vigorous, hardworking person and had served for years as Father
Aloysius' strong right arm.

As his eyesight worsened even before the

1920s, Sister Ethelbert began writing Father's letters and took care
of almost all his business correspondence.

But Mother Louise was

adama nt; Sist e r Ethelbert was rec a lled a nd then appoint ed sup e rior of
the St. Cloud Hospital.
Father Valerian himself left White Earth in 1929 and was
replaced by Father Justin Luetmer.

Like his predecessor, Father

Justin pleaded with a prioress in an effort to keep a sister whose
help he valued highly.

Mother Rosamond Pratschner planned to remove

Sister Norbertine, who was then completing ten years' service at White
Earth.

In a letter dated July 14, 1939, Father Justin wrote to Mother

Rosamond, giving his reasons for wanting to keep Sister Norbertine:
In view of the period of transition through which we
are going just now, I feel it my duty to inform you
that by all means we should not have a change this
summer. The Indian Office at Washington is against
boarding schools and we are observed very closely.
Greatly due to the good work and management of Sister
Norbertine, this school enjoys a good reputation with
all social workers and officials in the Indian Service
in Minnesota . . . . We did get quite a setback last
year having Sister Hilaire taken away and getting a
less competent Sister in her place. 8
Father then adds a few lines blaming Sister · Inez Hilger, an anthropologist doing research at White Earth, for working "in a very
underhanded way" to get Sister Norbertine removed.

He gives no proof

for this accusation.

11
\
· ..__/

8Letter from Father Justin Luetmer to Mother Rosamond
Pratschner, dated July 14, 1939. SBCA.
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Mother Rosamond replied to Father Justin on July 21, 1939,
telling him that her plan to recall Sister Norbertine was in
accordance with the community policy of changing superiors after a
six-year term in office.

This was not the first nor the last instance

when a prio r ess and a pa stor would disa gree over plac ement of sisters.
Often, pastors would appear at St. Benedict's in St. Joseph to argue
for a certain course of action.

The White Earth pastors seem to have

confined themselves to letterwriting.
Occasionally, letters to and from White Earth disclose a clash
and discontent between strong personalities, or rather, a strong
personality and a weaker one.

An up-and-doing principal like Sister

Hermina Fleischhacker felt that the pastor, Father Justin, was
I

dragging his feet on needed school renovation.

She writes to Father

''

Tennelly, Director of the BCIM, in the summer of 1941 about this issue
and asks his help:
I thought that maybe a word of encouragement from
you might induce him to act. I know he would have
never built the practice cottage [horneec cottage]
without your aid, both financially and otherwise.
Now he is very proud of it. If some improvements
are to be made, and they should be, it is high time
to begin now so that the building would be ready in
fall. . . . I,t only regret that White Earth hasn't an
enthusiastic and ambitious man at the head of its
school. It surely needs one, you know that better
than I. 9
An energetic person like Sister Hermina was bound to feel frustrated
when dealing with a cautious and slow-moving pastor.

In fairness to

9Letter from Sister Hermina Fleischhacker to Father Joseph
Tennelly, dated July 9, 1941. BCIM Records. Marquette Univ.
Archives.
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Father Justin, one must remember that he was worried that the school
might have to close in a year or two.

In the light of that probability,

spending $2,000--high for those times--would seem a wasted gesture.
Father Tennelly wrote to Father Justin, offering encouragement
and some funds, and the new classrooms were ready by the fall of '41.
Sister Hermina was still the school principal when Father Valerian
returned to White Earth in 1942 for his second term as pastor.
Mother Rosamond planned to remove her that next year.

But

Father Valerian

wrote to Mother Rosamond in August of 1943 asking that she reconsider
her decision:
Her removal at this time would create an unsurmountable hazard. I know this better than anyone else,
since last year was my first year back, and I did
spend a great deal of time in observing the general
run of things. This I did to find out why the spirit
is no longer so congenial here, as it was thirteen
years ago. Sister Hermina was a great aid to me in
all things and had good suggestions to offer . . .
projects have been introduced under her leadership
which would have to be dropped to the detriment of
the school . . . whatever you do, do not remove
Sister Hermina at this time. I will work with her
to make life as congenial and fruitful as can be
expected and then in the end we will be grateful.lo
Father Valerian does not give any details on what he calls "an
unsurmountable hazard" nor on "why the spirit is no longer so congenial
here."

Perhaps the unsurmountable hazard that would be created by

Sister Hermina's departure refers to the increasing possibility that
the White Earth mission school would be closed--especially if a change
of leadership would make that more likely.

The reference to the lack

l01etter from Father Valerian to Mother Rosamond Pratschner,
dated August 11, 1943. SBCA.
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of a congenial spirit is not made clear but it does hint at some
discord among the sisters, perhaps among the facu l ty primarily.
Sister Hermina remained a t White Earth for one more year.

A

grateful Fa ther Valerian wrote to Mother Rosamond on August 14 , 1943,
after hearing that Si ster wo uld remain, thanking her; but he r emo nstrate s with Mother over the proposed return to White Earth of Sister
Norbertine Wasche in the role of a prefect.

In 1939 Father Justin,

it will be recalled, had begged to retain Sister Norbertine.

Father

Valerian obviously did not have the same high regard for her.
Apparently he blamed Sister Norbertine for the uncongenial spirit in
the house:
The spirit inducted into the school here by her tactics
is just the difficulty under which we are laboring now.
This chalk-line discipline will never develop any real
character. Then besides we need a person that works
along with all the rest.
But Sister Norbertine is
an "I" person. I did this and I did that. This will
never fit in here. . . . So do not send her. 11
Father adds that the mission will manage even if the prioress has no
one else to send.
It is not clear from his letter whether or not Father Valerian
faults Sister's "chalk line discipline" as not able to develop any
real character for her or for the students.

It seems more likely that

he is scoring her for being too tough on the children and being egotistical as well.

There is no response from either the prioress or

from Sister Norbertine to such accusations.

11 1etter from Father Valerian to Mother Rosamond Pratschner,
dated August 14, 1943. SBCA.
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From my interviews with various sisters who served at White
Earth when Father Valerian was pastor, it is clear that he was viewed
by most of them as being very hard to please and to get along with.
A number of the sisters alluded to his impatience, his short temper,
and h i s of t e n a brupt ma nne r s .

The most ch a ritabie judgmen t of h i m by

these sisters is that Father Valerian was "difficult."

There surely

was a difference between the priest and the sisters over expectations
of one another--in and out of school.
It is quite likely that a "new breed" of sisters was at White
Earth by the 1940s--who did not think and behave exactly like those
who were there in and before the 1920s and '30s.

There were still

hardships but nothing equal to the hand-to-mouth existence of the
first group of sisters, between 1878 and 1900--or even the hardships
of those who served at the mission between 1900 and 1930.

It may be

that the sisters at White Earth in the 1940s were more questioning of
the old ways of thinking and acting and ~ere willing and able to
challenge the traditional aspects of life there.

This conjecture is

built partially on the fact that Father Constantine Thelen, brother
to Father Valerian, and who also served at White Earth between 1942
and 1963, refers to the pre-1945 and 1950s sisters as being "real
workers" and intimates that the newer groups were less willing to do
the hard work than the old-timers were.
It is rare in community life that a sister pours out her
thinking about a mission experience or relations with a pastor.
was even more rare, apparently, in the pre-Vatican II days.

It

Asid2

from an occasional gentle chiding of a pastor or another sister for
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slowness to act--such as Sister Hermina's remarks to Father Tennelly
about Father Justin Luetmer--there are no records extant of what the
sisters who served at White Earth thought about those years and
experiences.

This is most unfortunate, especially in light of the

fact that some pastors were not at all hesitant to judge the sisters
harshly.

One would like to have both sides of any disagreements .
It seems fair to assume, however, that on the whole the

sisters at White Earth had harmonious community with one another and
with their pastor(s).

Being far from Motherhouse and Abbey and being,

in one way, a self-contained unit, they would, of necessity if not by
charity so inclined, have tried and have had to cooperate with one
another.

Add to this the dimension of being Benedictines, trained to

thinking first of the community good rather than of self, and harmony
was bound to be the rule rather than the exception.

I.

Chapter IV

FINANCES

Overview
In 1793, the United States Con g r e ss authorized an expendi t u r e
of $20,000 annually to purchase domestic animals and farm implements
for all Indian tribes.

However, there was no supervision of the use

of these funds and too often the money was used by agents as bribes
to tribal chiefs and to line their own pockets.

Critics of this

Indian policy felt these funds were a waste and that the Indians were
incapable of being "civilized."

Fortunatel y, enough persons in high

places came to the defense of the Indians and lobbied for more funds
and better supervision of them.

Among this group was Carl Schurz,

Secretary of the Interior from 1877-1881.
In an article in the North American Review for July , 1881,
Schurz traces the history of United States government-Indian relations
as "a record of broken treaties, of unjust wars , and of cruel
spoliation."

He then proposes a program by which the Indian can be

civilized rather than exterminated, suggesting broadening their
education, training them in vocational skills, and giving them
individual possession of property.

Schurz praises schools at Hampton

and Carlisle as examples of how education can open new views of life
to the Indian.

He writes,
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I see no reason why the government should not establish
many more schools like those at Hampton and Carlisle.
It is only a question of money. We are told that it
costs little less than a million dollars to kill an
Indian in war.
It costs about $150 a year to educate
one at Hampton or Carlisle.
If the education of
Indian children saves the country only one small
Indian war in the future, it will save money enough
to sustain ten schools like Carlisle, with JOO pupils
each, for ten years.
To make a liberal appropriation,
for such a program would, therefore, not only be a
philanthropic act, but, also the truest and wisest
economy. 1
Unfortunately, for most of the 19th century and even into the 20th
century, government appropriations for the support and training of
Indians remained almost token--and it was private groups, chiefly
churches, that poured funds generously into the Indian missions.
Schurz does not refer to an earlier measure taken by the
federal government to "civilize" the Indians but President Grant's
Peace Policy, promulgated in 1870, had as its objectives the education,
Christianization, assimilation, and citizenship of the Indians.

A

"social gospel" Christianity was partially responsible for this policy
along with the reform thought that social progress was inevitable and
no group was beyond "salvation."

Quakers were the first religious

group to give personnel and funds in large numbers for the twin goals
of Christianizing and civilizing the Indians.

Several other

denominations followed their example.
Under the Peace Policy guidelines, agencies were to be
assigned to the missionary groups already working among the Indians

1 carl Schurz, "Present Aspects of the Indian Problem," North
American Review CCXCVI (July 1881):17.
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there.

Competing groups on reservations challenged one another's

right to be there or to have charge.

At White Earth, for example,

the Congregationalists were first given control but by an exchange
agreement, they gave way to the Episcopalians.

The Catholic Church,

represented first by the fiery Ignatius Tomaz in and after 1878 by the
Benedictines, had worked with the Ojibwa as early as the 1830s and
'40s but under the Peace Policy was locked for years in quarrels with
the Episcopalians over rights and privileges on the reservation.

It

was only in 1881 that the government, petitioned by various church
groups, decreed that reservations would be open to missionary activity
by any and all groups.

This decree freed the missionaries to expend

all their energies helping the Indians rather than in interdenominational fighting.
Dissatisfied with the administration of the Peace Policy in
general, Catholics established a central agency in Washington, D.C.
in 1879 to coordinate all Catholic Indian mission work in the United
States.

This Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions functioned through a

director and a staff of two to three responsible, in turn, to a
committee of Bishops--later called the Board of Incorporators. 2

The

BCIM was, by the 1890s, the key force in lobbying Congress for funds,
giving leadership for mission activities, and channeling government
and other funds to the Catholic Indian missions.

White Earth, along

with other Indian missions, would depend heavily on the BCIM to remain

2Francis P. Prucha, The Churches and the Indian Schools: 18881912 (Lincoln; University of Nebraska Press, 1979), p. 2.
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solvent.
As stated in greater detail in chapter two, the Catholic
Mission in White Earth was hamstrung by a constant struggle for funds
during most of its existence.

The first government aid came only in

1885 when the mission negotiated a contract with the federal government
for subsidizing the school:

From 1878-1885, mission funds came

primarily from the sponsoring groups, St. John's Abbey and St. Benedict's
Convent, with occasional monies from special church collections in the
dioceses and from individual donors.
St. John's and St. Benedict's provided personnel and funds
through all their years at White Earth but the funds were never
sufficient to keep the mission going for an extended period of time
or to expand mission activities.

An organization called the Ludwig-

Missionsverein gave much financial help during the late 19th century
and into the early 20th.

This society, of Bavarian origin, was named

after its patron, Ludwig I, King of Bavaria from 1825-1848.

He

remained its chief patron after his abdication in 1848 until his death
in 1868.

The society's purpose was to distribute alms to foreign
I

missions, principally to those in Asia and North America.

In the

latter, German-Americans were the favored recipients of this aid.
While the Ludwig-Missionsverein sums were never as large as the
government's, they were a significant contribution to the Indian
missions and White Earth shared in this charity.
The federal government was the major source of funds for White
Earth as for all other Indian missions in the United States.

Until

I

\

the late 1870s, there had been no extensive funding of Indian education
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by the federal government but with the proven success of schools like
Carlisle, funding rose steadily year by year.

Between 1884 and 1889,

federal appropriations to Catholic schools rose from $65,2 20 to
$347,672. 3

At White Earth, contracts allotted $108 per pupil per

year, and this sum seems to have been the median for all or most
contract schools.

By th e late 1880s, 75% of al l federal funds to

denominational missions went to Catholic schools, a fact not missed
by those Protestants who would challenge the constitutionality of
contract schools in general by the 1890s.
From 1884 to 1901, Father Joseph A. Stephan served as Director
of the BCIM and was a lively battler in his efforts to get federal
funds for all Catholic missions.

He clashed often with Commissioner

of Indian Affairs, Thomas J. Morgan, a Baptist, who assumed office in
1889.

Morgan was openly opposed to contract schools and Stephan

accused him--sometimes in the press--of religious bigotry.

Affairs

were exacerbated when Morgan appointed Daniel Dorchester, a Methodist,
as Commissioner of Indian Education.

Like Morgan, Dorchester wanted

a public school system to handle all Indian education.
Morgan and Dorchester's years in office--1889-1893--saw the
peak of a successful drive to end the contract schools.

Direct

government funding for religious schools ended by an act of Congress
in 1896.

The new director of the BCIM, Father William H. Ketcham,

in office from 1901-1920, sought non-government support to replace

3Harry J. Sievers, "The Catholic Indian School Issue and the
Presidential Election of 1892," The Catholic Historical Review 38
(July 1952):140.
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these funds.

The major source of new funding came from Katherine

Drexel.
As stated in chapter two, Katharine Drexel and her two sisters
visited White Earth and Red Lake in 1889 while on a tour of Indian
missions in the West, promising funds to buil d schools i n bo t h plac e s'.
The convent/school constructed at White Earth between 1890 and 1892
was paid for almost entirely with Drexel money.

Father Stephan, and

later Father Ketcham, turned to Katherine Drexel for continued aid to
the Indian missions after the 1896 cut-off of new appropriations for
the contract schools.

The Drexel Fund, however, was intended to be

"compensatory" only, making up the difference yearly between the
pre-1896 appropriations and the new allotments.

Later, even when

tribal funds were available to the schools--after 1908--the Drexel
funds were a needed supplement.

The Drexel Fund contributed over

$100,000 annually during the years 1896-1900 as "compensation" for
the cut-off federal funds.

4

In addition to the Drexel Fund and government aid,
relied on diocesan collections.

the BCIM

In Minnesota, the dioceses of St.

Cloud, St. Paul, and Crookston gave the most consistent aid after
1900, though the sums were not as large as either the bishops or the
BCIM directors could wish.

Perhaps the white people saw more romantic

figures in the far-off Asians--especially Chinese--tlran in their own
familiar Indians.

Whatever the reasons, diocesan collections for

4quoted from BCIM Report, 1903-1904, in Prucha, The Churches
and the Indian Schools, p. 52.
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Indian missions were generally disappointing.

Of greater help were

the tribal funds.
The BCIM petitioned President Theodore Roosevelt in 1904,
appealin g for the use of tribal funds in lieu of direct g overnment
appropriations.

Roosevelt, influenced by Attorney General Knox, gave

approval for issuin g contracts but stipulated "t hat there be requests
from the Indians concerned for such ap plication of their funds. 115
Trust and treaty funds were to be tapped and, under the guidelines of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Francis Leupp, a petition was to
be signed by the Indians on each reservation asking for the use of
these funds and a certificate of validation would then be signed by
the agent in charge, attesting to the legality of the proceedings.
A number of court battles were fought between 1904 and 1908
over the constitutionality of using t ru st funds for contract schools,
but the Supreme Court settled the issue in May of 1908.

The decision

in favor of allowing the use of tribal funds for sectarian schools
emphasized the free exercise of religion:

the Indians could not be

denied the right to use their own money and educate their children
in any religious schools of their choice. 6

This was a notable victory

for the Catholic and other churches which could not have sustained
their Indian missions without access to tribal funds.

From 1918 on,

tribal funds provided a major part of the White Earth school's
financial girding.

Sprucha, The Churches and the Indian Schools , p. 86.
6Ibid., p. 160.
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Viewed as a whole, t he financial status of White Earth a nd
other Indian missions can be describ ed as quite shaky most of the
time and especially so in the years between 1896 and 1908--from
Congressional cut-off o f approp riations until permission to use tribal
funds.

At White Earth, the Catholic mission wa s dependent in var yi ng

degrees on funds from its Benedictine monastic sponsors, the federal
government, the Drexel Fund, the Ludwig-Missionsverein, the BCI M,
diocesan collections, and triba l funds.

The specific contributions

of each source will be examined in more detail.

Aid from St. John's Ab bey and St. Benedict's Co nven t
Through self-sacrifice, hard work, and careful management,
the missionaries kept the White Earth Catholic church and school
viable over eight decades.

Neither St. John's Abbey nor St. Benedict's

Convent was able to give large or even const an t sums of money to
White Earth during most of their sponsorship of the mission.

Yet,

both monastic centers gave generously of personnel over the years,
personnel who received little or no salary in the first two decades
of the mission and very little well into the 1940s.

In a letter to

Biship Timothy Corbett of Crookston in January of 1919, Sister Lioba
Braun tells him that for the first twelve years at White Earth the
sisters received no salary.

She reports that after a visitation to

the mission by Archbishop Ireland, an agreement was made wherein each
sister

would get a salary.

per year. 7

from 1891, they received $150 per sister

This remained the salary until the late 1920s when there

71etter from Sister Lioba Braun to Bishop T. Corbett , dated
January 22, 1919. SBCA.
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was a slight raise.
With little or no salary fo r either priest(s) or sisters
during the first two decades of the White Earth mission, a grea t deal
of self-reliance was necessary.

The maintenance of gardens and a farm

too k much ti me a nd ef f o rt on th e part of mission staff and students
over the years .

The large productive garde ns were a major source

of food for the mission complex.

Food bills were kept down somewhat

since most vegetables we r e home-grown.

Picking potatoes, canning

carrots, beans, cucumbers, beets, and corn was a major job ea ch summer
and fall f or both sisters and students.

There was always a steady

supply of milk, too , from the mission dairy herd wh ich numbered 20
cows in an average year.

And most of the mission supply of eggs came

from its own chickens.
Father Alexius Hoffman, chronicler a nd archivist for St . John's
until his death in 1940, describes the physical plant at the White
Earth mission as it looked in the 1920s:
•
Behind the house is a slightly sloping lawn about 300
feet in length, planted with six rows of tall spruce
trees and a few bass and oak. .
. There are two
vegetable gardens, one south and one east of the
residence, with a great variety of things, including
apples, plums, and several kinds of berries . . . . At
the eastern end of the lawn stands the mission school
built by Kate Drexel. It is a white brick building
about 80 feet square . . . . East of the school is the
laundry, with modern machinery; also a refrigerator
and a garage. · Besides, there is a small house for
smoking meat, a pump-house, a small carpenter and
blacksmith shop; a granary, a pigsty (the track for
running swill barrels down to it is called the Sow
Line). Particularly fine is the new barn with an
arched roof. It is 120 feet long . . . . There were
eight well-fed horses in it when I saw it.
Opposite the new barn and within the mission enclosure

L
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is a frame ho use, which s e r v es a s a lod ging pla c e fo r
the workmen, i.e. hired men , six or ei ght in number
a nd a ll wel l-b ehave d.
. . One of t hem is J o s e ph
Ketten, a brothe r of Si s ter Philome ne; he came up from
St. Jo s eph ove r a dozen years a go and devotes himself
faithfully to the service of the mission, asking for
no remune ration but his board. 8
Much of Father Alexius Hoffman's detail was dic t ated to him by Father
Alo ysius himse l f i n the s umme r o f 1926; Fa ther Aloys i us wa s 73 yea rs
old at t ha t time a nd he wa s ne ariGg th e end of h is se r v ice a t White
Earth .
An article in the August 10, 1923 . Indian Sentinel, a publication
put out by the BCIM, credits the work of the sisters for many general
improvements in the mission's physical plant.

The anonymous author

writes,
After 32 years of hard l abor a nd economy we are blessed
with a most wonderful heating plant and water system.
How did the sisters ever save the amount? By hard
labor . Instead of hiring help durin g the summer, the
sisters do all the work in their own garden which
provides their vegetables. It was nothing unusual to
see seven sisters in the grain fields pulling out wild
mustard and other noxious weeds, hoeing, and cleaning
12 acres of potatoes and even helping to shock the
grain. 9
Summer and fall months were the busiest at the mission, for outdoor
work at least.

Few sisters could get away during those months with

the exception of several days for the required retreat.
Ledgers kept at White Earth from 1891 to 1945 are complicated

8xeroxed history of the White Earth Mission by Father Alexius
Hoffman, 1926. St. John's Archives.
9Indian Sentinel (Washington, D.C.: BCIM Office, August 10,
1923), p. 11.
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to follow since the mission income and expenses were not always broken
down clearly into separate components for convent, school, and rectory.
This confusion is especially noticeable regarding salaries:

the

expenditure columns will list sisters' salaries a long with salaries
for the hired help -- who worked chiefly on the farm.
Examining the income over the decades, one finds that the
sisters earned good ly sums of money through sales of fancywork, giving
music lessons, and running a gift shop, later a second-hand store,
selling mainly clothes.

The ledgers for the fiscal years between 1891

and 1938 show that, aside from salaries, the largest source of income
came from the store, music lessons, and needlework.

In a six-month

period, July to October of 1926, store income alone reached $376.
Music lessons brou ght in from $100 to $250 yearly, with the sale of
music books counted separately, averaging $10 to $12 annually.

The

usual cost for music lessons was $15 a year--and the Indian students
paid either in a lump sum in the fall or paid $5 at the start of each
quarter.

In a very good year, the sisters could make extra money--

even counting only music lessons and fancywork--amounting to about
$1,000.

The money was normally put into a general fund for the school.
A sample of income over selected months and years between 1893

and 1940 follows, but no income below $50 is included even though the
mission ledgers account for some sums as low as $2.
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SAMPLE OF INCOME AT WHITE EARTH BETWEEN 1893 AND 194010
JULY 1893--Jul y 1894

JANUARY to Jul y, 1910

Cash on hand
Gov' t checks

Cash on hand
K. Drexel Fund
BCIM

$ 4496. 39
9720.00

$15,624.77
1,242.00
1,944.00

JULY 1, 1895--July 1, 1896
JANURY to July , 1918
Cash on hand
$ 8643. 96
Gov't checks
9720. 00
Music, Need lewo r k
100.00
JULY 1899--July 1900
Cash on hand
BCIM
Gov't checks
Interest
Music, Store

$ 6942.56
4968. 00
2592.00
423.82
435.00

Cash on hand
Drexel Fund
BCIM
Gov't checks

JANUARY 1925--January 1926
Cash on hand
Gov' t checks
Store

JULY 1900--July 1901

JULY 1935--July 1936

Cash on hand
BCIM
K. Drexel Fund
Music, Store

Teachers' salaries
Music lessons
Needlework
Donations

$ 7942.35
2302.00
4881. 35
339.69

$16,421.74
l, 181. 90
648.00
9,286.00

$ 3,101.50
13,886. 77
400.00

$ 2,610.00
266.88
58.25
101. 65

JULY 31, 1939--July 31, 1940
Teachers' salaries
Music lessons

$ 2,610.00
105.25

Government checks covered all students having at least onefourth Indian blood, each student being allotted $108 per quarter.
While the sum of $9,720 annually as given between July 1, 1893 and
July 1, 1896 looks generous, that amount covered only 90 pupils each
year.

Any number over 90--and often the enrollment reached 100 and

more--had to be covered by other funds (or by extremely judicious

1940.

lOLedger, White Earth Mission Convent/School Records, 1891SBCA.
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management of the actual funds on hand).

By 1900, government funding

ceased and, until 1918, White Earth received no government aid.

After

1918, government checks resumed again, this time as payment from the
tribal trust; pupils were then allotted $120 each per quarter.
BCIM checks were few and generally averaged $1000 -- when the
BCIM Office could afford to give anything at all.

An all-time hi gh

for BCIM funds to White Earth was from July 1899-July 1900:
it never came close to that sum again.

$498 6;

From diocesan collections and

from individual persons and charity groups around the nation, the BCIM
Office would designate monies to those missions needing special help
since it knew conditions at each place.

For White Earth, the BCIM

aid is over $1,500 annually between 1900 and 1918 since those were the
years federal monies were cut off and the BCIM compensated accordingly.
Teachers' salaries--only sisters at White Earth--show up in
the ledgers as a separate category only in the 1930s.

The first

salary payments were made in 1891 but are not listed as income.

The

reason may be due to the fact that most, if not all, of that salary
money was given to the Motherhouse and what was kept at the mission
was subsumed under other .categories.

It had been customary--in fact,

was customary until the early 1970s--for sisters on missions to retain
a portion of their total salaries for living expenses, i.e. food,
clothing.

Anything over was sent, in cash, to the Motherhouse.

In the listings under expenditures, monthly and yearly sums
show a few items as consistently high-cost, i.e. food and clothing.
Occasionally, the ledgers show a capital budget expense:

a windmill

built in October of 1894, costing $187.60; in 1919, the erection of a
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boil er ho use costin g $860.

But the recurring expend itur es generally

list such it ems as dry goods, hardware, freight, shoes, salaries for
hired he lp, salaries to sisters, and groc e ries.
The following is a sample of recurring expenditures for highcost it ems over selected mon t hs a nd years between 1891 and 1945 : 11
JULY 189 1--July 1892
Sisters' sala ries
Groceries
Dry goods
Hardware
Hired help
Shoes
Oats
Freight, Express

JANUARY 19 25 --January 1926
$1,000.00
1,306.00
933.65
525.03
518.50
261.69
219.95
114 . 99

Sisters' salaries
Hired help
Groceries
Gas, Kerosene
Dry goods
Shoes
Frei gh t, Express

$1,300.00
2,178.25
1,274.62
587.99
355.70
330.45
145.00

AUGUST 1, 1937--August 1, 1938
JULY 1899--July 1900
Sisters' salaries
Laundry
Groc e ries
Dry goods
Shoes

$1,050.00
1,113 . 52
925.93
415.19
209.65

JANUARY to July, 1910
Sisters' salaries
Hired help
Dry goods
Groceries

$

600.00
330.00
205.76
103.40

JANUARY to July, 1918
Sisters' salaries
Dry goods
Hired help
Groceries
Gas, Kerosene, Coal,
Wood
Shoes

1940.

$1,050.00
416.79
413.00
375.79
232.32

Sisters' salaries
Clothing, Bedding
Medicine, Dentists ,
Doctors

$2,610.00
81.80
66. 71

· AUGUST 1, 1940--August 1, 1941
Sisters' salaries
Clothes, Bedding
Medicine
Travel

$2,127.18
103.90
128.68
133.82

AUGUST 1, 1944--August 1, 1945
Sisters' salaries
Clothing, Bedding
Medicine, Dentists,
Doctors
Travel

$2,000.00
222.83
347. 68
186.33

101.76

11 1edger, White Earth Mission Convent/School Records, 1891SBCA.
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Some generalizations along with some specific data may be
helpful here.

By the late 1930s, medical and clothing costs were

rising considerably higher than in earlier decades.

Prior to the

1930s, the sums for either category rarely went above $15 to $20.
Salary for hired help r emained high until after the 1930s.

The numb er

of hired men--rarely were there any women--averaged 3-6 over the years.
Most of the men wo rked outdoors all the time--in the barn, in the
pasture.

If a woman is included in the hired help, she was probably

an assistant to the cook or housekeeper.
is listed but not her occupation.

Occasionally a woman's name

Salaries for the hired help are not

broken down, by and large--though occasionally a man is listed with
his quarterly check--never more than $50 to $60.

Compared with the

salaries to lay workers at the nearby government boarding school in
the village of White Earth, the White Earth lay workers received
minimum wages, indeed.
Government records show high salaries--for the times--to
government school employees, salaries considerably higher than those
paid by White Earth mission.

For example, John Heisler, a white>

married farm laborer at the government boarding school, received
a salary of $500 annually.

Peter 0. Hafton, white and single, received

$800 yearly as the school engineer. 12

None of the Catholic school

workers received salaries that high but they did usually receive room
and board.

Government records do not state whether or not their lay

1 2Ledger of Record of Employees at the White Earth Boarding
School, 1908-1910. National Archives, Washington, D.C.
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worker s ha d to pay for ro om a nd board out of the ir sa l a ri e s.

I f t hey

did have to pay fo r t h i s, t he sa l a ri es wou l d t h en be mo re commensur ate
with thos e at t he Catholic missi on.
Gradually, t he mis si on farm was reduced in si z e and the
sisters and s t udents did more and more of the ou t side work, allowing
a cut-back in the number of me n ne ede d.

Muc h of t he r emaining h eavy

farmwor k was t hen done by one or t wo India n yo u t h s who rece i ved ro om
and board in payment and were supervised by one or two hired men.
Unlike the almost quarterly reports on payment to St. Benedict's
Convent from the sisters' salaries, ther e are few notations a bout
payment to St. John's Abbey; in June of 1893, the sum of $300 is listed
and in August of 1894, the sum is $200.

There is a letter from Father

Stephan to Katherine Drexel dated August 20, 1888 , in which he berat e s
Abbot Edelbrock for his monetary demands on the missionaries.

Father

Stephan writes that
their work is highly seasoned by a great deal of
suffering, as the money monarch, Abbot Edelbrock , whose
religion is money, made Rev. Aloysius and the poor
sisters pay out of the contract for 25 orphan girls,
at $108 each, $1000 annually to him, thus starving the
Father, the sisters, and the children. The sisters had
to plough and I found them making and stacking hay. It
is a burning shame for our holy religion to have such
a Judas creature placed over a community of religious
people. 13
Father Stephan does not say where he gets his information but nowhere
in the ledger is such a sum as $1000 listed under expenditures to St.
John's Abbey .

Perhaps since the ledger only begins with the 1890s,

13Letter from Father J . A. Stephan to Katherine Drexel, dated
August 20, 1888. St. John's Archives.
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the practice, if it existed, of sending such a lar ge sum to the Ab bey
ended by that time.
In 1923, Father Aloysius wr it es to Father Hughes, Director of
the BCIM, about his worries that the Abb ot will siphon off needed
funds from White Earth .

Abbot Alcuin Deutsch had sent a circular to

all his mission priests, requirin g that the y sign t he . circular g iving
him power of attorney to collect or draw out by check any and al l
money deposits from the missions.

Father Aloysius informs Father

Hughes:
I have two kinds of money in banks. One my own personal
money (Mass stipends or donations). This I know he can
draw but I have school money deposited which we saved,
more or less each year from our contract, music, fancywork and etc. This money we use for improveme nts on
school and farm . . . . The Catholic Indian Bureau has
provided our contracts and the sisters and myself have
always been able to come up strictly to the contract ,
as our reports during the past thirty years show . 14
In his indignation, Father Aloysius states that St. John's has "never
given us any help neither for school nor mission."

He is mistaken, as

records show large contributions from St . John's between 1881 ~nd 1883,
mainly for the building of a convent / school.
The pastor(s)' salary generally came from the Sunday collections
at the mission church--and from special collections taken in neighboring churches.

In the first decades of the mission, these collections

seldom amounted to more than $10 monthly.

But the room and board was

provided, at first in the convent/school building and later in a

14Letter from Father A. Hermanutz to Father W. Hughes, dated
Dec. 31, 1923 . BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
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separate r ec tory.

Sisters' salaries were negoti a ted betwee n the

mission pastor and the Motherhouse prioress on a yearly basis after
1890 .
Correspondence between Fa ther Valerian Thelen, pastor at Whi t e
Earth, and Mother Loui s e Walz, prioress at St . Benedict's, gives some
details on agreement of remuneration for the sisters.

In a l e tter to

Mother Louise dated July 17, 1928, Father Valerian writes,
I will set aside $1500 cash remuneration for the
sisters at White Earth. During the course of the
year, I have paid $600 to them.
. . Bes ides this
cash remuneration, I had agreed to furnish all the
ordinary clothing like apro ns , stockings, shoes, etc.
and the board naturally is given them.15
In later years, from the 1940s on, the sisters' clothing was provided
by the Motherhouse.
Mother Louise Walz replies to Father Valerian in a l e tter of
August 20, 1928.

She informs him:

We will be satisfied for the present if every sister
of the 12 now employed on the mission receives a
remuneration of $15 per month plus board and clothing
(not including habits and other religious garments).
This would make a lump salary of $180 per month. 16
That salary--$15 per sister per month--remained standard well into the
1940s.
In the same letter, Mother Louise raises the issue of the
mission garden:

15Letter from Father Valerian Thelen to Mother Louise Walz,
dated July 17, 1928. SBCA .
16 Letter from Mother Louise Walz to Father Valerian Thelen,
dated August 20, 1928. SBCA .
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I am c o n vi n ced tha t t h is wo r k i s too di ff icult and
too hard for the sist e rs a nd a m therefore askin g you
t o emplo y a ma n for that work. The so i l in Whi te
Earth is too h ard for a woman t o work and I will,
th e refor e, order the sisters to discontinue that
particular work.17
He r words imply t here is no room for bar ga in in g over the issue .

One

c a n onl y surm i s e tha t some s i ste r s t o l d Mother Lo uis e o f the h ard
lab or requ i re d t o kee p up t he gar d e n.
The garden, however , remained a key supplier of foodstuffs
for the mission.

Sisters at White Earth from the 194Os on attest to

having worked long hours in it durin g summers and early fall.

Another

source of foodstuf fs were g ift s from cha ritable o r g ani z at i ons such
as the Women's Club in Minneapolis, which sent fruit and candy baskets,
chiefly at Christmas and Easter.

Occasionally, Indians donated such

it e ms as v enison , maple sug ar, and wild rice.
In summation, St. John's Abbey and St. Benedict's Convent
contributed much support to the White Earth mission--though not always
in the form of money.

Over the years, selfless, hardworking, low-paid

personnel were the major contribution through which the monastic
centers, in effect, subsidized the mission.

There is no doubt that

the drain on the Abbey and the Convent was heavy much of the time, but
the Indian apostolate was given high priority, evident in the efforts
both centers made to keep t~e mission going.

Aid from the Ludwig-Missionsverein
Between 1844 and 1916 , the total amount o f alms donated by

!

I

I \. _ _

17 Ibid.
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the Ludwig-Missionsverein to America was approximately one million
dollars. 18

The bulk of the aid went to German Catholics and was

distributed through parish priests and, in the case of reservations,
through missionary priests and sisters s tationed there .

Benedictines

were not the only religious and clergy to receive the soc iety's
generosity but they were among the first to do so.

Following is a

listing of Ludwig-Missionsverein donations to the United States for
selected years between 1853 and 1904. 1 9
YEAR

DONATIONS TO THE UNITED STATES

1853
1858
1863
1868
1873
1878
1883
1888
1893
1898
1903

61,300 gulden
58,310 gulden
31,340 gulden
26,471.50 gulden
27,848.20 gulden
43,224.50 marks
46,070
marks
marks
39,550
marks
42,781
marks
42,850
26,160
marks

($24,520 U.S.)
($23,324 U.S.)
($12,536 U.S.)
($10,588.80 U.S.)
($11,139.28 U.S.)
($17,289.80 U.S.)
($11,056.80 U.S.)
($ 9,492.00 U.S.)
($10,267.44 U.S.)
($10,284.00 U.S.)
($ 6,278.40 U.S.)

After 1905, there is a rapid dropping-off in the society's donations
to the United States.

By 1914, with the opening of World War I, the

donations reached only 8,800 marks.
and to 200 marks in 1916.

That fell to 2,200 marks in 1915

The donations ceased after 1918.

Using the above list, one can easily see that the Benedictine
missionaries, first in Pennsylvania and later in Minnesota, received
significant aid from the Ludwig-Missionsverein.

Abbot Wimmer and his

18 Rev. Theodore Roemer, "The Ludwig-Missionsverein and the
Church in the United States: 1838-1918 (Ph.D. dissertation, Catholic
University of America, 1933), p. 138.
19Ibid., p. 139.
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Abbey of St. Vincent in Latrobe, Pennsylvania, were major beneficiaries,
receiving 144,133.36 gulden ($57,646.34 U.S.) between the years 1846
and 1868. 20

There is much correspondence between Abbot Wimmer and

the society headquarters in Bavaria concerning sums received and
requests s ent for eve n more aid .

The society never r efused the

Abbot's pleas for funds.
Father Francis Pierz was also successful i n getting the
Ludwig-Missionsverein to support his work among the Indians; between
1853 and 1872, he received 10,000 gulden ($4,040. U.S.)

Reverend

Ignatius Tomazin, his successor in Northern Minnesota, received 2,000
gulden ($800 U.S.) and 2,206.59 marks ($530 U.S.). 21

After the 1880s

the largest amount of money for White Earth and later Red Lake mission
came from the federal government and from the Drexel Fund, but the
Ludwig- Missionsver e in continued to give periodic assistance for the
Indians well into the twentieth century.

Most of it went directly

to the BCIM which, in turn, distributed it to the Indian missions.
The BCIM received 16,000 marks ($3,840. U.S.) from the society from
1879-1904. 22

The contributions between 1900 and 1904 were especially

gratifying since federal funds were cut off and the use of tribal
funds was still being debated in the courts.

The BCIM's Aid
As stated earlier in this chapter, the BCIM, founded in 1879,
20Ibid., p. 62.
2lrbid., p. 112 .
22Ibid., p. 103.

The Reich mark replaced the gulden in 1876.
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became the major channel for funding of Catholic Indian mis sions
througho ut the United States.

It served chiefly as a conduit for

funds from the fe deral government and from charitable organizations
or individuals--such as Katherine Dr exe l.

In sum, the BCIM was a

clearing-house for transactions of funds and for the preparation and
execution of court appeals when nec essa ry.
However, relations between the BCIM and the very missions it
tried to help were not always friendly.

There were misunderstandings

regarding the amount of payments, the handling of records, and the
upkeep of the bureau itself.

As early as 1886, St. John's Abbey and

the BCIM disputed over the latter issue.
Between 1881 and 1890, St. John's Abbey contributed almost all
the funds received by the White Earth mission.

The construction of a

new church and school in 1881-82, for example, cost $20,000.

Of this

total, St. John's paid $18,245 and the rest came from the LudwigMissionsverein, from Bishop Grace in St. Paul, and from various
collections in the Twin Cities.

Much of the lablr for the new

buildings was also furnished by St. John's in the person of several
lay brothers who supervised and worked with native laborers.
Because, hard-pressed to keep the central office going, Father
Stephan had called for contributions from the missions, Abbot Alexius
Edelbrock sent a rather testy letter to Father Stephen at "the BCIM in
February of 1886.
'.

'

Conscious of his abbey's support of the mission,

the Abbot was quite displeased, as the following passages from his
letter demonstrate:
When mission houses were to be erected in White Earth,
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t he Bu rea u did not f u rni sh us t he pe c u ni ary means
necessary. .
. And now aft e r we allowed the Bu rea u
to manage during the brief period of only a f ew month s
our affairs, we are tax ed or in equal words ar e called
upon politely, yet forcibly, to pile in contributions .
. We object to this whole proceeding and enter our
prot e st.
I f th e lat e Plenar y Council is not o r willing
not to k e ep t ha t Burea u a li ve, l e t it disapp ea r . . . .
Our Or der --the Be ned i c tin e -- has spe n t ove r $20 , 000 of
its own money in converting and c ivili z ing th e Indi a n,
and a f ter bring in g a ll these pers ona l and pe c u ni a r y
s a cri fi c e s, we a r e call e d up o n to contribute towa rd s
maintaining a Bureau in Washin g ton, a Bureau, too,
which up to the present did us very little, if any
good. . . . 23
The Abbot g oes on to state that the eight to ten million Catholics in
the United St a tes hav e don e little or nothing for the Indians and he
thinks they should "come to the front and put their hands in their
pockets."

He is especially annoyed , however, that the Bureau is

levy in g a "tax " without consulting the missions and missionaries who
must pay it.

Neither the Abbot

nor the Bureau could know in 1886

how valuable the Bureau would prove to be in the large number of court
cases over funding and land which arose by the 1890s , lasting well
into the twentieth century .

The Abbot, grudgingly, sent a check for

$100, representing $50 from St. John's and $50 from St. Benedict's
Convent.
In actuality, the BCIM kept its expenses to a minimum.

The

estimate of total funds needed for support of the bureau for the years
1898 and 1917 is exactly the same:

$4,700.

Between those years, the

Director's salary remained at $2,000 annually while the Secretary's

23Letter from Abbot A. Edelbrock to Father Joseph A. Stephan,
Director, BCIM, dated February 24, 1886 . BCIM Records. Marquette
University Archives.
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salary r ose from $1, 200 to $1,700.
$660.

Of fice re nt r os e from $4 20 to

Costs for heat, li ght, statione r y , printin g , and postage stayed
Traveling and contingency costs rose from $270 to $310. 24

at $150.

By any stand a rds , the Bureau's ex penses were kept r emarkabl y low.
The BCIM was keeping re co r ds of a ll t he mis s ion boa r d ing and
day schools from the 188 0s on and it s r e cords fr om June 188 4 to June
1893 show the great increase in such schools: 25

FISCAL YEAR
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended
Ended

June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

SCHOOLS
Boarding Day
30,
30 ,
30,
30,
30,
30,
30,
30,
30,
30 ,

1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
18 93

13
17
27
29
35
38
43
38
36
39

0
1
4
14
15
16
17
15
15
13

GOV 1 T ALLOTMENT

PUPILS
Boarding

Day

365
950
1378
1745
2107
2787
3157
3091
3267
3265

0
40
160
680
740
650
640
405
372
29 2

$ 65,520.00
94,883.33
118,343 . 00
194,655.00
221,169.00
347,672.00
356,957.00
363,349.00
394,756.00
369 , 535 . 00

The report also lists five Industrial Schools supported entirely by
the BCIM.
In the same report, Father Stephan notes that he is trying to
secure surveys of land tracts in order to perfect the titles for the
missions.

Completing the paper work for the contract schools as .well

as working toward legislation granting fee simple titles made the

24Estimates of funds needed for support of the BCIM for the
year beginning November 1, 1898 and for the year beginning November 1,
1917. BCIM Records . Marquette University Archives.
25 contract lists from June 30, 1884 to June 30, 1893, p. 4.
BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
f
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Bure au ' s job a hard a nd compl icated one.
Negotiations with the federal government's Office of Indian
Affairs for contracts and fundin g was a time-consumin g task for the
Bureau each sprin g .

There were hundreds of form s to collect and fill

in, a nd, oft e n , a corroborating tri p was needed t o check the status
of a mission which was being challenge d by th e g overnment.

As were

his successors , Father Stephan was a tireless tr ave l er, crisscrossin g
the nation on behalf of the Indian missions.

He may have contended

often with government officials over federal policy he considered
unfavorable to his missions, but he was not slow to e xpre ss g ratitude
for the federal funds which came steadily for close to three decades .
White Earth, however, received direct government aid for only fifteen
years--1885 to 1900.

(

Tribal Funds
The Act of 1889, signed betwe en the federal government and
bands of Ojibwa Indians of Minnesota, set up a trust fund for the
Indians from the sale of land and timber .

Section Seven of the Act

of 1889 provided for the use of one-fourth of the interest on tribal
funds for the establishment and maintenance of a system of free schools.
After the complete cut-off of direct government appropriations for
contract schools by 1900, scores of these schools applied for and
received support from the tribes among whom they served.

No available

letters or records reveal why, prodded by the BCIM, Father Aloysius
did not seek such aid long before he did.

In a letter to Father

Aloysius dated September of 1917, Charles Lusk, Secretary of the
\

'---....✓
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BCIM, writes,
The Bureau has felt that where Indians have moneys of
their own that can be used for educational purposes,
no effort should be spared to make them see that it
is their duty to support the Mission schools among
them, and that if those in charge of such schools
fail to make the required effort, and depend upon
contributions from white people, they are open to
severe criticism. 2 6
The Secretary goes on to state that the Catholic Indians of Red Lake
are using their money to educate their children and that the Bureau
sees no reason why the White Earth Catholic Ojibwa should

not be

willing to do the same.
At White Earth, the pastor or his assistant would write up a
petition and, with the help of principal men of the tribe, would send
it or take it around the area to get signatures.

A letter to the

secretary of the BCIM from Sister Lioba Braun in August of 1920
reports that 1,159 signatures had been gathered at White Earth and
that this would enable the school to take 100 pupils.

A letter from

E. B. Meritt, Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to Father (now
Monsignor) Ketcham of the BCIM, dated September, 1920, informs him
that White Earth has a contract for the care and education of 100
Ojibwa Indian children at $125 per capita, per annum, amounting to
$12,500. 27

From 1920 to 1945, the sums rarely changed.

Father Benno Watrin, quoted in an earlier chapter as being an

261etter from Secretary Lusk of the BCIM to Rev. Aloysius
BCIM Records. Marquette
Hermanutz, dated September 27, 1917.
University Archives.
27 1etter from E. B. Meritt to Monsignor Ketcham, dated
September 7, 1920.
BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
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assistant to Father Al oysius briefly in 1925, recalls that he and
Theodore Gorney, a laborer at the mission, went from house to house
seeking signatures for the petition that year.

They wer e accompanied

by "Coffee" Beaulieu, an Ojibwa, who helped open many doors to them.
Father says they approached non-Catholic Indians as well as Ca t hol ic s
and did not get many refusals.

But opposition to the use of trib a l

funds for the Catholic school did grow by the 193Os and early 194Os.
One of the leaders of the opposition at White Earth was
Webster Ballanger, a lawyer by profession.

A letter was written to

him by two girls--Sophia Smith a nd Julia Beaulieu--from the mission
school in late December of 1921 disagreeing with his criticism of the
mission school and especially with his accusations that the school
did not adequately prepare the students to enter society at lar g e.
Ballanger's reply is dated January 7, 1922.

He writes,

I ask you nice little girls whether you think it right
to use the school funds of your tribe in defraying the
expenses of other nice little girls and boys in the
mission school who have public school facilities at
their home and thereby deprive a like number of nice
little girls and boys, who have no public school
facilities at their home, and who cannot obtain
admission to the mission school, of any chance of
obtaining an education? The General Council wants
the mission school to continue.
It has done a great
job. The Sisters in charge are entitled to the
greatest praise.
It should extend its assistance to
those who need it, and not to the children who have
opportunities at their home for obtaining an education. 28
Ballanger wants the mission school to limit its enrollment to those
students who have no alternatives but to attend there.

There were

28Letter of Webster Ballanger to Sophia Smith and Julia
Beaulieu, dated January 7, 1922. St. John's Abbey Archives.
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others at Wh ite Earth who felt the same , undoubtedly, but until the
1940s, the use of tribal funds continued and the signatur es were
always obtained without much trouble.

Most of the White Earth Indians

were Catholics and this surely alleviated any problem in regard to
ap p roval of the boarding school and the efforts of the missionaries
to keep it open.
By 1941, however, opposition at White Earth seems to have
grown stronger.

A letter from Father Justin Luetmer, pastor, informs

Father J. Tennelly, new director of the BCIM, that he has a petition
circulating among the Indians and expects to get "at least 2,000
signers."

But he concludes,

The executive board of the tribal council held a meeting
last December and voted that no more tribal funds are
to be used for educational purposes.
The board says
that Indians are taxpayers and are entitled to free
education. That idea was ~ut into their heads by the
state board of education. 2
The last check from White Earth tribal funds covered the mission
school for the period ending May 31, 1945.

The boarding school could

not be continued without these funds and in the summer of 1945 it was
converted to a day school.

The Drexel Fund
The White Earth pioneer missionaries - -Father Aloysius, Sister
Philomene and Sister Lioba--first met Katherine Drexel in the fall of
1888 when she stopped at the mission briefly, on her return home from

29Letter from Father Justin Luetmer to Father J. Tennelly,
dated February 25, 1941.
BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
•, _....,,,,,.,,.
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a tour of the west.

A direct outcome of this visit was Miss Drexel's

promise to build a school at both White Earth and Red Lake.

The

promise was kept and quickly--with construction beginning in 1890.
There is much corre s pondence betwee n Father Aloysius and Katherine
Drexel over t he following yea rs, at first focusing narrowly on mone t ary
concerns.

Occasionally, Father Aloysius shares a fear or a hope that

he has--as in the following excerpt from a letter to Miss Drexel in
October of 1891:
Indian missions are a great burden to a priest especially
now when the government more or less takes a hostile
position against God's holy cause in our missions,
although I have full confidence in God that He will turn
everything at the end to the best of our missions.30
Miss Drexel's letters, in return, assure Father that she will not
fail to help his work and that he should keep her informed of his needs.
A letter from Charles Lusk, Secretary of the BCIM, to Mother
Katherine Drexel, dated Jun~ 20, 1899, replies to her request for more
information about the use of her funds.

He reports that in total her

fund has provided $32,826 "compensation" to the missions for the year
1899 and that the sum will likely reach $92,046 in 1900.

A letter

from Father Stephan to Father Dyer, Treasurer of the BCIM, also in
1899, reports that out of the $32,826 the White Earth Mission received
$1,242 and Red Lake $584.26.31
Following is a summation of the amounts the Drexel Fund

301etter from Father Aloysius to Katherine Drexel dated
October 14, 1891. St. John's Archives.
31 Drexel Fund.

BCIM Records.

Marquette University Archives.
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supplied to White Earth between 1900 and 1910, usually covering four
quarters: 32
1900--1901
1901--1902
1902--1903
1903--1904
1904-- 190 5
1905--1906
1906--1907

$4881.35
3726.00
4968.00
4968.00
37 26.00
2484.00
2484 . 00

January to July 1908
January to July 1909
July 1909 to January 1910
January 1910 to July 1910

$1,242
3,726
1,242
2,484

If the enrollment dropped, the compensatory funds lessened accordingly.
Not all the correspondence between the BCIM and Mother Drexel
was restricted to business matters, though nine out of ten letters do
concern finances.

Sometimes letters exchange information about mutual

friends of Father Stephan and Mother Drexel.

Among these friends,

Father Aloysius and Sisters Philomene and Lioba ranked high in Mother
Drexel's affection.

As already mentioned, there are numerous letters

extant from Father Aloysius to Mother Drexel and replies from her.
Often, Father reports how the money is being used at White Earth and
expresses his and the sisters' gratitude for Mother Drexel's help.
In a letter to her dated December of 1910, Father Aloysius concludes,
The venerable sisters have a full attendance, 100 pupils
and school runs in a good order as all sisters, seven of
them, are taken up cheerfully with the work. The kindest and best regards from Sister Lioba and Sister
Philomene to you. They are getting old now. We all
three spent most [sic] 32 years on this reserve. 33
The letters evidence a respect and affection which was mutual and

32Ibid.
331etter from Father Aloysius Hermanutz to Mother Katherine
Drexel, dated December 7, 1910. BCIM Records. Marquette University
Archives.
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lasted to the deaths of the three White Earth missionaries--all of
which preceded Mother Drexel's.

She outlived them by more than ten

years, dying in 1955, at the age of 96.
From March 31, 1920 to March 31, 1945, the Drexel payments to
White Ear t h totalled approxima tel y $73 ,000 .

The following quarterly

payments give sums for selected fal l and winter quarters: 34
March 31, 1920
December 31, 1922
March 31, 1927
December 31, 1929

$4030.81
4893.11
5222.69
5220.56

December 31, 1933
December 31, 1937
December 31, 1940
March 31, 1945

$5326.09
5115.04
4074.73
3685.50

The Drexel Fund ceased to be a source of help to White Earth after
1945 when the mission boarding school reverted to a day school.

Diocesan Collections
As early as 1900, there was an annual Lenten collection in
Catholic parishes for the Indian and Negro missions.

But the total

sums were meager, generally, and Father Stephan thought the solution
might be to send Indian missionaries around to the parishes to solicit
funds, missionaries who could give firsthand accounts of the needs of
the Indians.

A number of bishops responded favorably to the idea and

themselves gave generous personal donations but, on the whole, there
was little enthusiasm for the project and nothing came of it.
In the fall of 1901, Father Ketcham, Father Stephan's successor
as director of the BCIM, established the Society for the Preservation
of the Faith Among Indian Children--later called simply the Preservation

34Drexel Fund.

L

BCIM Records.

Marquette University Archives.
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Society.

Catholics were to pay membership dues of 25¢ yearly and if

400,000 members could be enrolled, annual fees would bring in $100,000
for the mission schools. 35

Father Ketcham collected $30,192.86 from

the society by the end of 1902 and $25,937.55 at the end of 1903.3 6
The tot a l de c lined yea r a f ter yea r.

A d i sa p po int e d Fa t her Ke t cham

said in 1906:
The tremendous burden that the 13 million Catholics
of the U.S. impose constantly upon Mother Katherine
Drexel cannot be other than a subject of amazement
to any thinking person.37
In 1904, the Marquette League, composed of both clergy and
laity, was founded in New York City.

The organization appealed to

wealthy Catholics for sizable donations to Indian missions.
membership fees were $2.

Annual

Unhappily, the League also was not a monetary

i

success, collecting $1,000-3,000 a year. 38
A more permanent source of funds were annual diocesan
collections explicitly set aside for the Indian missions and not
dependent on the sporadic goodwill expressions of aid personified in
the Preservation Society or the Marquette League.

There are a

multitude of letters to and from the BCIM wherein receipts are
acknowledged/requested for money drafts from a diocese.

In 1910, for

example, the records show the amount contributed by the St. Cloud

35 Prucha, The Churches and the Indian Schools, p. 49.
36rbid., p. 51.
37BCIM Report, 1906, p. 29.
and the Indian Schools, p. 52.
38rbid., p. 53.

Quoted in Prucha, The Churches
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Diocese totalled $1,000.

Bishop Trobec was pleased with the sum,

citing it as $175 more than in 1909. 39
out to $1,000.

The sum for 1911 also came

By the war years, the sum dropped considerably and

in the 1920s, such collections rarely went above $200.

During these

yea rs, t he S t. Paul d i oc e s an c o l le cti ons wer e on a pa r with those of
St. Cloud.
The Diocese of Crookston fared less well in its collections,
rarely reaching over $700 annually.

But the Crookston Diocese was

one-third composed of Indians, leaving a smaller pool of potential
contributors than in the other two dioceses.

Father Stephan and his

successors spoke before charity groups and fraternal organizations
in all three dioceses as frequently as possible.

The diocesan

collections, however, never became a major or reliable source of
funds for the Indian missions.

Collections for the foreign missions

seemingly had more appeal than did the home missions.

This angered

and saddened the various Directors of the BCIM who felt that the
claims of the American Indians should have been paramount among all
American Catholics.
Government Funding
During the pre-1880s, the federal government spent much more
money killing Indians than educating them.

Of the funds which were

appropriated to fulfill treaty obligations, most were paid out mainly

1910.

391etter from Bishop J. Trobec to Father Dyer, dated March 4,
BCIM Records. Marquette University Archives.
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as salaries for agency employees or for such projects as model
farms--which seldom worked since poor soil and/or lack of attitudinal
change on the part of the Indians doomed them from the start.

The

Government's assimilation drive in the last third of the nineteenth
century, strong not only for t he nation 's "oldest minority," the
Indians, but also for the flood of immigrants pouring into America
during this time, centered on schools to do the job of making all
these minorities into one hundred per cent Americans.

By 1899, "over

$2,500,000 was being expended annually on 148 boarding schools and
225 day schools with almost 20,000 [Indian] children in attendance. 1140
Church and state became partners in the endeavor to educate
the Indians, although it was an uneasy alliance at times.

At White

Earth, the first contract for federal aid to its school was in effect
in 1885 and the contracts were renewed yearly up to 1900.

The

following sums show the extent of government subsidies to White Earth
between 1889 and 1900, each sum covering four quarters annually: 41
1889--1890
1890--1891
1891--1892
1892--1893
1893--1894
1894--1895

$2,700
2,700
1,080
9,720
9,720
9,720

1895--1896
1896--1897
1897--1899
1898--1899
1899--1900

$9,720
8,100
7,560
5,508
2,592

The big jump between 1891-92 and 1892-93 is due to the almost doubled
enrollment of the school after completion of the new convent/school
building.

Prior to 1891, the school could accommodate a maximum of

40william T. Hagen, American Indians, p. 134.
41BCIM Records.

Marquette University Archives.
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25-30 students; after 1892, the enlarged facilities could handle over
100 students.
The per capita, per annum subsidy for the Indian students
remained at $108 until 1896--only those having at least one-fourth
Indian blood being eligible for such aid.

Be t ween 1892 and 1896,

federal fundin g peaked and then declined rapidly by 1897, a year
after the Congressional vote to phase out contract schools.

Although

the enrollment at St. Benedict's school in White Earth remained at a
steady 100-120 almost yearly, the government subsidies dwindled from
a high of $108 per student to $25 per student by 1899.

Only the

availability of the Drexel Fund and its "compensation" monies kept
White Earth--as so many other Catholic Indian missions--afloat.
Government checks to the mission school resumed only in 1918, this
time transferring tribal trust funds.

The allotment of $120 per

student per annum was more generous than the pre-1900 allotments had
been.
After 1900, nationwide the day school's popularity increased
and it was seen as the route to go in educating everyone.

Congress

liked day schools because they seemed cheaper than boarding schools.
Others argued that the day schools kept the children near their
families, helping to create a nucleus of civilization for the tribe.
The boarding schools declined steadily under pressure from critics
but perhaps even more so because of their heavy drain on tribal funds.
John Collier, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, wrote to
Monsignor Hughes, Director of the BCIM, in July of 1934, calling
attention to the government policy regarding boarding schools.

He
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states ,
Most o f us ar e a gre e d , I think , in insisting u pon
home responsibilit y for the rearin g o f th e children,
and the desirability of leaving children, e specially
young children, at home while they attend school. We
believe that boarding schools, whether government or
mi s sion , shoul d bea r this pr inci ple in mind in the
enro l imen t of pupils . 4 2
Supporter s of the boa rdin g school conce pt were j a rred further by a
new section Collier added to the contracts for the year 1934-1935:
Article 1, Section 11. The party of the second part
agrees to eliminate from its rolls as boarding pupils
those pupils who are within a reasonable distance from
public or day schools, except those pupils who are
found to be institutional cases, and to limit its
enrollment to such individual children as are approved
for enrollment by the Superintendent of Indian Education. The party of the second part further a grees that
when children are eliminated from Government boarding
schools because of good home and school facilities
nearby , such children shal l not be permitted to enroll
in a school maintained by the party of the first part. 4 3
This government policy hampered boarding schools across the nation
and, gradually, over the next ten years, enrollment dropped severely
in most of them.

White Earth's enrollment stayed fairly high--in

the 80s and 90s--right into the 1940s but, by 1945, the General
Council voted to end support of the mission school through tribal
funds.

Unable to continue without such help, the school reverted to

a day school in the fall of 1945.
Reviewing the years from 1878 to 1945, one sees that the
White Earth Indian mission--with the school as its heart--was rarely

4 2 u. S. Department of Interior. Office of Indian Affairs.
Letter of John Collier to Monsignor W. Hughes, dated July 24, 1934.
43 Ibid.
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financially solid .

There were periods of relative security, i.e.,

1885-1896 but, generally, the mission had to rely heavily on its own
labor--farm and gardens especially--becoming as self-sufficient as
possible while also appealing to diverse sources for monetary aid.
The Ludwig - Mi ss i on sve r e in, th e fede r a l governme nt, the Katherine
Drexel Fund, diocesan collections , and tribal trust · funds--whether
applied concurrently or as supplements/substitutions for one another-were essential to the survival of the White Earth Catholic Indian
mission.

The loss of any one of these sources would have put a strain

on the mission but the loss of all of them by 1945--with the exception
of the diocesan collections which had always been small--spelled
defeat.

Chapter V

INTERVIEWS

In the following pages are th e re s ult s of intervi ews with
people who either taught at the Wh it e Earth mission schoo l or were
students/graduates of it.
groups:

The interviewees are divided into three

the sisters (4), the priests (3), and the students /g raduates

(9).
Criteria for selection of interviewees rested primarily on
three things:

the number of years spent at the mission, the variety

of roles played by the participants, and their willingness to share
memories.

Secondary criteria included articulateness and ge o g raphic

availability.
In the case of the four sisters, each served at White Earth
not less than three years, three being there well over a dozen years.
All live within ten miles of the interviewer--and of one another.
Only three priests were interviewed because they are the only ones
available who are near at hand--five miles distance--and are able and
willing to recall their years at White Earth.

One--Father Benno

Watrin--spent a little less than a year at White Earth itself but that
time was in 1925 and only one other priest is still living who goes
back that far and had contact with the pioneer founders at the mission.
In addition, because Father Benno spent over 30 years at other parishes
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on the White Earth reservation, he seems especially qualified to give
his views on life as a missionary among the Ojibwa.

The second priest

interviewed, Father Valerian Thelen, spent 26 years at White Earth:
1925-1930 and 1942-1963.

In the latter period, he was assisted by

his brother, Father Constantine Thelen,

the third priest interviewed,

who spent 21 years at the mission.
The nine Indian women interviewees are living either at White
Earth (5) or in the Twin Cities (4).
the mission school.

Most spent from 6-10 years at

Their names were given to me by sisters who have

known them over many years, in and out of the mission setting.
All of those interviewed were gracious and generous with
their time and answered questions patiently, often anticipating
interests and offering opinions and items I had not the wit to think
of.

The Sisters
The majority of sisters who served at White Earth between
1878 and 1945 were teachers in the mission school.
housekeepers, cooks, and prefects.

The others were

None seems to have kept a diary

or journal of their experiences--especially regrettable for one trying
to piece together decades of what was basically a "frontier" life.
Through interviews with a half-dozen sisters who were at the mission
between 1921 and 1945, it has been possible to get glimpses of what
life was like there- -though primarily within the confines of the
convent/school building.

As explained in an earlier chapter, the

sisters, bound by pre-Vatican II rules, rarely left their convent/
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school setting.

Their contact with adult Indians, then, was necessarily

minimal.
Two sisters who each served over twenty years at White Earth
testify to a great love of the mission and look ba ck with fondness at
people and in cidents the y can still r ecall quite v ividly.

Sisters

Thea Grieman and Mary Degel, now in their eighties, are happy to
reminisce about White Earth with anyone wh o shows an interest.

They

are both soft-spoken, gentle women whose strength of mind, voice, and
memory belie their years.

Sister Thea Grieman.

Sister Thea Grieman is retired at St.

Scholastica's, St. Cloud, Minnesota, since 1974.
Thea shows little sign of slowing down:

Aged eighty, Sister

she is a sister-visitor to

nursing homes in the area and plays organ in the St. Benedict Center
nursing home every Sunday and once or twice a week as.well.

She was

eager to recall her years at White Earth and spoke freely of both good
and bad experiences.
White Earth was Sister Thea's first mission and she stayed 23
years:

1921-1944.

Young and eager, as she describes herself, Sister

Thea was sent to White Earth right after making first vows, to teach
music and play the organ.

An accident shortened her first year there.

On the last day of September in 1921, Sister Thea fell out of a
second-floor window while washing it.

Sister Philomene nursed her

that night; pain was shooting through Sister Thea's head but, though
she was badly bruised, there seemed to be no broken bones.

What saved

her was the fact that she landed on the sidewalk with her hands down
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flat, cushioning the fall.

Her hands were swollen terribly and

Sister Thea was barely able to move them for over a month.

In the

morning, accompanied by Sister Philomene, Sister Thea was put in a
freight car at Detroit Lakes to make a trip to St. Cloud Hospital.
She wa s away r e c up er a tin g unti l November o f 19 2 1.
As the 1920s progressed, Sister Thea's tasks broadened and
she soon became a classroom teacher, giving music lessons on Saturdays
and after school.
grades.

At one time or another, Sister Thea taught all the

She remembers that the students were "very stubborn" and

"slow to learn"--like students anywhere.
times.

There were runaways at

The worst times for running away, she remembers, were the

first week of October when the newness of school had worn off and
around the first of February, a mid-term slump.
I asked Sister Thea about the use or non-use of the Ojibwa
language.

She recalls that the little girls often knew more Ojibwa

when they came than English.

She adds that when the sisters wanted

to keep something secret from the girls, they spoke German; when the
girls wanted to keep a secret from the sisters, they talked Ojibwa.
When asked what she thought was a disadvantage to a boarding
school, such as White Earth, Sister Thea mentioned the fact that it
was just a one-sex school.

The only time the girls could be in mixed

company was if they had visitors or when they went to town--usually
chaperoned.
Thea.

The girls went wild when they were near boys, says Sister

"They didn't know how to act."

Looking back from the vantage

point of almost 40 years, Sister Thea now thinks the girls may not
have been taught enough positive patterns regarding sex.

It may not
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be too far off the mark to say that the sisters at the mission school
were, in moral standards a t least , preservers of many customs and
beliefs of the first and second generations of Indians on the
reservation as much as defenders of Catholic teachings on sexual
morality.
Both missionaries and Indians protected young girls especially
at the time of puberty.

The g irl of marria gea ble age was kept under

her mother's or some other older woman's eyes constantly.

Adolescent

girls were kept close to home; nor were adolescent boys and girls
allowed even to walk together.
Girls brought up in strict Catholic environments--true whether
describing Indian or white people--have traditionally been drilled on
the evil of sex outside marriage and on the desirability of purity.
The Sodality of the Blessed Virgin Mary, for example, a sodality
which stressed the virtues of modesty and purity, had been a special
feature of Catholic schools over the pre-Vatican II decades.
The sisters staffing the White Earth mission school, until
well into the 1960s, came out of a background which set its highest
moral standards for females.

Catholic girls were warned of the

dangers of hellfire for sexual misbehavior--i.e., becoming unmarried
mothers and/or having abortions.

"Occasions of sin" were to be

avoided; therefore, "good" girls did not see men privately.

The

sisters themselves were bound by rules, until into the 1950s and
'60s, which forbade them to be alone in public even with their fathers
and brothers.

.

l .__,,i

In her 1938 study at White Earth, Sister Inez Hilger reports
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that
Conditions have change d radically sinc e early days. One
of the old men on the Whi te Earth Reservation remarked
that t wo things were being much talked about at the
same time not many years a go. One was the airplane;
the other th e women who were dis gracin g the tribe. 1
By the 1920s and 1930 s, unmarried mothers were no rarity at Whi te
Earth.

Sister Inez attributes this change to the breakdown of tribal

authority and disciplinar y control and the scarcity of proper leisure time activities."

She concludes that, for the third generatio n on

the White Earth reservation--those born after 1905--"group sanctions ,
customs, and mores of the old culture have little value.
To some extent, the sisters at the mission school were waging
a rear-guard action to protect and guide the morals of their charges.
While in the school, the girls conformed to rules gover nin g strict
moral behavior but, once out of the school, they passed beyond the
sisters' control into a society which no longer held former views on
sexual propriety.
Sister Thea shared her image of the three pioneer figures of
the mission with whom she lived during their last five to six years at
White Earth.

Sister Philomene was "rough and ready"; Sister Lioba

was "the lady"; and Father Aloysius was "a great man, kind with a
sense of humor, and liked music. 113

The three went into retirement

1 sister Inez Hilger, "A Social Study of 150 Chippewa Indian
Families of the White Earth Reservation of Minnesota , " Ph.D. dissertation (Catholic University of America, 1939), p. 119.
!
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2 Ibid., p. 121.
3Interview with Sister Thea Grieman, St. Scholastica 1 s, St.
Cloud, Minnesota, 12 August, 1980.
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by 1928 but Sister Thea and several others who were also at White
Earth in those early 1920s had lived with them long enough to get
first-hand stories of the early years of the mission.
With two or three other sisters, Sister Thea started a club
at White Earth cal l ed Handmai ds of t he Blessed Sa crament.

Si x to

eight girls were members in any one year and were taught to play the
organ, do sacristy wo rk, and to wash church linen.

They hoped that

when these girls returned to their own homes, they could help their
parish priests.
One of the club members was Ella Haug, who attended the ~mission
school from the second throu gh the eighth grades.

Ella later joined

the Franciscans at Little Falls, taking the name Sister Roswitha.
She is still a Franciscan today, currently stationed in the Twin
Cities.

She and Sister Thea exchange letters on occasion, keeping

alive a friendship that developed at the grade school and in a club
at White Earth.
Sister Thea remembers that another former mission student-Zola Saice--also went to the convent, joining the Crookston Benedictines
as Sister Ethelbert.

After 25 years as a religious, she left and

Sister Thea has lost track of her.

She does not recall any other

religious vocations among the girls at the mission.
On the whole, Sister Thea enjoyed her years at White Earth. ·
In the 1940s, however, she found the spirit among the sisters was not
as good as in the earlier years.
some.
✓

She recalls a sense of jealousy in

Because of this, Sister Thea was ready and willing to leave

White Earth in 1944, though her memories contain many more good and
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h app y ti me s than sad o ne s.

Sist e r Mary Dege l.

A f riend a nd co mp ani o n of Sister Th e a for

most of her years at White Earth was Sister Mary (Hilaire) De gel.

The

t wo are t ogethe r agai n , t his t ime in retirement a t S t . S cho l as t ica ' s .
Sist er Mary re t ired officially in 1978 , though she uses her still abu nda n t energy working pa r t time i n the die t ary departme nt a n d in
the sisters' dining room.

Sister Mary is always read y to tell of her

years at White Earth, a place she still misses after all these y ears.
Like Sister Thea, Sister Mary went to White Earth ri g ht
after takin g f irst vo ws.

She recalls tha t Sister Lioba came to St.

Benedict's l ooking for help e rs.

She came up to Sister Mary in the

communit y room and thumped her on the che st, checking for s y mptoms o f
tuberculo s i s .

Sister Mary see me d hea lthy enou gh and was chosen to g o

to White Earth wher e she remaine d fr om 1922 -1938, r e turning for a
second stint, 1939-1946 (with one year out--1943-44--for further
schoolin g ).
During her first ten years at the mission, Sister Mary taught
first and second grades.

Later, she had all the g rades in turn.

Recalling the curriculum in the primary grades, Sister Mary listed
religion, arithmetic, phonics, reading, and penmanship before lunch
and music, reading, spelling and art after lunch.

The curriculum

for the upper grades consisted of religion, reading, arithmetic,
language, history, geography, science, spelling, penmanship, and
music.

Sister Mary found the students to be "diligent" for the most

part--though, like students anywhere , any time, needing to be motivated.
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S i s ter Ma r y remem be r s be in g bo t here d a t f i rst b y the fact
th a t she was war ne d no t to ge t t oo fam ili a r wi th t he g i rls .
critici ze d for bei n g to o l e nient with t hem .

She was

Bu t th e re wer e ma n y

r un aways , and S i s t er Ma r y t h inks th e sched ul e a t Whit e Ea r th wa s to o
ri g id fo r the girls - - espec i ally fo r those who were d e l i nquen ts bro ught
t he re b y social we l fa r e worke r s as a l a st cha n ce be fo r e b e in g t a ken to
a corr e ctio n s in s tit ut ion.

Seve ral of the sisters who s e r ve d at Whit e

Earth with Sister Mary or after her time corrobo r ate her statement on
this matter.

Social welfare workers placed some girls at the mission

school who were considered almost incorri g ible.
2-3 a year.

The number averaged

It was hoped that the s ist e rs wo uld reform these girls.

Unfortuna tely, most of these d e linquents were alr e ady in their teens
when brought to the mission , a ll ow in g a ve r y s h ort time for any
enduring ch a nge o f beha v i or.

Sometime s th e op posite ef fec t occurred:

the delinquents would defy and upset the house routines and rules ~
However, accordin g to most of the sisters , the delinquents generally
behaved themselves during their time at the mission.
With much animation, Sister Mary recalls her role in building
up a home economics cottage at White Earth.

The idea was to give the

Indian girls experience in running an actual home.
and eighth grade girls were involved.

Only the seventh

Three girls at a time--usually

for a month--would live and work in the cottage with Sister Mary as
supervisor.

They planned meals, learned to budget , canned, did

accounting, and baby-sat on weekends , borrowing a nei g hbor's child.
Sister Mary expressed some residual resentment over the f act that the
pastor, Father Valerian , took the cotta ge from the girls and g ave it
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to a married employee to use for a while .

Father Constantine, however,

recalls only that the cottage was used as housing for the priests
after their own rectory burned down in 1947.
During the mid-30s, Sist er Mary be ga n a 4-H club at the mission
sc hool, e nr o lling on t h e ave r age 50 - 60 girls at any one time .

She

wa nted the g irls to have contact with other clubs in the area--Detroit
Lakes, especially--and to give the girls more social life.

The members

put on plays, gave readings, sewed, raised vegetables and flowers, and
baked bread and pastries.

There is more than a hint of pride in her

voice as she tells of the large number of ribbons the girls won at
fairs and other exhibits.
I asked Sister Mary about her impressions of the Indians'
character traits.
and a happy people.

She says she found them affectionate, good-natured,
She cited as basic for success in working with

them an understanding of Indian background and being honest with them.
Indians are quick to detect deceit, she notes.

"They are suspicious

due to hard raps, but if they trust you, they are very loyal. 114

Sister

made many friends among the White Earth Indians and to this day keeps
up correspondence with a fair number of them.
By the 1940s, when Sisters Thea and Mary were already 19- and
20-year veterans at the mission, two very "green" sisters were assigned
there:

Sisters Debora Herda and Johnette Kohorst.

Both speak favorably,

on the whole, of their years at White Earth, but they have more unhappy

4 Interview with Sister Mary Degel, St. Scholastica's, St.
Cloud, Minnesota, 22 July, 1980.
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memories than do the two old e r sisters.

Sister Debora Herda.
Earth from 1940-1943.

Sister Debora Herda served at White

Twenty-four at the start of her assignment,

she recalls being lonesome and "craving to talk to someone my own
a g e"; all but one of the sisters were over 40.

Sister Debora remembers

that th e o l de r s ist e rs often sp ok e Ge r ma n and she felt left out, not

knowing the language that well.

She--and later, the even-younger

Sister Johnette Kohorst--recalls that the only steady visitors to
White Earth were government inspectors, sisters' parents, the pastor's
relatives, and Ida Roy--a graduate of the mission school, who was a
nurse at Anchor Hospital in St. Paul.

Ida would bring a treat--fruit

or candy--for the sisters during her visits.
Sister Debora was a prefect for the pre-schoolers and the
girls from the first through the fifth grades.

Besides this, she

taught cooking for the girls from the fifth grade level up.
prefect, the hours were always full.

For a

Sister was in charge of the

girls outside classroom hours, getting them up in the morning, tucking
them in at night, supervising the playroom and their manual labor.
She and a fellow-prefect slept in the dormitory area all night, on
hand should a child need help as well as to ensure order and quiet.
Sister Debora regrets that she could rarely recreate with the other
sisters and had to say her prayers privately as well.

For a Bene-

dictine, community gatherings are a central feature of religious
life and this deprivation was keenly felt.
Typically, in a Benedictine house, there are three or four
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common prayer gatherings, usually divided into early morning, noon,
and evening.
recreation.

Besides these, the sisters gather for meals and
Observing such common exercises, the sisters keep in

touch with each others' experiences, share hopes, fears,

joys,

so rr ows, and all e lse that goes to constitute true communal living.
Through the common life, the sisters give mutual encouragement and
example.

Most important, a sense of solidarity is fostered.

Absence

from common exercises, then, is contrary to the Benedictine Rule.
Apostolic work--such as that of running a boarding school--may require
such absence but it is considered an unfortunate necessity, not a
desirable feature.
Being young, and sometimes lonely, Sister Debora could
empathize with the girls, especially the youngest ones.

She remembers

that a 3-1/2 year old was left at the mission during her years there
and how bewildered the child seemed.

Like young Sister Mary Degel,

two decades earlier, Sister Debora was sometimes scolded for being
"too close" to the girls.
On Saturdays and Sundays, Sister Debora usually took the
entire student body out for walks and, in spring, to town for a ballgame.

A lover of the outdoors herself, she knew the students were

restless being indoors so much of the time.

Enough trust grew up

between Sister Debora and the girls so that, on some walks, she would
allow them to scatter and roam in the woods near the mission; after

a time, she would blow a whistle as a signal to come together for the
return to the school.
any of these outings.

Sister Debora says she never lost a student on
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Although she was a prefect, Sister Debora says she tried to
avoid giving physical punishment, preferring to talk with offenders
and to try to bring about good behavior that way.

Of necessity, a

boarding school has many rules; among those at White Earth were keeping silence durin g the night hours, being on tim2 for classes, doing
one's work detail, takin g good care of personal and household objects.
Infractions of the rules were punished according to the age of the
children and the seriousness of the misbehavior.

Sister Thea recalls

that the most severe punishment--whipping--was for runaways.

Lesser

punishments consisted of depriving the child of recess time or free
time after school.
or "I will

Sometimes the child had to write "I will not .
11

specifying the behavior to be avoided or encouraged.

Among a number of amusing incidents Sister Debora can recall
one that occurred when she was showing the girls how to play baseball,
choosing up sides.

II

During the course of the game, a girl ran up to

her and complained, "Sister, Big Bear is hitting me."

Sister Debora

told her to stay a distance from the other girl and added, "But you
really shouldn't call anyone a name."
sister, that is her name. 115

The first girl replied, "But,

Sister Debora had a hard time learning

the family names of many of the students.
As a major part of her happy memories of life at the mission,
Sister Debora credits the Indians with having taught her a lot:
beadwork, dyeing, ricing, and tapping the maple trees.

Overall,

her years at White Earth were happy ones, says Sister Debora.

She

5Interview with Sister Debora Herda, St. Benedict's Convent,
St. Joseph, Minnesota, 21 January 1981.
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speaks with fondness of the Indian children and of t hos e a du l t
Indians whom she came t o know.

The mo r e negati ve a sp e cts of life

at the mission t e nd to f all awa y a s she r e l ate s events.
Si ste r J ohne tt e Koho r s t.

The younge st s ist e r ever assigne d

t o Wh i t e Ea rth , Si s t e r Johnet t e Koho r s t, serve d there a s a co ok f r om
1 940 - 1954 .

Aged 18 whe n f irst se nt, Si ste r J oh ne tt e was pleased to

go to White Earth.

For her, it was the closest thin g to an orphana ge ,

an apostol a te to which she felt a strong attraction .
Like Sister Debora , onl y a few ye a rs older than hers e lf,
Sister Johnett e empa thized with the Indi a n g irls a nd f ound they we re
attracted to her, wanting to talk with her frequently.

Several o f

the girls were only a year or t wo younger than she.
The work at the mission was endless, says Sister Johnett e ,
but it was taken for granted.

In fact , as is true of many reli gious,

Sister Johnette felt guilty if she was not busy every moment.

Idle

hands were about the one thing never to be found in a convent setting .
The girls she worked with were good workers, according to
Sister Johnette.
school in 1945:

But she did not regret the closing of the boarding
"We had some tough children. 116

There were several

girls who were 17-18 years old and created trouble for the whole
school.
Like Sister Debora, Sister Johnette has many kind thoughts
and words for the Indians at White Earth.

She remembers the generosity

6Interview with Sister Johnette Kohorst , St. Benedict's
Convent, St. Joseph, Minnesota, 9 January , 1981.
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of I nd i ans who b rou ght gift s o f food to th e s i s t e r s :
mapl e suga r.

ve ni so n, rice ,

Th ing s wer e hard, but there are "pl e nty of good me mo ries ,

too."

The Priests

Father Va l e ri a n Th el en.

He u ses t wo ca ne s a nd / o r a wa l k e r to

get around now but Father Valerian Thel e·n, a lmost 9 0 at the time o f
this interv iew, does quite well.

He neede d very litt l e prodding to

recall his early years--first at St. John's and then at White Earth.
Father Valerian be g an hi gh school at St. John's a g ed 20, having
spent the years after the ei ghth grade farming.

He entered the

monastery after graduation, inspired b y the much-loved and admired
Abbot Peter En ge l--"a real pa pa ," he sa ys .

Wh il e a s e minar i an, Fa ther

Valerian was busy day and ni ght, combining the duties of a t ea cher ,
prefect, and student .

He tau ght physics and engineering at St. John's

before being sent out on his first mission, White Earth.
Sent to White Earth in 1925, serving there until 1930, Father
Valerian recalls the exact day and month of arrival:
October 3, 1925, the day of a snowstorm .

Wednesday,

His skills in physics and

engineering were a big help to the young priest in his mission where
he, his brother, and his father did much building.
The three pioneers of White Earth, Father Aloysius, Sister
Lioba, and Sister Philomen~ were quite elderly when Father Valerian
first went to White Earth.

He became de facto pastor of White Earth

in 1926, after a stroke incapacitated Father Aloysius.
pioneers retired during his term there.

All three

Father Valerian says he
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l ea rn e d most of th e ea r l y hi s t o r y o f t h e missio n f r om t h ese thr ee ,
especially from Father Aloysius.
In 1930, Father Valerian r e turned to St. J ohn's where he
b e came communit y p r o c u r a t o r, in cha r ge of a ll buy in g .

Res i g nin g fro m

this po sition af t er a fe w y e a r s , he was se nt t o St. Ma r y ' s Pa rish,
St. Cloud , as a s s i s t a n t pas tor.

Fa t he r Va l e ri a n was amo ng th e l a s t

Benedict i nes to s e r ve that parish; Bishop Bus c h t o ok over th e church
as his cathedral.

From St. Cloud Father Val e rian went to St. Joseph's

parish in Mandan, working with Father Hildebrand Eickhoff f or five
years.
Returning to White Earth in 1942 after a t we lve- y ear absence,
Father Valerian says he found everything in a run-down condition.
There was much building and repair work to do, and with the help of
Father Constantine , he s e t about it.

Fa t her Valerian spe a ks with

some pride of the 900 acres of farm land and the 30 head of dairy
cattle which helped to make the mission somewhat self-sufficient.

This

was a necessity since tribal funding ended in 1945 and, except for a
hot lunch program in school, the mission received no outside financial
aid.

Father regularly sold any excess grain and milk to businesses

in Detroit Lakes, bringing in much-needed revenue.
Asked about his rapport with the Indians, Father Valerian
asserted:

"Indians knew who I was .

liked me and I liked them.

They listened when I spoke.

We got along. 117

They

Like most of the mission-

7 Interview with Father Valerian Thelen, St. John's Abbey,
6 February, 1981.
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aries at Wh it e Ear th, Father could not speak much of the native
language but he understood it, picking up phrases here and there.
Father Valerian made home visits to Indian families.

He

tells how one ni ght, driving from Buffalo River to White Earth--a
dist a nc e of nin e miles -- he wa s on th e road eight hours.

The road was

so bad he got bo gged do wn just about every mile and had to get out
and push.
Recalling his years at White Earth in the 1940s and early
1950s, Father Valerian singled out Sister Johnette Kohorst as an able,
hard-workin g person.
We trained her."

He says, "She c ame right out of the novitiate .

Other sisters' names were recalled but Father

intimated that he had clashed with some of them and the less said
the better.
Twice during the interview Father Valerian noted that, in all
his years on mission, he never needed nor sent for a substitute.
was always there and on the job.

He

Occasionally, though, at least in

the early 1940s, Father Thomas Borgerding, already an "elder statesman"
among Indian missionaries, would help hear confessions--in Ojibwa, at
which he was fluent.
Father Valerian volunteered the opinion that he and White
Earth would have done well much longer if he had been "let alone."
He says superiors "threw a monkey-wrench into the doings."

Clearly,

he alludes to the abbot at St. John's and the prioress at St. Benedict's,
being most critical of their decisions affecting White Earth during
the fifties and sixties.

Personnel were being pulled out from the

school in large numbers by the 1960s and Father Valerian saw this as
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weakening the mission--though at this time the enrollment was also
dropping.

More to the point, Father did not alwa ys agree with the

prioress' choice of personnel assigned to White Earth.
More than a little proud of the varied skills--espe cially
manual ones -- that he had before and after his ordination, Father
Valerian says of his early training:
went out."

"You go t fundamen t a ls and you

He faults today 's "specialists" for their narrowness;

"they know only one thin g in life and get a degree of asininity."

In

spite of his years, Father Valerian has lost none of his saltiness.
Father Valeria n is gr ieved and an gry that White Earth mission
is closed.
little.

He thinks his years of hard work there have counted for

But people who worked with Father Valerian remember his good

relationship with the Indian children.

He seems to have forgotten the

notably friendly relations he had with them.
so depressed could he recall these times.

Perhaps he would not be

Speaking of the almost

deserted mission site, he says, "It would break your heart to see it."
Overall , Father Valerian's happiest memories seem to center on the
192Os and the 194Os at White Earth where "we worked hard but we got
along."
Father Benno Watrin.
a frail, tiny man.

Sitting down, Father Benno Watrin seems

When he stands up, he is still frail-looking but

not tiny, standing 5 feet 9 inches.

He smiles frequently when he

speaks and is very happy to talk about his years as a missionary at
White Earth.

Born in 1895, Father Benno is now 85 and retired in the

health center at St. John's Abbey.

Ordained in 1923, Father celebrated
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his golden jubilee as a priest in 1973, almost all of those fifty
years having been spent in work among the Indians.
Already in 1922, as a deacon, Father Benno was sent to
Cloquet, in Indian country, where he studied the Ojibwa language for
seven weeks and went out, ga thering words from the Indians themselves.
After ordination, he was assigned to St. Boniface parish in Minneapolis
for one year, 1923-1924.

In September of 1924, Father Benno was

assigned to Ponsford--30 miles from the village of White Earth--where
he would remain for 17 years, first as assistant pastor and then as
pastor.
Father Benno cites the missions of Ponsford and nearby Ponemah
as being "typical" Indian missions.

When he was there, Ponsford had

70 Catholic families (in name at least) and all but five of them were
Indian.

Here he learned more Ojibwa words, often while listening to

the children as they played ball.
In 1925, Father Benno was sent to White Earth where he spent
nine months assisting Father Aloysius Hermanutz, the regular pastor,
who was recovering from a stroke.

From him, Father Benno heard many

stories about early pioneer days.

There he also met Sister Philomene

and Sister Lioba, who along with Father Aloysius had founded the
mission in 1878.
their heads off."
"hoed like a man."

Father Benno remembers that all the sisters "worked
He refers specifically to Sister Philomene who
He says she was very strong and able to work long

and hard at whatever she did.
I asked Father Benno what was his opinion of Indians before
and during the time he was a missionary among them.

He admitted that
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he had not thought very much of the Indian culture, feeling it inferior
to his own.

"I was a simple farmer boy and I thought ours was the

only way to live. 118

Yet, he tried to speak Ojibwa wh enever possible,

rather than insisting on having English for the services.

Father

Benno prepared five-minute sermons in Ojibwa for his parishioners,
both at White Ea rth and later at Ponsford.
him he had a "white man's accent."

He said the Indians told

I was impressed that he can still

rattle off sentences in Ojibwa and knows the Our Father in its entirety
in that language.
When asked what he found most difficult about his years among
the Indians, Father Benno says he found it hardest not to be able to
see progress clearly.

For him, he acknowledges, progress meant taking

on more and more of the white man's culture.

He tried, for example,

to get the Indians to grow gardens--but only a few persevered.
Father Benno was most distressed over how few Indians came to
church regularly.

Ricing and berry-picking kept them away, he says.

Father Benno recalls making visits to Indian homes, and usually
spending two or more hours daily on such visits.

He felt this was

very important in getting to know the Indians and having them get to
know him.

As a result, Father got used to a varied menu:

muskrat, rabbit (head and feet,

porcupine,

too).

Like so many Americans, clergy and otherwise, Father Benno
equated Christianity and civilization.

Father Felix Nelles, the first

pastor at Ponsford--and originally an assistant to Father Aloysius--

I

L

8Interview with Father Benno Watrin, St. John's Abbey, 18
September, 1980.
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warned him not to get too rigorous.

Father Felix, like Father

Aloysius, allowed Indian customs at wakes.

Father Benno says that

his practice , like that of his two mentors, was to overlook things
but not to encourage the old customs.
Reflecting on his many years among the Oj i bwa, Father Benno
wishes now that he had been more knowledgeable about and appreciative
of Indian culture.

Yet, he was part of a milieu that was not open to

such an attitude in the years when he first worked among the Indians.
It is apparent from his voice and manner that Father Benno misses his
work at White Earth and that he has no regrets over the many years he
spent among the Indians.

Father Constantine Thelen.

A confrere of Father Benno also

from St. John's Abbey, Father Constantine Thelen spent 21 years at
White Earth.

Like Father Benno and his brother, Father Valerian,

Father Constantine had no real background on Indian culture before
being assigne9 to the mission.

He said he saw his first Indians when

he worked on his brother's farm at Beaulieu in 1916.
In 1919 Father Constantine started high school at St. John's
and after graduation went on for further studies, entering the monastery
in 1925.

As a deacon, he visited his brother, Father Valerian, who

was at White Earth in 1925-30.

There he met Sister Philomene who was

the last of the original pioneers of the mission.

She made a deep

impression on him and he refers to her as a "hustler," a very hard
worker.

After teaching shop work at St. John's, Father Constantine

was sent to Cold Spring, his first and only mission before White Earth.
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With little prompting, Father Constantine recalled his
experiences at the mission.

Among the hardships, he noted the lack of

running water for years and the need to use wells, carrying water long
distances.

He referred to himself as a maintenance man, "more in

overalls than a habit." 9

Father spent most of his time repairing

machinery, welding, and doin g carpentry work .

From the fall of 1945,

he was also the bus driver, making a round trip of 90 some miles
daily, picking up pupils in the morning and returning them home in
the late afternoon.
I asked Father Constantine if he knew the Ojibwa language.
said he understood it but could not speak it very well.

He

He learned

what he knows from studying a grammar book and from the Indians
themselves.

/

He credits Mrs. Big Bear with helping him in this regard.

Like Fathers Aloysius and Benno, Father Constantine gave much
time to making visits to Indian homes, "getting fleas oftener than
not."

He said that sometimes you only discovered the homes--deep in

the brush--by the smoke made from the burning of wood to warm the
homes.

On these visits, Father Constantine took census, collected

bits of information in books, and tried to validate marriages.
I asked Father about the working relations between the priests
and sisters at White Earth.

He said that St. Benedict's gave the

orders as to running the school.
however.

This is only partially correct,

It is true that the principal was always a sister but the

9Interview with Father Constantine Thelen, St. John's Abbey,
2 September, 1980.
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fact remains that the pas tor, Father Valerian in this case, was in
overall charge of the mission and therefore had the final say on school
affairs.

The prioress at St. Benedict's could and did choose the

sisters wh o we r e sent to White Earth but the pastor often intervened
in these choices and mo r e t han once asked for and got the retention
or dismissal of a sister.
Speaking about the 1940s and into the 1950s, Father Constantine
said, ''We worked like a family."

He mentioned Sister Hil trudis Becker,

in particular, as a hard worker: she smoked meat, made butter , and ran
the milk

house.

The work was hard, he says, "but there was time for

fun."
Father Constantine believes that some sisters who came to
White Earth in the late fifties and early sixties were "sent for

(
\

punishment."

He says he thinks they were not truly committed to the

mission but resented having to be there and would not contribute as
well as had sisters in earlier times.

No examples were given, however.

There was some friction between the Thelen brothers and the sisters
by the 1960s, as interviews with sisters who served there at that
time make clear.
Father Constantine's opinion of the Indians he knew at White
Earth is high .

He says the students had much pride and stubbornness

but that they were faithful, loyal, quick, and had ''memories like a
sponge."

When I remarked that Sister Inez Hilger, a Benedictine

anthropologist, had done some research on the White Earth reservation,
Father was vehement in his disapproval of her published work Chippewa
(
\

Child Life and Its Cultural Background (1951).

He said he thought
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she interviewed very few Indians--just one or t wo at Ponsford--and
was overly critical in her analyses. 10
There is little doubt that while life at the White Earth
mission was hard in many ways, Father Constantine like d it there and
found it hard to leave in 1963 .

I suspect he cou ld talk day and night

about the events of his t wen t y-one ye ars at the mission.

Indian Women, Former Students/Graduates of the Mission School

Maggie Hanks.

Although she is 92--at the time of this inter-

view--Maggie Hanks speaks with firmness and sureness about her days
as a child attending the White Earth mission school.

Short and solid,

Maggie is hard of hearing but waits patiently as questions are asked
and re-asked.
Maggie attended the government school in White Earth until it
burned and then, aged eight, switched to the mission school.

She

stayed there from 1895-1898, long enough to make her first communion.
She was able to recall the names of several sisters who were stationed
at the school, speci_fically Sisters Lioba, Philomene, and Nothburga.
Asked about events she remembers from the mission days, M~ggie
mentioned, with a smile, riding the hog cart down the railroad track
to the pigsty.

She says the girls always wanted to stand on the back

of the cart and ride it down the hill.

She also remembers learning

to knit and crochet, nothing that she and her classmates did well

lOin her Preface, Sister Inez notes that 96 Chippewa men and
women from nine reservations (including 3 in Wisconsin and 1 in
Michigan) contributed information to her study.
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enough to be able to have their work exh ibited at fairs. 11
Maggie's health is not good but it does not seem to have
affected her t h inking.

She is a gracious person, willing to share her

memories but her hearing difficulty even t ually defeats further efforts
.
to communicate
at any 1engt h . l?-

Al ice Clark .

Ramrod straight, whether sitting or standing,

Alice Clark, aged 82 the summer of 1980, is gracious and precise as
she tells of her two years at the mission school--1909 through 19 10-and gives some background of her own family.

Alice's mother was the

first female born on the White Earth reservation.

Her grandfather

was Peter Parker, an Episcopalian missionary, also on the reservation.
Alice is able to give the names of six sisters and their
(

occupations during her years at the mission .

'.

She mentions Sister

Ethelbert, teacher and choir director; Sister Philomene, master of a ll
trades; Sister Lioba, head sister; Sister Ernestine, seamstress and
nurse; Sister Ladislaus, baker; and Sister Othilda, cook.

She recalls

Father Aloysius as being gentle and sweet, often playing games with
the children.
Sister Ethelbert figures large in Alice's memory.

She says

Sister Ethelbert ran a cookie and candy store where students could go
twice a week and buy treats.

As music teacher, Sister Ethelbert taught

llrnterview with Maggie Hanks, White Earth, 31 July, 1980.
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12since the interview, Maggie Hanks has been named senior
citizen of the year by ballots of the students at the White Earth
Elementary School. The Senior Citizen selection was sponsored by
Youth Services and their community liaison.
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the students a marching song.

Alice was able to give all the lines:

We are climbing learners' hill,
March along, march along,
We are climbing learners' hill,
March along, march along.
We are climbing learners' hill and
we're climbing with a will,
We a re climbin g lea rn e r s ' hill,
March along , mar ch elong . 13
The son g wa s used whil e the st ude nts pr oc es s e d, t wo by t wo, in and out
of school.
All of the girls had a daily . job at the mission, and Alice
remembers working in the bakery.

She says the first month of school

was spent by all harvesting, picking potatoes, picking beans, picking
and husking corn, and making mattresses with the husks.

Almost daily,

in late fall and winter, each girl helped carry wood to the dormitory
I
I
\

floors to heat the stoves.

There was never a lack of work for anyone.

In the fall, when the girls first arrived at school, their hair
was fine-combed with kerosene--twice a week at first.
was always feared at that time of year.

A lice outbreak

Other events recalled by

Alice include "riding the hog car"--mentioned by all of the women who
were interviewed.

Alice says that leftover bread slices from lunch

were put back under the plates for supper.

"Bread was sacred."

There

was daily Mass and evening prayers, too.
Alice smiles as she tells of spankings given for misbehavior:
"They didn't do us any harm."

Summing up her feelings about the

mission school, Alice says, ''We had a nice place to stay and lovely
meals."
13rnterview with Alice Clark, White Earth, 30 July ~ 1980.
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Ida Blue.

Ida Blue--nee Fairbanks--now 80, attended the

mission school a total of nine years, from 1911-1912, leaving to help
out at home and returning from 1915-1922.

As one of the oldest girls

by 1920, Ida helped take care of the younger girls, i.e., bathing them
and combing their ha ir.
A hearty-voiced, voluble woman, Ida seems . to relish telling
of life when she was young.

She describes the town of White Earth

as being big back in the 1910s:

there were three general stores, two

meat markets, a confectionery, police headquarters, a bank, two hotels,
and an Indian Office.

Ida's folks ran one of the general stores.

The

town "dried up" by the 1940s, she says .
Like Maggie and Alice, Ida was able to name sisters who were
at the mission school in her time

She laughed as she described

seeing Sister Philomene in her overlarge, flopping overshoes which
she wore when working in the fields and barn.

She remembers that the

"sisters talked German a lot. 1114
Ida says that Sister Ernestine acted as nurse for any sick
girls.

Her mother told Ida that Father Aloysius himself acted as

parish doctor at times, recommending herbs as medicine.

Ida recalls

that he sometimes prescribed cures--especially cod-liver oil--for the
mission students.
Reminiscing about the regimen at school, Ida says the sisters
were hard-working and expected everyone else to be the same.

They

were very strict, too, and she points out that they were particularly

i

\ _.,,.

•

14Interview with Ida Blue, White Earth, 18 July, 1980.
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strict about sex; the girls could not keep company with boys.

Ida

remembers being scolded for walking with a boy when she returned from
town one day.

Indirectly, she agrees with Sister Inez Hilger, the

anthropologist who, researchin g at White Earth in the 1930s and '40s,
comment ed that the girls at the mission school knew too little about
the "facts of life."
All in all, Ida's memories are good ones and there is much
fondness and laughter evident in her voice as she goes back in memory
to her mission days.

Emma Johnson.

Emma Johnson attended the mission school from

1912-22, staying on after graduation in 1917 to help with the younger
children.

Nearly 80 now, Emma says again and again that the sisters

insisted on "perfection" in all the work.
much discipline and love.

To that end, there was

Emma reflects that the discipline "gave an

indication of care and concern."

She adds, "You're not mean when

strict. 1115
The mission students competed academically with the government
day school students in town, occasionally, and, according to Emma, the
mission students always won.

Like Ida Blue, Emma describes the town

of White Earth as thriving in the pre-1940s but lack of work, she says,
turned it into a ghost town.
Emma remembers that World War I cast a pall on the mission.
She tells that the sisters were more quiet, prayed more than usual,

{

\

15rnterview with Emma Johnson, White Earth, 27 September, 1980.
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and that there was less laughter.

It is interesting that Emma does

not refer at all to any deprivations in material goods, such as food,
but rather cites the atmosphere as having changed.

Most of the

sisters were of German nationality, some only second-generation
German-Americans, and the War must have caused them much anguish.
There were comm~n prayer times--aside from Mass--and Emma
smiles as she tells how hard she found it to kneel on the floor during
recitation of the Rosary.

Religious services were attended by all

students, unless one was sick.
Like all the other interviewees, Emma had no trouble recalling
the names of sisters who were at the school in her time there, singling
out Sister Ethelbert as being a fine singer.
reminiscences by saying:
there.

Emma concludes her

"I' 11 always g ive credit to my training

I could never have gone to a better school.

and having no one,

they were just wonderful to me there."

Nora Clukey.
wiry and vivacious.

Being an orphan,

Nora Clukey, age 71, is small and slender, but
She attended the mission school from 1914-1923.

Nora's whole family were graduates of the school:

her parents, her

sisters and her children all attended at one time or another.
Apparently, Nora was a mischievous youngster.

She recounts

having slid down the bannisters, getting caught, and being told to
walk up, and down the stairs "like a lady."

Sometimes, Nora was made

to sit still indoors as punishment for misbehavior.

Father Aloysius,

who often visited in school, would come along and let her go outside
and play.

Nora says Father had a very soft heart and that the sisters
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had a h a r d time en f o r ci ng d iscipline whe n h e was a round.
Nora r ememb e r s a va ri e t y o f j obs she d id a t t he school:
clea nin g chap el , wa shing di s h es , ma ng lin g s hee t s i n t he l a u n dr y .
sa y s:

"We wer e t a u gh t the v al u e o f work a nd r e spons i bili ty . 1116

Nora
Sh e

th i nks, h owe ver, that such constant and hard work would not go over
wit h tod ay 's c h ildren; " they woul dn't s ta nd fo r it."

No r a, t hough,

h a s nothin g but pra i se f or t he s ist e r s a nd o bv io usl y has fo n d memor i e s
of them and the old mission school.

Tumack Warren.

In her 60s now, Tumack Warr en attend e d the

mis s ion s chool from 1922-1928 and r e fers to it as her "second home . "
She notes that she was disciplined at home and so she "didn't mind
it at school . "
Asked about mission per s onnel, Tumack r eca lls Fa ther· Al o ysius
as "down-to-earth"; Sister Simplicia as cook; and Sister Ernestine as
nurse.

She says the sisters got less strict as the years went on,

though spankings remained a regular feature of the place.

Tumack,

expecting a spanking, put on four or five pairs of underwear one day.
She did get the spanking and it still

hurt.

Tumack recounted several school incidents, affording her no
little amusement at the time and in memory.

She says everybody was

required occasionally to take some cod-liver oil but that she, hating
the taste, would dump hers iµto the plants .
girls would fill mattresses with straw.

In the fall, the older

When no sister was there,

1 6 rnterview with Nora Clukey, White Earth, 31 July, 1980.
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Tumack and her friends wo uld slide down the straw stack for diversion.
As "l eg itimate" r ec reation, Tumack remembers playing jacks, marbles,
having dances, and ta ffy pulls.

Riding t he hog cart wa s the most fun,

she says.
I asked Tumack if she ever got lonely at the school.

She

replied that the girls were kept too busy to be lonely or disconten ted.
She added:

"The sisters were dedicated. 1117

Tumack thinks too many

people are clock-watchers but that the sisters in her da y were not
like that.

Like all the other interviewees, Tumack had much praise

for the mission school and for wha t it accomplished.
Rose Barstow.

Rose (Shingobe) Barstow , in her mid-60s,

currently teaches a course on Indian culture at th e University of
Minnesota.

She is very willing to tal k about her years at the White

Earth Catholic boarding school, 1923-1930, speaking with some sadness
and regret but with no bitterness as she recalls them.
As early as the third grade, Rose decided to keep quiet in
school, fearful of making mistakes and being laughed at by either
students or teachers.

She remembers another little girl making a

mistake in her use of English and being ridiculed for it.

For years,

Rose said little; for one thing, the English language was difficult
to learn, especially the letters 1 and b which are not found in the
Ojibwa language.

Rose often practiced her sounds while in bed or any

other place where she could be alone.

1 7 rnterview with Tumack Warren, White Earth, 28 September, 1980.
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Towards the end of her second year in school, Rose acquired a
history book--meant for older stud e nts-- a nd was shocked a t one of its
illustrations.

Indians were depicted as savages, brutally assaulting

some white people.

Rose sa y s she studied that picture for a long time

a nd r e c al ls t ha t Si ste r Li oba came along a nd s aid, " Yo u kno w, you a re
an Indian."

Rose denied this mo st vehemently at the time but Sister

Lioba insisted it was true.
really Indian.

Rose asked her g randfather if she were

She speaks with conviction of being her "own person."

Rose's grandfather was a major influence in her formative
years.

She says, "I learned to cope with two cultures and I learned

to respect other denominations through my grandfather. 1118

Rose .

credits her grandfather with having taught her a deep respect and
toleration for diversity.
While an infant, Rose was baptized Catholic and, although the
elders of her family--except for her mother--were not Catholic, she
was raised one.
death.

Her mother, a convert, requested this before her

Rose claims to have never been reluctant to accept Catholic

teachings, finding parallels to them with the teachings at home.

Rose

and her grandparents practiced both the Ojibwa and Catholic religions,
seeing no real conflict between them.
Asked to describe what the mission school did for her in the
long run, Rose says the school aime~ at giving a general education.
The sisters taught basic skills and "did well."

Rose recalls that the

l8rnterview with Rose Barstow, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, April 24, 1981.
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curriculum focused on reading, writing, arithmetic with a heavy
concentration also on catechism and bible history.
not present much of a challenge to Rose.
needed no real effort to learn.

School work did

She had a quick mind and

Hi gh school was "a snap , " says Rose,

cr editing the solid ba ckg r ound she bro ugh t t o it fr om h ome and g r a de
school.
Several missionaries' names came up as Rose reminisced about
her school years at White Earth.

She named Sister Hiltrudis as a

"model of industriousness" and spoke with some fondness of Sisters
Thea and Mary as well.
mothers."

In general, she says, the sisters were "second

Father Aloysius--then nearing retirement--was "overall

counselor" since he was fluent in Ojibwa.

Rose remarks that "he

always fou nd time to talk to the girls . . . especially those who did
not know Eng lish very well. 1119
Her amusement still evident, Rose told of a small deception
played with the collaboration of Sisters Thea and Ethelbert.

Rose's

father regularly sent $15 a quarter for piano lessons but Rose did not
care to take them.

She let another girl take the lessons in her place.

A skill Rose did care for and excelled at was that of crocheting.
For three and a half years she worked at crocheting an altar lace,
17 feet long, which was later used for the first time at a solemn
High Mass.

Since she was supposed to "preserve" her hands, Rose was

not allowed to do the usual chores other students did at the time.

19rnterview with Rose Barstow, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, May 11, 1981.
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Tiring of the constant work at the altar lace , Rose one da y paid a
girl to be abl e to pe e l po tato e s in the girl's place.
to bribe another girl to let her knead bread.

She also tried

It was a relief when

the lace runner was finished.
The r e we r e so me unple a s an t time s a t the missi o n s cho o l.

Rose

shared two ne gative encount e rs with o n e of the sisters who was "different from the rest of the sisters."

When she was in the si x th grade,

Rose was accused by this sister of stealing a sugar cake and was
whipped with a strap.

Rose cried as she sat on the "punish bench."

Father Valerian, the pastor, came and asked what was wrong.

After

further questioning, .he got to the truth that another girl had done
the stealing.

Rose still sounds indignant that the sister never

apologized for her false accusation.
The same sister ordered another girl to take a new towel from
Rose's stand and use it for a scrub-rag.

Rose, a seventh-grader at

the time, confronted the sister, who denied giving such an order.
Rose shouted at her, tore off her headgear (veil and coif) and socked
her.

Father Valerian was called and finally calmed Rose.

In punish-

ment, Rose was denied communion at Mass the next day.
Overall, Rose speaks highly of the mission sisters and priests,
calling them "workers for God" and "excellent role models as were the
elders at home."

She smiles as she remembers that Father Valerian

fell victim to her "analytical mind" when she was 12 or 13.
comments, ''He learned to respect me and my theories.
thought me obnoxious at times."

She

He may have

Rose occasionally played chess with

Father Valerian and usually beat him.
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In summary, Rose considers herself fortunate to have had
teachers from two cultures and learned equal respect for both.

Melba Hodges.

Currently living in Minneapolis, Melba

(Buckanaga) Hodges attended the mission school from 1930-1936.

She

was the only gir l in her family and had no special training when she
arrived but she says she l earned many things and gained many skills
at the school.
Melba remembers all the teachers as being so patient, citing
especially Sisters Mary (Hilaire), Thea, and Hildegund.

She recalls

seeing anangry girl chasing Sister Ladislaus down the hall with a mop
but says such a display of temper was rare.

Melba also remembers

Father Valerian and his brother, Father Constantine.

She says Father

Valerian would come to the classroom ~nee a week and ask questions
from the Catechism and Bible History.
Handwriting was a favorite subject with Melba and she credits
that class with helping her get into and succeeding in business
college after graduation.
and doing cutwork.

The work she liked least was darning socks

In and out of the classroom, says Melba, the girls

had to "toe the line. 1120
Referring to language, Melba recalls that she spoke Ojibwa
fluently at home but lost it in school.

English and German were the

only languages taught/talked at the mission.

20Interview with Melba Hodges, Minneapolis, 18 November,
1980.
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Inez Reynolds.

Mel ba's good friend, Inez Reynolds (Mrs.

Richard Bzdok) attended the mission school from 1941-1956, stayin g
on to help after graduation, as did some other of the interviewees.
Inez says the mission was "home."
The work was hard, Inez rememb e rs.
bread, occasionall y risin g at 4:00 a.m.

Older girls had to ba ke

to do so.

pulling, rakin g lawns, and laundry work.

There was weed-

In spite of this, after

1945, 18 orphan girls--including Inez--stayed on at the mission,
helping the sisters with the work.
Inez named several sisters from her mission days, citing
Sister Ernestine as nurse and Sister Ansgar in crafts as standouts.
She is pleased as she recalls that she won first prize for art when
she was in the third g rade.
Besides riding the hog cart, Inez points to the teetertotters as a favorite recreation.

She remembers that once a bull

jumped the pasture fenc:.e and she had to run around the teetertotters to avoid it, screaming all the while until some farmhands came
to chase the animal back into the pasture.
On Sundays, Inez and the other girls walked two miles to
attend Mass in the town church.

To them, it was an adventure and not

tiresome at all to make the four-mile roundtrip on foot--though on a
cold winter day it wasn't pleasant.
Inez agrees with Melba that all the girls had to go to daily
Mass and to confession once a month.

Inez didn't like this frequent

confession--she didn't feel she had much to say at such times.

C

Mass and frequent confessions were not unique to the White Earth

Daily
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mission.

They were a constant for gene r a tions of Catholic students

in all Catholic schools.
Among her memories of g ood times at the mission, Inez lists
taking piano lessons, learning German, havin g slei gh rides, and tapping
the maple trees for syrup.

It was evident that Inez saw the good

times far outweighing the bad during her years at the mission.

Commentary
Boarding schools in general have had a bad press, historically,
as places of cold, rigid discipline--no matter the time, the place,
or the groups involved.

However, compounding problems at boarding

schools for Indian children was the clash of two cultures--the white
man's and the Indian's.

Different clothing, a new language, and

amount and types of food were some major areas of change for these
children.

Regular study and confinement within a building must have

been trying for children unaccustomed to either.

Add to this a

persistent--though sometimes unconscious--belittling of the native
American culture and the Indian children were faced with transformation, not merely improvement.

(One wonders whether, to an extent,

improvement is not also transformation.)
Comparison of the White Earth mission boarding school with
other Indian boarding schools, sectarian or government, between the
1880s and 1945 points up some similarities among them, apart from
religious training.

A woman who attended the famous Carlisle boarding

school in Pennsylvania in 1880 wrote her recollections of the place
many years later.

She writes of the things that persisted in her
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memory:
My first bath in a bathtub and being disciplined for
sliding down those lovely bannisters . . . . After
that, the routine--bells, whistles, rollcalls, and
uniforms--for many years.
21
Generations of White Earth students could tell of similar experiences.
The memories of a Hopi woman who attended Keams Canyon
boarding school in Arizona around 1906-07 are also similar to those
of the White Earth students interviewed for this paper.

Helen

Sekaquaptewa describes experiences at her school:
Our native clothing was taken away from us and kept
in boxes . . . . We were issued regular school clothes-two every-day dresses, two pairs of underwear, two
pairs of stockings . . . certain bigger girls were
detailed to comb and braid the hair of the little
22
girls. .
Helen goes on to describe the delousing treatment for hair--using
kerosene--which occurred each fall when the girls returned to school
after vacation.

Several of the White Earth graduates alluded to the

same treatment.
With the best of intentions, boarding schools across the
nation, whether government-run or sectarian, stripped their Indian
wards of their native identity.

In the name of Christianization and

civilization, Indian children were made to wear white people's clothing,
speak the English language exclusively, and eat white people's food.
The Indian children were caught between two ways of life--one lived

21 Elaine G. Eastman, Pratt, the Red Man's Moses (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1935), p. 209.

I

II

,

\,___

22Helen Sekaquaptewa, Me and Mine (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 1969), pp. 93, 103.
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within the wa lls of the boarding school and the other lived primarily
in the out-of-doors of the Indian village, albeit only at vacation
times.

John Rogers--Chief Snow Cloud, a Minnesota Ojibwa now deceased,

tells of being a "marg inal" man, not belonging completely to either
the white man ' s or t h e Indian's culture .

Rogers attended boarding

schools in Beaulieu, Cass Lake, and White Earth, among others, between
the years 1896 and 1912.

In his memoirs, Red World and White, Rogers

describes himself as a young student torn between the "world of nature
and the world of the book. 1123

He learned, however, to appreciate

both, seeing each as helpful to his integration as a person.
There were thousands of Indian students like Rogers scattered
in boarding s~hools across America during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries, learning new ways of life while regretting
the passing of the old.

Surely the compassionate care and concern of

some teachers and staffs of boarding schools helped mitigate the
regimens.

It can be theorized, however, that mission school

personnel--almost all religious or church-oriented--were more likely
to give greater amounts of love and concern for their Indian charges
than were their more harried, red-tape-ridden counterparts.

The lay

personnel were, perhaps had to be, more concerned with levels of pay
and advancement within the civil service than were the religious
groups.

For the latter, again only a generalization, the service

itself was paramount and the rewards were secondary.

23 John Rogers, Red World and White (Norman: University of
Oklahoma Press, 1954; reprint edition, 1974), p. xiv.
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Government boarding schools, on and off the reservation,
were plagued with such problems as poorly built, overcrowded buildings
and with ill-prepared personnel sometimes poorly motivated for the
Indian service.

Quality facilities and quality teaching were rare,

from the 19th well into the 20th century .
In his report of September 5, 1890, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, T. J. Morgan, who had visited many government schools,
pinpointed as a major cause of dissatisfaction small, cheap, inconvenient, often inadequately furnished buildings, very deficient in
ventilation, heating, and water supply.

Morgan described ma~y of

them as grossly neglected and sadly out of repair.

A year later,

Morgan reported much the same conditions:
The want of suitable school buildings having needed
light, ventilation, plumbing, and sewerage, and rooms
sufficient in number and size and conveniently arranged,
is a seriously weak point in the Indian-school service.
This lowers the morale and injures the health as well
as mars the comfort of the pupils.24
Morgan summarized his 1891 report with another pointed reference to
what he called the "cheap, poorly built, poorly-planned, and patchedtogether" buildings.
Poor facilities were bad enough but the Indian children in
government boarding schools had to contend with and suffered as much
or more from the trauma of separation from family and estrangement
from their own culture and traditions.

Underpaid, understaffed, and

ill-prepared personnel could or would not make the Indian schools

24Wilcomb E. Washburn, gen. ed., The American Indian and the
United States, Vol. 1 (New York: Random House, 1973), p. 554.
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inviting, muc h l ess b enef i cial .
In 1 968 Se na tor Ro b e rt F . Ken ne dy 's S pec i al Se na t e Su bco mm i t te e
on Indian Education be ga n h e arin g s arou nd th e co u ntry, publicizing the
lack o f ad eq uate e du ca tio na l

trainin g g i v en to Indi a ns .

Th e f i na l

repo rt summa r izing t hese hearings, published i n 1969, was a harsh
indict ment of t he fail in gs of t he Bu r eau of Ind i an Affa ir s a nd i t s
schools.

Fo rt y years earli e r, concentra tin g o n th e boa rd i n g schools,

the Meriam Report had already critici z ed Indian education adversely.
Both reports pointed to such negative features as overcrowded
dormitories , lack of g ood medical s erv ic e, ex c e ssive st udent labor ,
poorly trained te a chers, and rigid, almost militaristic, discipline.
Critics of the government boarding schools--whether in 19 28
or 1968-- l ikened them to reform schools with the accent on strict
discipline and hard manual labor, wherein academic studie s we re
clearly secondary.

In turn, Indians viewed the schools as alien.

Low achievement , high absenteeism, negative self-image, and academic
failure were the inevitable results of such a judgment.
The Meriam Report devoted the bulk of its findings to Indian
school deficiencies.

At one point, the report stated,

Almost without exception, Indian boarding schools are
institutional to an extreme degree . . . . Much more
attention should be given to boys and girls as
individuals rather than in the mass. 2 5
The Kennedy Report came to the same conclusion, quoting a BIA teacher
at Tuba City Boarding School in Arizona:

251ewis Meriam, The Problem of Indian Administration, p. 406 .
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Because of the shortage of personnel, ther e is a
tendency-- a pronounced t e ndency --to 'he rd' rath er
th a n guide . The boys and g irls are yelled a t , bos sed
around, chased here and th e re, told and untold , until
it is almost impossible for them to attempt to do
anything on their own initiative--except , of course ,
to run away.26
Between the se 192 8 and 1969 r epo rt s , little had changed in the running
of governmen t Indian schoo ls.
Harsh discipline was a constant in the boarding schoo ls over
the decades.

The Kennedy Report's findings do not differ much from

those of the Meriam Report in this regard.

The Kennedy Report summed

up the problem:
School environment was sterile, impersonal, and rigid,
with a major emphasis on discipline and punishment .
. They [the students] find the schools highl y
unacceptable from the standpoint of emotional,
personality, and leadership development. 2 7
The Meriam Report put it more succinctly:
The discipline in the boarding schools is restrictive
rather than developmental. Routine institutionalism
is almost the invariable characteristic of the Indian
boarding school.28
Both reports call for "less marching and less regimen" and more
respect for the Indian's values and culture.
The suffocating, bureaucratic paternalism of the federal and
state governments has always stood in the way of Indian management of

26 special Subcommittee on Indian Education, Indian Education:
A National Tragedy--A National Challenge. Senate Resolution 80.
91st
Congress, 1st Sess., U. S. Government Printing Office, p. 70.
27Ibid., p. 64.
28Meriam, The Problem of Indian Administration, p. 14.
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its schools.

An occasional victory has been won .

In 1966 , f o r

instance , the Rough Rock Demonstration School in Arizona began with
an enrollment, 100% Indian; a faculty, 90 % Indian; and a school board,
100% Indian.

More schools like Rough Rock will correct past mistakes

and lead the way to a brighter future for Indian educa tion.
The White Earth boarding school was not without its deficiencies,
but the more glaring faults of the g overnment boarding schools seem
to have been avoided--or overcome.

Combining remarks from all the

Indian women who were interviewed for this paper.

I find a consistent

expression of affection towards the White Earth mission school and
towards the sisters in particular.

Repeatedly, there is reference to

the strict discipline with which the school was run but it is
remembered as having been a discipline tempered by a loving care on

(

the part of the sisters.

As Emma Johnson put it, the discipline "gave

an indication of care and concern."
Tumack Warren sums up her reminiscences of the mission school
by saying, "The sisters were dedicated."
as "self-sacrificing devotion."

Webster defines dedication

Sisters are eminently able to give

much devotion, having chosen a life of service to others for love of
God.

Having given up marriage and a family of their own, the sisters

are free to pour out love on those entrusted to their care.
by the

nine

Indian women I interviewed confirm that· this indeed

happened at White Earth.

(\

,

Statements

EPILOGUE

From fall of 1945 to spring of 1969, the White Earth mission
s chool wa s run as a day schoo l, g r ades 1- 8 .

Host st ud e nts we r e

Indian but about one-third were white children.

Sister Rosaria

Zenner, princi pal in the first five years of the day school, says:
''there was never any controversy between Indians and the white pupils
in school. 111
Correspondence with several sisters who taught in the day
school elicited quite similar responses regarding the goals they had
and their rapport with the students.

(

Most of the respondents saw

themselves helping the children to develop their talents and to grow
and live as Christians--goals not different from those of the sisters
who had taught in the boarding school.
a positive attitude towards the Indians,

All of the respondents evinced
though, like their predecessors,

their background knowledge of Indian culture was almost nil.

Not all

may have felt the need for such background, however, for, as one
sister put it:

"A positive attitude and one of reverence and respect

is necessary in working with any group of people."
Father Constantine Thelen was assistant pastor at White Earth
from 1942-1963 and in an intetview he described the day school years

1 Letter from Sister Rosaria Zenner to Sister Carol Berg, dated
May 29, 1980.
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as he remembers them.

He says t here we re 180 students the first week

the school opened, most of them th ere out of curiosity.

The enrollment

levelled off at 120-130 until the 1947 fire which destroyed some
classrooms and cut down available space.

From 1947 until the mid-1960s,

the enro ll me nt averaged 90 -1 20 . 2
There was money for only one schoo l bus and Father Constantine
drove it 90 miles roundtrip daily, collecting the students in the
morning and returning them in the late afternoon.

Roads were very

poor, says Father--gumbo in the spring and snowed in during most of
the winter.
Father Constantine and his brother, Father Valerian, received
no salaries--Mass stipends totalled about $1 a day.

As in the

boarding school days, the mission was self-supporting to a high
degree.

There were still the vegetable gardens, the dairy herd, and

the acres of farm land.

There were few farmhands left, however,

since there was little money with which to pay them and by 1960, the
farm was rented out on a share basis.

The renter furnished money,

seed, and labor and got the first two bushels while the mission got
every third.
More than during the boarding school years, the second-hand
store was needed as a source of income.

About once a month, Father

Constantine would drive the mission truck to the Twin Cities, picking
up items for the store:

i.e., shirts, overcoats, mattresses, dishes,

2rnterview with Father Constantine Thelen, St. John's Abbey,
31 January, 1981.
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dresses and shoes.

These items would sell from 15¢ to $2 or more--

and since the store was open to anybody, tourists as well as the
Indians, the cumulative income was not inconsiderable.
During the 1940s and early '50s, the number of sisters at
t he miss ion school averaged 15-17 but by the end of the 1950s, the
number dropped to 12 ; in 1963, there were only 10 sisters but the
number of pupils was also dropping.

One of the sisters at White

Earth in the 1960s and 1970s recalled those years.
Sister Delice Bialke was assigned to White Earth from 1962 to
1969, returning as a volunteer from 1975 to 1980.

Echoing those who

served before her, Sister Delice had no background preparation for
the mission and admits to having had stereotypes about the Indians
before meeting them.

She thought the Indian children would not be as

intelligent as white children and would be somewhat "fierce. 113

She

discovered they were not really all that different from white children,
needing to be encouraged, prodded and sometimes scolded to perform
well.
Outside her class work, Sister Delice worked in the mission
store one evening a week and in the summers, too.

After the sisters

moved to Ogema in the 1970s, Sister Delice taught catechetics at both
White Earth and Ogema and also worked in the mission store at Ogema.
She added the task of making home visits during the years 1975 to
1980, enjoying this more than the other work.

Sister Delice holds

3Interview with Sister Delice Bialke, St. Benedict's Convent,
14 July, 1980.
(
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that home visiting is important because it shows care on a one-to-one
basis.

In this, she agrees with Father Benno Watrin, who also

expresses strong support for the benefits of home visits.
Sister Delice thought that the Indian parents in the 1960s
and 1970s showed a hi gh de g ree of sup port and int e rest in the ir
childr e n's wor k .

In and out o f t he classro om, she go t t o know ma ny

Indian families in her twelve years at White Earth as her affection
for them shows.

She rattles off names of Indian people she knows,

telling where each lives and what each does--all with great verve and
much praise.

There is little doubt that Sister Delice enjoyed her

years at White Earth.
An interview with Brother Gregory Eibensteiner, who served
at White Ea r t h from August 1963 to June 1969, gives more details of
the last years of the mission school's existence.

Brother Gregory

was a jack-of-all trades, doing repair work--mainly plumbing and
carpentry.

A second school bus had been purchased the summer of 1963

and Brother Gregory drove one of them daily during the school year,
90-95 miles roundtrip as had Father Constantine before him.
Asked about rapport with the Indians at this period, Brother
Gregory says he found them to be very friendly people and that he
always felt a real part of the White Earth community.

Brother Gregory

made home visits frequently, usually at the end of a bus run when he
would be invited in, at the last house, for some refreshments. 4

4 Interview with Brother Gregory Eibensteiner, St. John's
Abbey, 31 January, 1981.
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Brother Gre gory pays tribut e t o Sis t e r Hiltrudi s Be cke r, a
40-year veteran of White Earth by 1964.

When Brother and the new

pastor, Father Alban Fruth, arrived at White Earth in the summer of
1963, Fathers Constantine and Valeri a n were already gone and the t wo
new men depe nd ed heav i ly upo n Si s ter Hi l t rud i s t o pr ov i de t hem with
information about the workings of the mission.

Brother Gre gory

recalls that Sister Hiltrudis--at White Earth from 1924 on-- was greatl y
loved by the Indian people.

People would come from all over to visit

with her, asking advice or merely to remember old times and old friends
together.

Sister Hiltrudis was 77 in 1964 and retired to the

Motherhouse that year.
In the fall of 1963, the mission school enrollment was 130

(

but by 1965 that had dropped considerably.

Closing the school in 1969

was a sheer necessity, says Brother Gregory.

The enrollment by 1968

was down to 50, total, for all eight grades.

Brother Gregory attributes

this drastic reduction in enrollment to two main factors:

a drop in

the birthrate among Catholic families and the movement of many young
Indians to the Twin Cities.

By the late 1960s, there was, on the

average, one baptism annually; it wasn't that the children wouldn't
come to the mission school:

"They just weren't there."

Mostly, older

people were left on the reservation as the younger people moved off.
After 1969, four sisters remained at White Earth, two in CCD
work and two in the second-hand store.

In 1972, the sisters moved

to Ogema and from there did the same work, commuting the five miles
to White Earth.
I

In the summer of 1980, the sisters withdrew from

the White Earth apostolate, being replaced by the Crookston Benedictines.
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A priest from St . John ' s, however, still resides at White Ea rth,
serving Ogema as well.
For 90 years, the mission school stood as a constant among
the Ojibwa at White Earth, a sign of the care and concern of the
Be nedicti nes for the Indian people .

Some ret ired pries ts and sisters

who served the r e for many years -- and even you n ger missionaries who
were there a much shorter time--exp ress sorrow over the closing of
the school .

There is the feeling that a glorious era has ended, an

era in which the White Earth Indians and the Benedictines from St.
John's and St. Benedict's were partners in a g reat adve nture.

APPENDIX A

KEY DATES AND EVENTS AFFECTING BENEDICTINE HISTORY IN MINNESOTA AND
AT WHITE EARTH

(

1856

arrival of the Benedictine monks in Minnesota

1857

arrival of the Benedictine sisters in Minne sota

1858

statehood for Minnesota

1863

arrival of the Benedictine sisters in St. Joseph as a
permanent home

1868

creation of the White Earth Indian Reservation

1870

implementation of President Grant's Peace Policy

1873

arrival of Father Ignatius Tomazin, first resident Catholic
priest at White Earth

1875

creation of the Vicariate of Northern Minnesota; appointment
of Father Alexius Edelbrock as Abbot of St. John's Abbey

1877

appointment of Sister Aloysia Bath as Prioress of St.
Benedict's Convent, in St. Joseph

1878

arrival of Father Aloysius Hermanutz, Sister Lioba Braun,
and Sister Philomene Ketten at White Earth

1879

establishment of the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions

1882

completion of new church and convent/school at White Earth

1884

opening of industrial schools for Indians at St. John's and
St. Benedict's

1885

signing of first contract between the White Earth mission
school and the federal government

1887

passage of Dawes Act, giving individual titles to Indian
tribal lands

1888

visit to White Earth and Red Lake by Katherine Drexel and her
two sisters
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1892

completion of new convent/school building at White Earth

1896

Congressional ~eto of direct appropriations for Church schools

1909

passage of Clapp Amendment, allowing mixed bloods to sell or
mortgage land

1928

publication of gove rnment-sponsored Meriam Report on the
conditions among American Indians

1934

passage of Johnson O'Malley Act, g iving states more control
over funds for and adminis tration of Indian tribes within
their boundarie~

1945

closing of the mission boarding school at White Earth; opening
of the mission day school

1963

opening of Vatican II Council

1969

closing of the mission day school; publication of the Kennedy
Report on Indian Education

1980

withdrawal of the Benedictine Sisters (St. Joseph, MN) from
White Earth; replacement by Crookston Benedictine Sisters

APPENDIX B

PASTORS AT WHITE EARTH, MINNESOTA--ST. BENEDICT 'S MISSION
Rev. Ignatius Tomazin

1873-1878

Rev. Aloysius Hermanutz, OSB
Rev. Valerian Thelen, OSB

1925-1930

Rev. Urban Weckwerth, OSB

1930-Jan. 1932

Rev. Virgil Michel, OSB

Jan. 1932-Aug. 1932

Rev. Justin Luetmer, OSB

Aug. 1932-Aug. 1942

Rev. Valerian Thelen, OSB
{

1878-1929

Rev. Alban Fruth, OSB

Aug. 1942-sumrner 1963

1963-1972

\

Rev. Blaise Berres, OSB

1972-1975

Rev. Robert Wieber, OSB

1975-1979

Rev. Jonathan Fischer, OSB

L

1979--

1993
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY
From the 1960s on, spurred in large measure by the American
I ndi an Moveme nt , t here has been a flood o f bo oks a nd arti cles by a nd
about the native Ame rican .

Among the works I read in total or in

part for this paper, the followin g , broken into major topics , were the
most helpful.
For analysis of Benedictine and other missionary philosophy
and activities between the 1850s and the present, books by Father
Colman Barry, Robert F. Berkhofer, and Sister Grace McDonald head the
list.
I

,/

Father Barry's Worship and Work (1956) traces the corning of

the Benedictine monks to Minnesota and their subsequent missionary
outreach.

While the book focuses on the monks at St. John's Abbey,

there is much valuable material on frontier conditions and the growth
of the Church in general.

Berkhofer's Salvation and the Savage (1965)

begins with the late eighteenth century and deals primarily with
Protestant missionaries' attitude towards the Indians.

He shows

clearly what elements in both Indian and white man's cultures prevented
each from respecting the other.

In With Lamps Burning (1957) Sister

Grace traces the relationship of the Benedictine sisters with a
frontier country and then with the cultural and religious life of
Minnesota and the Midwest in particular.

She gives a chronological

history of the various apostolates of the sisters from the late 1850s
to the 1950s.
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Other helpful works on missionary philosophy and behavior
include Sister Francis Mary Rigg's dissertation (1967), "Attitudes of
Missionary Sisters Toward American Indian Acculturation," and Sister
Mary Ewens' study, The Role of the Nun in 19th-Century America:
Variations on the Int e rna tional Th eme (1971).

Both authors show ho w

and why convent rules and life enhance or hinder the missionary
endeavors of women religious.

In the same vein, though focused on

monks, Father Joel Rippinger's article, "Some Historical Determinants
of American Benedictine Monasticism, 1846-1900," in the American
Benedictine Review (March 1976) is especially helpful as an in-depth
study of the influence of European traditions on American Benedictine
thinking and apostolates.
Two biographical works give further insight into the attitudes
of American missionaries and their supporters.

Sister Bernard Colman's

Masinaigans: The Little Book (1972) tells the life of Joseph F. Buh,
a Slovenian missionary, who worked with Father Francis Pierz in 19thcentury Minnesota.

She focuses on his missionary work among the

Ojibwa and provides interesting detailed description of frontier
Minnesota as well.

Sister Consuelo Duffy narrates the life of Katherine

Drexel (1956), foundress of the Order of the Sisters of the Blessed
Sacrament for the Indians and Colored People.

After the cut-off of

federal funding, Drexel's philanthropy kept the Catholic Board of
Indian Missions solvent for many years.

The book gives an overview of

Catholic Indian missions serviced by the Blessed Sacrament Order in
the western United States.

L

For background material on Minnesota as it was in the late
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nineteenth and earl y t wentieth centurie s , three sources ar e quite g ood.
J. W. McClun g 's Minnesota As It Is in 18 70 (1870) describes the soil,
climate, population , a nd agricultural potential.

Many statistical

tabl e s a re g ive n, some of which compare Minnes o ta with olde r , mor e
settled s t ates.

Dewey Newcombe ' s An App r a isa l of Ch i p pewa Tracts in

the St a te o f Minnesot a : 18 55-' 64 -'67 (1956) d es cribes in de t a il th e
land tracts ceded by various Ojibwa bands to the g ove rnment and is
especially valuable f or its account of the creation of the White
Earth Indian Reservation.

Several Congressional reports address the

topic o f despoliation of the reservation by predator y white people,
i.e., lumbermen.

Pa rticularly

helpful is the report of House Hearings

Number 7 on House Resolution 103 , Janua ry 8, 191 2 , in which testimony
is g iven by g overnment inspectors about the reservation's g eo g raphical,
biological, and botanical assets before and after the lumber compan ie s
came on the scene.
Sources which concentrate on Indian culture and policies of
the federal government toward the Indians in general are abundant.
The following were invaluable for description and analysis of the
assimilation process and the varied developments in government-Indian
relations.
Loring B. Priest's Uncle Sam's Stepchildren, 1865-1887 (1969)
and Henry E. Fritz's The Movement for Indian Assimilation: 1860-1890
(1963) trace the federal government's attitude toward and treatment
of the native American, both men stressing the assimilation drive of
the post-Civil War era.

L

Fritz is the more critical of the two, seeing

the government--and the churches as well--as less than idealistic in
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intent and action .
Father Francis Paul Prucha, a Jesuit historian , has edited t wo
books dealin g with assimilation:

Americani z ing the America n Indians ,

1880-1900 ( 1973) a nd Do cume nts of Un i ted State s Indi a n Poli cy (1975).
In the forme r , Prucha has co ll ec t ed t he writings of pr ominent ' 'Friends
of the Indian"--47 in a ll-- who ea ch gi ve rationales for th e des truction
of Indian

culture a nd th e s uperiorit y of the white man's culture.

The collection offers an overview of the thinkin g of a majority of
Americans in late nineteenth-century America.

Arranged chronologically,

the second collection brings toge ther major federal le gislation
regulating Indi a n affairs.
A long line of Commissioners of Indian Affairs, most of them
fervent assimilationists, are tre ated in The Commissioner s of Indian
Affairs , 1824-1977 (1979) edited by Robert M. Kvasnicka and Herman J.
Viola.

The brief accounts of each commissioner's career show a

continuity of belief in the need to crush the Indian's tribal life in
favor of the white man's ways.
A beginner in the study of the native American would find
Indians and the Americans (1959; revised 1970) by Harold E. Fey and
D'arcy McNickle an excellent source.

The co-authors give a heavily

documented survey of Indians and white people's contacts and conflicts.
They highlight wrongs done by white society to the Indian and call for
re-assessment of government policies.

A similar work by Clark Wissler

is Indians of the United States (1940; revised 1966).

It is an

introductory work rather than a detailed study but it does give a good

L

look at Indian linguistic families with summary descriptions of their
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subdivisions.

The book gives a basic idea of what Indians were and

are like.
John Terrell's American Indian Almanac (1971) gives accounts
of pre-historic Indians in America, centering on their customs and
migratory patterns.

Of l imited use, due ma i nly to its generalness

and brevity, the book doe s have some good charts and maps.

The

American Indian and the United States (1973) by Wilcomb E. Washburn
is more immediately useful.
main sources:

He has collected documents from five

annual reports of Commissioners of Indian Affairs ,

Congressional debates, laws, treaties, and court decisions.
interpretation precedes each section.

A brief

The interpretations are

sometimes too brief; the book's chief value lies in the handiness of
having so many varied documents all in one source.
Robert A. Trennert's Alternatives to Extinction: Federal
Indian Policy and the Beginnings of the Reservation System, 18461851 (1975) traces the roots of the reservation system.

It is

especially useful for the case studies of some Indian-white man
relations which helped bring about acceptance of the reservation
concept.
A short but very good source on the clash of Indian and
white cultures is William T. Hagen's American Indians
1979).

(1961; revised

Hagen traces stages in the encounter between the Indians and

a United States growing powerful domestically and overseas.

He

relates the treatment of the Indian to the United States treatment of
other weak minorities, at home and abroad.

More narrowly focused is

D. S. Otis' The Dawes Act and the Allotment of Indian Lands (1973).
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Otis brings out the ne gative impact of the General Allotment Act of
1887 and gives much det a il on the resulting alienation of Indian lands.
Heavy going, the book provides as much information as any reader
could wish to have about the famou s (or infamous) Dawe s Act.
Two very useful books deal with the Catholic Church and the
Indian missions.

Peter J. Rahill's The Catholic Indian Missions and

Grant's Peace Policy, 1870-188 4 (1953) is an account of the BCIM as it
originated and operated under the Peace Policy.

Rahill includes a

case study of labors for and among the Sioux in Dakota Territory.
Almost too detailed, the book is nevertheless interesting and several
charts and maps add to its usefulness.

The Churches and the Indian

Schools, 1888-1912 (1979) by Francis P. Prucha continues Rahill's
study, extending it to cover the controversy which arose over federal
aid to sectarian schools.

Many excerpts are given from correspondence

between the Directors of the BCIM and missionaries on Indian missions
across the United States as well as between the Directors and
opponents of federal aid to mission schools.
Indian religion is treated extensively by Charles Eastman and
Carl F. Starkloff in their respective books.

Eastman, a Dakota Indian,

wrote The Soul of the Indian (1911; reprint 1970) to acquaint white
people with the value system of the Indian.

He contrasts white

people's materialism, greed, and selfishness with the simple life
espoused by most Indians.

Openly scornful of his values, Eastman

suggests that the white man could learn much by observing and adopting
those of the Indian.

L

Writing almost 63 years later , Carl F. Starkloff,

a Jesuit priest, agrees with Eastman.

In The People of the Center
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(1974) he explains basic tenets and rituals of Indian religion (using
the Plains Indians as a focus).
Indian religion and Christianity.

Starkloff relates parallels between
He finds much to admire in Indian

religion and advises missiona ries to approach it with respect and
ope nmind ed n ess.
Information on the financin g of Indian missions i s r e ad i ly
available from g ov ernment documents.

Catholic Indian mission finances,

however, are most easily found in the headquarters of the sponsoring
bodies.

The Marquette University Archives ha s extensive holdings of

annual reports by the various Directors of the BCIM.

These give

yearly and even bi-annual totals of funding for all Catholic Indian
missions in the United States from the 1880s on.

Ledgers kept by

missionaries are usually stored at their respective monasteries and
convents.

A g ood source of information on the funding of Catholic

Indian missions both in the United States and elsewhere is a dissertation by Reverend Theodore Roemer.

Entitled The Ludwig-Missionsverein

and the Church in the U.S.: 1838-1918 (1933), the study traces the
financial help sent from an Austrian Catholic support organization to
the Church in the United States (and in parts of Africa and Asia).
There are many helpful tables of statistics, i.e., yearly sums
contributed, and breakdowns of sums for various regions and missions.
For a study of twentieth-century Indian educational philosophy
and practice, Margaret Szasz's Education and the American Indian,
1928-1973 (1974) is a detailed yet generally readable source.

Her

focus is on the administration of government schools, those run by
the BIA.

Szasz cites shifts in attitude toward the Indians affecting
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education policies:

a ssimilation , termination, and s e lf-determination.

Specific schools and pro g rams are noted for each of these shi f ts.
Numerous government sources are available which show s win g s
in offici a l attitud e s towa rd the Indi a ns and the corre sponding
po l icies which grew o ut of t he s e a tti tu de s.

Mos t valuabl e i s t he

study pre pare d by Lew i s Me ri am a nd s t aff, Th e Prob l em o f Ind i a n
Administr a tion ( 19 28; reprint 19 71 ) .

This r ep ort ch r onicl es t he

condition of Indians across the United States and offers suggestions
for more effective g overnment polici e s, primarily in the areas of
health a nd education.
The annual r e ports of Commissioners of Indian Affairs offer
much information on Indian a g encies , schools and hospitals .

They

include maps , charts, and t a bles of stat is tics helpful for an overall
view of Indian- g ove rnment relat i onships.

Most useful are th e s ummary

reports from individual Indian a g ents throughout the country.
As Secretary of the Interior from 1877 to 1881, Carl Schurz was
directly responsible for conducting the government's Indian affairs.
His views are, therefore, revealing of official attitudes toward the
Indian.

In his article, "Present Aspects of the Indian Problem,"

published in North American Review CCXCVI (July 1881), Schurz
acknowledges some injustices in the treatment of the Indians but he
believes firmly that the Indian must be assimilated.

The bulk of his

article is a plea for more and better education--the white man's
curriculum, of course--as the chief tool for this re-shaping of an
entire race.
The Senate Special Subcommittee Report on Indian Education
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compiled its report Indian Education: A National Tragedy--A National
Challenge in 1969.

Although havin g a narrower scope, it is a fine

supplement to the Meriam Report.

Like its predecessor, it contains

information about the status of native Americans, on and off the
reservation .

It, too , gives recommendations for r e form in governmen t

administration o f Indian affairs.

Sections of the report ar e h e lpful

in making a comparative study of how conditions cha nged or sta ye d the
same for

most native Americans between 1928 and 1969.
Although not officia 1 government publications, the Lake Mohonk

Conference Reports have a semi-official stamp.

The Mohonk Conference

was composed of influential Americans whose views carried much weight
in Congress and the White Hous e .

The reports, collections of addresses

given by these men (and occasionally a woman), reveal continuity and
change in thinking about the Indian--more often change.

A good example

is the Report of the 30th Annual Lake Mohonk Conference (1912), which
has an opening address by Dr. Elmer Ellsworth Brown, Chancellor of
New York University and also President of the Conference.

Dr. Brown

questions the current treatment of the Indian and calls for respect
for minority cultures.

Re is seconded by a number of other conference

members.
There are numerous excellent materials on Ojibwa culture and
on White Earth in particular, among which are several works by Gerald
Vizenor, an Ojibwa from White Earth.

His Escorts to White Earth (1968),

Anishinabe Adisokan (1970), The Everlasting Sky (1972), Tribal Scenes
and Ceremonies (1976), and Wordarrows (1978) convey Ojibwa beliefs and
values through the use of tribal legends and dialogues with reservation
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and urban Ojibwa-- many of whom Vi zenor knows pe r s onal l y.
were espe c i all y help f ul to my study :

Thre e works

Escor t s to Whit e Ea rth provides

background on t he first yea rs o f life on the res e rva tion in the 19th
century; The Everl a sting Sky a nd Wordarrows r e lat e i nformati on a bout
t e r mi no l o gy, ex pl ai ning t he orig i ns of t he va ri ous name s by wh i ch the
woodl ands I ndians have been a nd ar e ca ll ed .
In his a utobio gra phy, John Roger s , a n Ojibwa, tells of being
caught between two cultures .

His Red World and White (1957; reprint

1974) relates his experiences in the white man's world, ch i e f ly at
school and in t he Indian villa ge, l e arning and re-l earning I ndian lore.
Rogers concentrates on the latter e x periences and gives a good feel
of Ojibwa values, crafts, and occupations .
Sister Bernard Colma n 1 s Ojibwa Myths and Lege nds (1961)

makes

\

a good supplement to Vi z enor's works--esp e cially to Anishina be
Adisokan , also a retelling of many Ojibwa tales.

Sister Bernard's

collection is divided into regional tales--most from Leech Lake, Fond
Du Lac, White Earth , Nett Lake, and Grand Portage.

They are told in

a spri ghtly manner with drawings to enhance them.
Amply illustrated, Chippewa Customs (1929; reprint 1979) by
Frances Densmore has sections on dwellings, clothing, food, health,
life-cycle, games, decorative arts, and the medicine lodge.

Although

rather dry in style, the book provides much information on many
aspects of Ojibwa culture and one can find nuggets on almost any page.
Ruth Landes' The Ojibwa Woman (1938; reprint 1969) is a field
study of social behavior observed among Ojibwa.

L

The book is an

analytic account of cultural situations and of ways the women do or
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do not meet them.

Landes divides the book into five parts:

Marriage, Occupations, Abnormalities, and Life Histories.

Youth,
It is this

last part which makes the work especially attractive and useful.
Of a more general nature is Edmund Danziger's The Chippewas of
Lake Supe r ior (19 78) cons i sting of obse r va tion s on the economic and
social st a tus of the Ojibwa from t~e early sevent e enth century to the
mid-1970s.

The book is heavily statistical with many fine illustrations.

More important, it gives the history from an Indian perspective rather
than from a white man's.
Read alongside the Danziger work, William Warren's History of
the Ojibwa Nation (1858; reprint 1970) is very informative although
it does not go beyond the mid-19th century.

Warren, himself an Ojibwa,

recounts the origins of the Ojibwa people and their gradual expansion
into all parts of Minnesota.

He tells many stories of individual

Indian heroes and also gives a wealth of customs and beliefs.
Bishop Henry B. Whipple's autobiography, Lights and Shadows of
a Long Episcopate (1899), although long-winded at times, is a goldmine
of interesting anecdotes about Indians and white people whom Whipple
knew in his long and active career.

Some of the anecdotes concern

persons Whipple knew at or from White Earth.

Although Whipple is

often condescending in his attitude towards the Indian, his book does
give one a look at the thinking of a champion of Indian rights and a
constant agitator for BIA reform.
The Ojibwa Grand Medicine Lodge (the Midewiwin) is treated by
a number of authors, one of the most helpful being W. J. Hoffman in
his report, "The Midewiwin or Grand Medicine Society of the Ojibway,"
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in the Seventh Annual Report of Bureau of Ethnology, 1885-1886 (1891).
Hoffman explains the workings of the Midewiwin , its initiation rites
and the various degrees of membership.

He includes numerous drawings

of religious artifacts as well as musical notations for Midewiwin songs.
Ruth Lande s' Ojibwa y Re ligi on a nd the Midewiwin ( 1968 ) i s a fine
supplement to Hoffman's work.
Midewiwin into the

She expands the topic, placing the

total picture of Ojibwa reli gion.

A third source,

supplemental to both Hoffman and Landes, is Selwyn Dewdney's The
Sacred Scrolls of the Southern Ojibway (1975).

It is a study of 150

birchbark scrolls containing pictographs of teachings and ceremonies
of the Midewiwin Society.
color, of charts,

There are many reproductions, some in

maps, and diagrams for which Dewdney provides

helpful interpretation and commentary.
The problem of mixed-bloods versus full-bloods at White Earth
is related graphically in two sources, one a government document and
the other a popular journal.

House Hearings on House Resolution

Number 103 July 31, 1911 contains testimony by Father Aloysius
Hermanutz, among others, about this issue.

An article by Honore

Willsie in Collier's XLIX (August 1912) entitled "As You Do Unto
These" reports a conversation with the head chief at White Earth who
bemoans the struggle between mixed and full-bloods and also the despoliation of the reservation by greedy white business interests.
Although Miss Willsie is far from objective, her quotations from Chief
Little Cloud alone make the article very worthwhile.
An in-depth analysis of Ojibwa beliefs and values is contributed
by Irving A. Hallowell and Sister Inez Hilger, both anthropologists.
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Hallowell ' s Contributions to Anthropology ( 1976) has a section entitled
"Ojibwa World View and Disease" in which he describes the Ojibwa cosmic
outlook and the social controls maintained by the Midewiwin, because
of the lack of scientific knowledge by the trib e .

Mo r e specialized,

Sister Inez Hilger has two detailed works on the social structure of
Ojibwa life.

Th e first, A Social Study of 150 Chippewa Indian Fa milies

of the White Earth Rese r vation of Mi nn esota (1939\ a i ms to discover
whether there was any significant relat i onship between the social
status of the families and their housin g and living conditions.

The

author resided at White Earth from June to November of 19 38, int er viewing individual Indians and their fam ilies who provided some very
interesting anecdot e s.

There is an especially valuable appendix,

giving tabulations of h ous in g and living conditions.

Sist er Inez'

second book, Chippewa Ch il d Life and Its Cultural Background (1951),
describes the customs and beliefs of the Ojibwa as shown in the
development and training of the child.

Her material was gathered on

the Red Lake Reservation in the summers of 1932, 1933, and 1939 and
at White Earth in 1938.

There are many picture s taken at various

Minnesota reservations, depicting Ojibwa dress and occupations.
Most of the manuscript and archival materials on White Earth
were supplied by three places:

Marquette University, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin; St. John's Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota; and St. Benedict's
Convent, St. Joseph, Minnesota.

Other materials were from the National

Archives, Washington , D.C., and the Minnesota Historical Society,
Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Marquette University's Dept. of Special Collectiocs and
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University Archives is the depository of the Bureau of Catholic
Indian Missions records.

For the years between the 1870s and 1945 ,

thereare over 40 boxes of items.

These records consist mainly of

correspondence between the Directors of the BCIM and missionaries at
White Earth . chi efly th e pas t or .

They g i ve f i nancia l informa t ion

primarily, although there are occasional huma n-interest letters.

The

archivists are still processin g th e collection, and the records,
though boxed chronologically, need much sifting before one finds
specific items.
St. John's Abbey has appro x imately a dozen boxes of materials
on White Earth.

Much of the material consists of correspondence

between the missionaries--priests--and their abbots.

Unfortunately,

many of the letters are in the old German script and remain untranslated.

There are several ledgers, dating from the 1880s , giving

lists and costs of items used by the mission convent/school and
rectory over the years.

There are also many pictures of White Earth--

mainly of priests, sisters, students, and buildings.
St. Benedict's Convent has very little correspondence dealing
directly with White Earth but it does have extensive school records
and financial reports.

There are monthly reports of the St. Benedict's

Orphan School covering January to July 1885.

The quarterly school

records date from 1889 to 1896 and from 1908 to 1927.

They give the

names and number of students, their blood-classification , and the
types and cost of supplies for each quarter.

The financial records

include a journal (day book) covering July 1891 to July 1901; a
journal (ledger accounts) for July 1889 to October 1926; and a notebook
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of building r e cords from March 1919 to 1924.

Th e re ar e fin a ncial

statements f or th e years 180 9-1 90 0; 191 2 -1913; a n d 19 28 -1 9 70 .
total,

In

the se school r e ports and financial r e cords occupy one linear

foot of file space.
The Na ti o nal Archive s has records on the government - run schools
at White Ea rth.

They consist ma inl y of r e po rts from the Supe rintend ent i

to the Secre t a r y of the Interior a nd / or the Sup e rintend e nt of Indian
Education and letters between the Superintendent and Indian parents.
There are numerous ledgers giving names of employees--whether teachers
or staff--their positions and salaries and also the names and tot a l
of Indian students foe each school year.
The Minnesota Historical Society has the original handwritten
autobio g r a phy o f Ep isco pal Bishop He nry B. Whip p l e and also nume rous
letters between the Bishop, his fri e nds , a nd superior s .

Th e r e are

many official documents detailing treaties between Ojibwa bands and
the federal government and documents of government inspection into
suspected fraud on the reservation.

The Ransom Judd Powell Papers,

a private collection, give much primary material on White Earth in
the late nineteenth century.
Two titles came to my attention only after I completed my
paper and , upon reading them, I discovered they would have added much
to my study.

Mission Among the Blackfeet (1971) by Howard L. Harrod

is volume 112 in the Civilization of the American Indian Series.

It

is a study aimed at explaining "the role of missionary institutions
in representing the white world to the Blackfeet and the correspondin g
response."

James Axtell's The Indian Peoples of Eastern Amer i ca (1981)
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is a collection of primary sources about Indian cultures from the
Atlantic re g ion to the Great Lakes.

It includes eye-witness a cco un ts

of traders, missionaries, and government officials.

I

Ax tell ' s helpful

short introductions to each section give the setting of the tribe
being described as well as t h e bac kg round of the narrator .
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